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Appeal from the Third Judicial District, Owyhee County, Idaho 
HONORABLE MOLLY HUSKEY, presiding, 
M. Karl Shurtliff, 816 West Bannock, Suite 200, PO Box 1652, Boise, Idaho 83701-1652 
Weldon S. Wood, Attorneys for the Plaintiff, 17 Alverno Court, Redwood City, California 94061 
Steven F. Schossberger, Matthew Gordon, HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP, 
Attorneys for the Defendant, 877 Main Street, Suite 1000, PO Box 1617, Boise, Idaho 83701-
1617 
Date: 6/17/2014 
Time: 04: 12 PM 
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Third icial District Court Owyhee County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0003004-M Current Judge: Molly J. Huskey 
James Hilliard, etaL vs. Murphy Land Company, LLC 
User: TRINA 
James Barbara Hilliard vs. Land LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
2/18/2013 NCOC TRINA New Case Filed - Other Claims/Complaint for Molly J. Huskey 
Declaratory and Injunctive Judgment 
7/18/2013 TRINA Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not Molly J. Huskey 
listed in categories B-H, or the other A listings 
below Paid by: M. Karl Shurtliff Receipt number: 
0062697 Dated: 7/18/2013 Amount: $96.00 
(Check) For: Hilliard, (plaintiff) and Hilliard, 
Barbara (plaintiff) 
APER TRINA Plaintiff: Hilliard, Appearance M Karl Shurtliff Molly J. Huskey 
SMIS TRINA Summons Issued Molly J. Huskey 
APER TRINA Plaintiff: Hilliard, Barbara Appearance M Karl Molly J. Huskey 
Shurtliff 
APER TRINA Defendant: Murphy Land Company, LLC Molly J. Huskey 
Appearance Steven F Schossberger 
8/12/2013 MISC TRINA Answer and Counterclaim Molly J. Huskey 
TRINA Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Molly J. Huskey 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Tina 
Howard, Hawley Troxell Receipt number: 
0062954 Dated: 8/12/2013 Amount: $66.00 
(Credit card) For: Murphy Land Company, Lie 
(defendant) 
TRINA Filing: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Tina Molly J. Huskey 
Howard, Hawley Troxell Receipt number: 
0062954 Dated: 8/12/2013 Amount: $3.00 
(Credit card) For: Murphy Land Company, Lie 
(defendant) 
8/15/2013 ORDR TRINA Order to File Stipulated Trial Molly J. Huskey 
8/20/2013 JAMIE Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Molly J. Huskey 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Melanie Clark Receipt number: 0063035 Dated: 
8/20/2013 Amount: $22.00 (Cash) 
8/26/2013 AFFD LENA Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger Re Order to Molly J. Huskey 
File Stipulated Trial Dates 
9/3/2013 RPLY LENA Reply to Counterclaim Molly J. Huskey 
9/4/2013 NOTC TRINA Notice of Service - DefendanUCounterclaimants Molly J. Huskey 
First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for 
Production and Requests for Admission 
9/5/2013 HRSC TRINA Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Molly J. Huskey 
10/15/2013 08:30 AM) telephonic 
HRSC TRINA Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 12/02/2013 Molly J. Huskey 
09:00 AM) 4-day Trial Setting - Order Setting 
Pretrial Conference, Status Conf. and Ct 
HRSC TRINA Hearing Scheduled (Telephonic Status Molly J. Huskey 
Conference 11/04/2013 08:15 AM) 
ORDR TRINA Order Setting Pretrial Conference, Status Molly J. Huskey 
and Court Trial 
Date: 6/17/2014 
Time: 04:12 PM 
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Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger Re: Order Molly J. Huskey 
Setting Pretrial Conference, Status Conference, 
and Court Trial 
File Sent To Caldwell basket Molly J. Huskey 
Order Granting Defendants Motion for Protective Molly J. Huskey 
Order 
Notice of Service- Response Interrogatories to 
Steven F. Schossburger 
Notice of Service- Interrogatories to Steven F. 
Schossberger 
Order for Scheduling and Planning 
Molly J. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Molly J. Huskey 
on 10/15/2013 08:30 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Laura Whiting -Caldwell telephoni1 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: telephonic 
Motion to Reset Trial and Adjust Pretrial Molly J. Huskey 
Scheduling Dates 
Notice of Hearing Molly J. Huskey 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/04/2013 08:15 Molly J. Huskey 
AM) telephonic -Def.s Motion to Re-set Trial and 
Adjust Pretrial Scheduling Dates 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Molly J. Huskey 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Scott Clark Receipt number: 0063723 Dated: 
10/23/2013 Amount: $16.00 (Cash) 
Defendant/Counterclaimant Murphy Land Molly J. Huskey 
Company, LLC's Disclsoure of Expert Witness for 
Trial 
Notice of Association of Counsel Molly J. Huskey 
Notice of Preparation of Transcript of Lance Funk Molly J. Huskey 
by M & M Court Reportering 
Disclosure of Rebuttal of Expert Molly J. Huskey 
Plaintiffs Response to Motion to Vacate and Molly J. Huskey 
Reset trial and Schedule 
Notice of Compliance Molly J. Huskey 
Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on Molly J. Huskey 
12/02/2013 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 4-day 
Trial Setting 
Date: 6/17/2014 
Time: 04: 12 PM 
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Hearing result for Telephonic Status Conference Molly J. Huskey 
scheduled on 11/04/2013 08:15 AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Laura Whiting - Caldwell 
telephonic 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Molly J. Huskey 
11/04/2013 08:15 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Laura Whiting - Caldwell 
telephonic 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: telephonic -Def.s Motion to Re-set 
Trial and Adjust Pretrial Scheduling Dates 
Order Resetting Court Trial 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 02/10/2014 
09:00 AM) 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
Molly J. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Molly J. Huskey 
Judgment 
Affidavit Matthew Gordon in Support of Murphy Molly J. Huskey 
Land Complany, LLC's Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Affidavit of Frank Tiegs in Support of Murphy Molly J. Huskey 
Land Company, LLC's Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Notice of Hearing on Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Molly J. Huskey 
Errata to Memorandum in Support of Motion for Molly J. Huskey 
Summary Judgment and Affidavit of Frank Tiegs 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Molly J. Huskey 
Judgment 12/13/2013 10:30 AM) Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
Memorandum in Oppostion to MSJ Molly J. Huskey 
Affidavit of Robert F. Bennett Molly J. Huskey 
Affidavit of Ken Edmunds 
Affidavit of James C. Hilliard 
Molly J. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
Affidavit of Jay Clark Molly J. Huskey 
Defendant/CounterClaimant's Objections to Molly J. Huskey 
Evidence and Motion to Strike and Disregard 
Affidavit Testimony of Ken Edmonds, Jay Clark, 
Robert F. Bennett and James C. Hilliard 
Date: 6/17/2014 
Time: 04:12 PM 
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Memorandum in Support of Molly J. Huskey 
DefebndanUCounterclaimant's Objections to 
Evidence and Motion to Strike and Disregard 
Affidavit Testimony of Ken Edmonds, Jay Clark, 
Robert F. Bennett and James C. Hilliard 
DefendanUCounterclaimant's Motion to Strike and Molly J. Huskey 
Exclude the Affidavit of Ken Edmunds and 
Portions of the Affidavit of Jay Clark 
DefendanUCounterclaimant's Memorandum in 
Support of Motion to Strike and Exclude the 
Affidavit Ken Edmunds and Portions of the 
Affidavit of Jay Clark 
Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger Re: 
DefendanUCounterclaimant's Memorandum in 
Support of Motion to Strike and Exclude the 
Affidavit Ken Edmunds and Portions of the 
Affidavit of Jay Clark 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 
12/13/2013 01:00 AM) 
DefendanUCounterclaimant's Motions to Strike 
Reply in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Second Affidavit of Matthew Gordan 
Continued (Motion for Summary Judgment 
12/13/2013 01:00 PM) Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
Motion To Amend Reply To Countercalim 
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment 
scheduled on 12/13/2013 01 :00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Laura Whiting 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Molly J. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
Molly J. Huskey 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Molly J. Huskey 
on 12/13/2013 01:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Laura Whiting 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Defendant/Counterclaimant's Motions 
to Strike 
Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on Molly J. Huskey 
02/10/2014 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Date: 6/17/2014 Third icial District Court - Owyhee County User: TRINA 
Time: 04:12 PM ROA Report 
Page 5 of 8 Case: CV-2013-0003004-M Current Judge: Molly J. Huskey 
James Hilliard, etal. vs. Murphy Land Company, LLC 
James Barbara Hilliard vs. Land LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
12/19/2013 ORDR TRINA Order Granting Defendant/Counterclaimant Molly J. Huskey 
Motion to Exclude 
P lai ntiffs/Cou nter-Defendant's/Cou nter -Defendant: 
Expert Witness Testimony and Granting in Part 
Defendant Counterclaimants Motion to Strike and 
Disregard the Affidavit Testimony of Ken 
Edmunds, Jay Clark, Robert Bennett and James 
Hilliard 
ORDR TRINA Order Directing Release of Funds held in Escrow Molly J. Huskey 
to Murphy Land Company, LLC 
ORDR TRINA Order Granting Defendant/Counterclaimant's Molly J. Huskey 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
JDMT TRINA Judgment Molly J. Huskey 
STAT TRINA STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk Molly J. Huskey 
action 
12/27/2013 TRINA Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Molly J. Huskey 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Hall Friedly Ward Receipt number: 0064355 
Dated: 12/27/2013 Amount: $21.00 (Credit card) 
TRINA Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Molly J. Huskey 
Paid by: Hall Friedly Ward Receipt number: 
0064355 Dated: 12/27/2013 Amount: $3.00 
(Credit card) 
1/2/2014 MOTN LENA Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment Molly J. Huskey 
1/14/2014 MEMO TRINA Memorandum in Support of Motion to Alter or Molly J. Huskey 
Amend Judgment 
1/22/2014 AFFD TRINA Affidavit of Matthew Gordon re: Request to Notice Molly J. Huskey 
hearing 
MISC TRINA Request to Notice Hearing on Plaintiffs Motion to Molly J. Huskey 
Alter or Amend 
NOTC TRINA Notice of Hearing Molly J. Huskey 
HRSC TRINA Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02/14/2014 10:30 Molly J. Huskey 
AM) Defendant/Counterclaimant's Motion to 
Consolidate 
NOTC TRINA Notice of Hearing - Motion to Amend or Alter Molly J. Huskey 
Judgment 
HRSC TRINA Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/14/2014 10:30 Molly J. Huskey 
AM) Motion to Amend or Alter Judgment 
1/23/2014 FSTC TRINA File Sent To Caldwell basket Molly J. Huskey 
1/31/2014 MTOC LENA Motion to Consolidate Molly J. Huskey 
MEMO LENA Memorandum in Support of Motion to Consolidate Molly J. Huskey 
AFFD LENA Affidavit of Mathew Gordon in Support of Murphy Molly J. Huskey 
Land Company, LLC's Motion to Consolidate 
2/7/2014 MEMO TRINA Memorandum in Opposition of Motion to Molly J. Huskey 
Consolidate 
Date: 6/17/2014 
Time: 04: 2 PM 
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ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0003004-M Current Judge: Molly J. Huskey 
James Hilliard, etal. vs. Murphy Land Company, LLC 
User: TRINA 
James Barbara Hilliard vs. Land 
Date Code User Judge 
2/11/2014 NOTC TRINA Notice of Non-Opposition to Motion to Molly J. Huskey 
Consolidate of DefendanUCounterClaimant 
Murphy Land Company, LLC 
2/12/2014 NOTC TRINA Notice of Withdrawal of Motion to Consolidate Molly J. Huskey 
and of Vacating Hearing 
HRVC TRINA Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Molly J. Huskey 
02/14/2014 10:30 AM: Hearing Vacated 
DefendanUCounterclaimant's Motion to 
Consolidate 
2/28/2014 MOTN LENA Motion to Issue Amended Order and Molly J. Huskey 
memorandum in Support 
NOHG LENA Notice Of Hearing Molly J. Huskey 
HRSC LENA Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/14/2014 10:30 Molly J. Huskey 
AM) Motion to Issue Amended Order 
3/4/2014 CONT TRINA Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Molly J. Huskey 
03/14/2014 10:30 AM: Continued Motion to 
Issue Amended Order 
CONT TRINA Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Molly J. Huskey 
03/14/2014 10:30 AM: Continued Motion to 
Amend or Alter Judgment 
HRSC TRINA Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/14/2014 11 :30 Molly J. Huskey 
AM) Motion to Issue Amended Order and Motion 
to Amend or Alter Judgment 
3/6/2014 RSPN LENA Response to Motion to Issue Amended Order Molly J. Huskey 
MEMO LENA Memorandum in Response to Motion to Issue Molly J. Huskey 
Amended Order 
3/7/2014 AFFD TRINA Affidavit of Matthew Gordon in Support of Molly J. Huskey 
Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Alter or Amend 
Judgment 
MISC TRINA Opposition to Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment Molly J. Huskey 
3/12/2014 MISC TRINA Response to Opposition to Motion to Alter or Molly J. Huskey 
Amend Judgment 
MISC TRINA Reply in Support of Motion to Issue Amended Molly J. Huskey 
Judgment 
3/14/2014 DCHH TRINA Hearing result for Motion to set aside Judgment Molly J. Huskey 
scheduled on 03/14/201411:30AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Laura Whiting 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Motion to Issue Amended Order and 
Motion to Amend or Alter Judgment 
3/19/2014 ORDR TRINA Order Denying Plaintiffs' Motion to Alter or Amend Moliy J. Huskey 
Judgment 
ORDR TRINA Order Directing the Clerk of the Court to Release Molly J. Huskey 
Deposited Funds 
3/20/2014 MISC TRINA Final J. 
Date: 6/17/2014 
Time: 04: 2 PM 
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Third ·cial District Court - Owyhee County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0003004-M Current Judge: Molly J. Huskey 
James Hilliard, etal. vs. Murphy Land Company, LLC 
User: TRINA 
James Barbara Hilliard vs. Land LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
3/20/2014 STAT TRINA STATUS CHANGED: closed Molly J. Huskey 
MISC TRINA Request for Judgment Molly J. Huskey 
3/21/2014 MISC TRINA Acknowledgment & Reciept Molly J. Huskey 
4/2/2014 AFFD LENA Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Molly J. Huskey 
Defendant's/Counterclaimant's Verified 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys' Fees 
MCAF LENA Defendant/Counterclaimant's Verified Molly J. Hus key 
Memorandum Costs And Attorney Fees 
4/7/2014 TRINA Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Molly J. Huskey 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Jay Clark Receipt number: 0001053 Dated: 
4/7/2014 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) 
TRINA Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same Molly J. Huskey 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid by: 
Jay Clark Receipt number: 0001053 Dated: 
4/7/2014 Amount: $2.00 (Credit card) 
TRINA Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Molly J. Huskey 
Paid by: Jay Clark Receipt number: 0001053 
Dated: 4/7/2014 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) 
STAT TRINA STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk Molly J. Huskey 
action 
4/16/2014 MOTN TRINA Motion to Disallow all or part of Costs and Molly J. Huskey 
Attorney Fees 
4/17/2014 FSTC TRINA File Sent To Caldwell basket (files 1 &2) Molly J. Huskey 
NOTC TRINA Notice of Hearing Molly J. Huskey 
HRSC TRINA Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Molly J. Huskey 
05/27/2014 11 :00 AM) 
Defendants/Counterclaims Verified Memorandum 
of Costs, Atty. Fees and 
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants Motion to Disallow 
4/24/2014 TRINA Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Molly J. Huskey 
Supreme Court Paid by: Karl Shurtliff, Attorney 
Receipt number: 0001240 Dated: 4/24/2014 
Amount: $109.00 (Check) For: Hilliard, Barbara 
(plaintiff) and Hilliard, James (plaintiff) 
BNDC TRINA Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 1242 Dated Molly J. Huskey 
4/24/2014 for 600.00) 
5/12/2014 ORDR TRINA Order/Idaho Supreme Court Molly J. Huskey 
5/19/2014 MISC TRINA Amended Notice of Appeal Molly J. Huskey 
5/21/2014 FSTC TRINA File Sent To Caldwell basket. Files 2 and 3- for Molly J. Huskey 
Attorney Fees request and hearing 5/27 
6/4/2014 ORDR TRINA Order on Costs and Attorneys Fees Molly J. Huskey 
Date: 6/17/2014 
Time: 04:12 PM 
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Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Molly J. Huskey 
on 05/27/2014 11 :00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Laura Whiting 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Defendants/Counterclaims Verified 
Memorandum of Costs, Atty. Fees and 
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants Motion to Disallow 
Amended Order on Costs and Attorney Fees Molly J. Huskey 
Amended Final Judgment Molly J. Huskey 
Shurtliff 
Attorney at Law 
816 West Bannock, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 1652 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1652 
Telephone (208) 343-2900 
Fax (208) 343-3282 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
JAMES & BARBARA HILLIARD, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC, 
An Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Defendant. 











Case No. tltJ ~ / 3,, V 3CO( 
COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY 
AND INJUNCTIVE JUDMENT 
I 
That Plaintiffs are residents of the State of Florida. 
II 
That Defendant Murphy Land Company, LLC ("Murphy Land Co.") is an Idaho Limited 
Liability Company. 
III 
That the real property which was the subject of a sale between Plaintiffs (sellers) and 
Defendant (buyer) is located in Owyhee County, Idaho. 




That RE-11 Addendum No. 4, an addendum to the purchase.and sale agreement ofreal 
property located in Owyhee County, Idaho; a copy of which is attached hereto was agreed to by 
the parties with the intent that it be executed in the State of Idaho. 
V 
That this Court has jurisdiction over the parties and subject matter in this case. 
VI 
That venue is proper in the District Court of Owyhee County. 
VII 
That on or about January 22, 2010, Plaintiffs listed for sale farm real property (the farm) 
in Owyhee County commonly known as Crystal Springs Farm. 
VIII 
That on December 30, 2010, Defendant purchased the farm in fee simple from Plaintiffs. 
IX 
That on or about December 30, 2010, Plaintiffs provided to Defendant a Warranty Deed 
evidencing the sale by Plaintiffs and the purchase by Defendant of the farm. 
X 
That among other things, RE-11 Addendum NO. 4 provided that Plaintiffs would deposit 
with Guaranty Title, Inc. the amount of three million dollars ($3,000,000.00) (the funds) Said 
deposit was made by Plaintiffs. 
XI 
That also among other things, RE-11 Addendum No. 4 dated December 30, 
201 O,provided that the funds would be held in trust by Guaranty Title, Inc. pending issuance of 
an endorsement to the buyers policy of title insurance deleting. Exceptions Nos. 32 & 33 as 
shown as of the date on the commitment for title insurance. 
XII 
COMPLAINT FOR DECLATORY AND INJUNCTIVE JUDGMENT -2 
That exceptions Nos. & buyers 
been deleted. 
XIII 
That RE-11 Addendum No. 4 provided, inter alia, that after deletion of exceptions 32 & 
33 to the buyers policy oftitle insurance that the funds may be disbursed. "(I) with the written 
direction of both Seller and Buyer in exchange for such documentation as is in such form and 
content as the Title Company deems sufficient to issue an endorsement deleting either or both of 
such title policy exceptions, and/or (2) in the event any deposited funds remain with Guaranty 
Title, Inc. after exhaustion of all of Seller's remedies and defenses and of all appeals therefrom 
with respect to the removal of the title matter disclosed in the exceptions, then Company shall 
have the option to interplead such funds into a Judicial District Court for the State ofldaho 
proceeding." 
XIV 
That despite requests from Plaintiffs to Defendant to agree to written direction to the title 
company to disburse the funds to Plaintiffs the buyers refused and continue to refuse to agree to 
said disbursement; notwithstanding that the title policy exceptions have been deleted and 
notwithstanding that the Defendant is and has been in legal possession of the farm since 
December 30, 2010 and has been in sole possession of the farm since May 2, 2012. 
xv 
That all terms of the purchase and sale agreement between Plaintiffs and Defendant have 
been fulfilled. 
XVI 
That the Warranty Deed provided by Plaintiffs to Defendant on December 30, 2010 has 
been fulfilled in all ways; the buyer receiving from Guaranty Title, Inc. endorsements effecting 
the removal of exceptions Nos. 32 & 33 of the title policy issued on or about December 30, 2010. 
XVII 
That there exists no legal cause as to why Defendant should not in these circumstances 
COMPLAINT FOR DECLATORY AND INJUNCTIVE JUDGMENT -3 
agree that the funds be disbursed by Guaranty Title, to Plaintiffs. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for Judgment as follows: 
I. A declaratory judgment that the funds held by Guaranty Title, Inc. should be 
disbursed to Plaintiffs without delay. 
2. An Injunctive judgment requiring that Defendant assist in, participate in and join as 
necessary in providing direction to Guaranty Title, Inc. that the funds be disbursed to Plaintiffs 
without delay. 
3. For such other and her relief as the Court deems necessary and appropriate. 
Dated This ---[Jay of , 2013. 
~~ 
~FF 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
COMPLAINT FOR DECLATORY AND INJUNCTIVE JUDGMENT-4 
03-15-13;04:20PM; 
RE-11 ADDENDUM NO. 4 
This is an addendum to the~ and Sale Agreem.ent dated 11/0S/2010. 
ID No.11703339, between Lance Funk and/or assignees as Buyer and James and Barbara 
. ~ as Seller. · 
The undersigned parties hereby agree a., follows; 
Seller shall deposit with Guaranty irtle, me. ("Title Company"), as Trustee, the 
amount of Three Million Dollars ($3,000,000) ftom the proceeds due Seller ftom 1his sale as 
supplemented by Seller as necessar:y to total such amount In addition, Seller 3hall wic Seller's 
IQSOnable best efforts to collect from the existing tenant of the Property rentals payable by such 
tenant and deposit in escrow the amount of $200,000 thereof after receipt by Seller for Seller's 
own account of the first $200.000 theteof and deposit thereafter 500/a of fbrth.e.r rents receiwble 
collected by Seller, if any. These funds shall be held in 1Iust pending issuance of an endcnement 
to the Buyer's P,Olicy of title insurance, deleting Exception Nos. 32 and 33 cum:ntly shown on 
the Commitment for Title Insurance. Disbuxsements of such portions of such deposited funds 
ms.y be made in the following manner: (1) with the written dixec1ion of both Seller and Buyt;" in 
exclumge for such documentation as is in such fonn and content as the T'rtle Company deems 
sufficient to issue an endorsement deleting either or both of such title policy exceptions, arJJJ/or 
(2) in the event any deposited t\mds remain with Ouarauty Title, Inc. after cxhau.,tion of all of 
Seller's remedies and defcmses and of all appeals there:fiom with respect to the removal of the 
title matters disclosed in the excep1io~ then Company shall have the option to intcrplead such 
fmJds into a Judicial District Court for the Stam of Idaho proceeding. 
Upon completion of sud1 litigation and appeals, these funds shall be available 1X> 
the extent determined by a court of oompetcnt jurisdiction of the amo• of pmchaser's damage, 
if any, for loss or delay of possession of real estate pmcbased herein. 
To the extent the·tmns of this addendum modify or conflict with. any provisi~ 
of the Purchase and Sale Agreement includmg all prior addendums or count«otfers, these tenns 
shall control All other teims of the Pmchaso and Sale Agreement, including all Addendums or 
Co'tlD.t«o.ffers not modified by this addendum shall temain the same. Upon its execution by both 
parties, this agreement is made an integral part of the afomnentioned Purchase and Sale 
Agreement This addend.um may be executed in one or more countt:Ipart8, each of which shall 
be deemed an original and may be executed and transmitted by 1acsimile or e-mail, and when so 
executed and tmosmitted sball con.stitute an origin.al and binding agreement. 
[Signature Page Follows] 
RE-11 ADDENDUM NO. 4 -1 
# 37/100 
03- 5-13;04:20PM; 
Dated this 30th day of I>ecem.bet. 2010 . 
. ' . ' 
R.E-11 ADDENDUM NO. 4 • l 
BUYER: 
Lance Funk and/or assignees 
GUARANTY TITLE, INC. 
# 38/100 
·03- 5-13;04.20PM; 
Dated this 30th day ofDecember, 2010. 
RE-ll ADDENDUM NO. 4 -2 
SELLER: 
James.C. mJliard 
Barbara G. Hilliard 
BUYER: 
# 39/100 
8/12/20 4:26:00 PM ina Hummel 
Steven F. Schossberger, !SB No. 5358 
Matthew Gordon, ISB No. 8554 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 





Attorneys for Defendant 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 






MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho) 




Case No. CV-13-03004 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM 
Defendant Murphy Land Company, LLC ("Murphy Land"), by and through its 
undersigned attorneys of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and in answer to the 
Complaint filed by Plaintiffs James & Barbara Hilliard, admits, denies and alleges as follows: 
GENERAL DENIAL 
Defendant denies all allegations in the Complaint not specifically admitted herein. 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM -
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SPECIFIC ADMISSIONS AND DENIALS 
1. Defendant has insufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contained 
in Paragraph 1, but, on infonnation and belief, believes them to be accurate. 
2. Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 2 of the Complaint. 
3. In response to the allegations in paragraph 3 of the Complaint, Defendant admits 
that certain real property commonly known as Crystal Springs Farm or Crystal Springs Ranch 
was the subject of a sale between Plaintiffs as sellers and Defendant as buyer and that such 
property is located in Owyhee County, Idaho. 
4. In response to the allegations in paragraph 4 of the Complaint, Defendant admits 
that the parties executed RE-11 Addendum No. 4 as an addendum to the Purchase and Sale 
Agreement for Crystal Springs Farm and that a copy of Re-11 Addendum No. 4 is attached to 
Plaintiffs Complaint. As to the allegation that RE-11 Addendum No. 4 was agreed to by the 
parties with the intent that it be executed in the State of Idaho, Defendant is uncertain what is 
meant by such allegation and therefore denies it. 
5. In response to the allegations in paragraph 5 of the Complaint, Defendant will not 
contest jurisdiction. 
6. In response to the allegations in paragraph 6 of the Complaint, Defendant will not 
contest venue in this court. 
7. Defendant has insufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contained 
in Paragraph 7, but, on information and belief, believes them to be accurate. 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 2 
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8. In response to the allegations in paragraph 8 the Complaint, Defendant 
understands the reference to "the farm" to refer to Crystal Springs Farm, and based on that 
understanding, admits the allegations in paragraph 8. 
9. In response to the allegations in paragraph 9 of the Complaint, Defendant 
understands the reference to "the farm" to refer to Crystal Springs Farm, and based on that 
understanding, admits the allegations in paragraph 9. 
Page 5 
10. In response to the allegations in paragraph 10 of the Complaint, Defendant avers 
that REI-11 Addendum No. 4 speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its content. Defendant 
admits that RE-11 Addendum No. 4 provides that Plaintiffs would deposit the amount of three 
million dollars with Guaranty Title, Inc. and Defendant admits that Plaintiffs deposited the 
amount of three million dollars with Guaranty Tille, Inc. pursuant to REI-11 Addendum No. 4. 
11. In response to the allegations in paragraph 11 of the Complaint, Defendant avers 
that REI-11 Addendum No. 4 speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its content. 
12. In response to the allegations in paragraph 12 of the Complaint, Defendant is 
informed and believes that exceptions Nos. 32 & 33 of the buyer's policy of title insurance have 
been deleted. 
13. In response to the allegations in paragraph 13 of the Complaint, Defendant avers 
that REI-11 Addendum No. 4 speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its content. Defendant 
further avers that the portion of RE-11 Addendum No. 4 excerpted in paragraph 13 is incomplete 
in that it omits other relevant language of RE-11 Addendum No. 4. 
14. In response to the allegations in paragraph 14 of the Complaint, Defendant admits 
dtat Plaintiffs have requested that Defendant direct Guaranty Title, Inc. disburse the three million 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 3 
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not agreed to do so. allegation that Defendant is 
and has been in legal possession of the farm since December 30, 2010 calls for a legal conclusion 
to which no response is required~ to the extent a response is required, Defendant denies such 
allegation. Defendant admits that it has had possession of Crystal Springs Farm since May 2, 
2012. 
15. The allegations in paragraph 15 of the Complaint call for a legal conclusion to 
which no response is required; to the extent a response is required, Defendant denies the 
allegations. 
16. The allegations in paragraph 16 of the Complaint call for a legal conclusion to 
which no response is required; to the extent a response is required, Defendant denies the 
al legations. 
17. The allegations in paragraph 17 of the Complaint call for a legal conclusion to 
which no response is required; to the extent a response is required, Defendant denies the 
allegations. 
RESPONSE TO PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
In response to the relief prayed for in the Complaint, Defendant denies that Plaintiff is 
entitled to the relief requested therein. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
The following defenses are not stated separately as to each claim for relief or allegation 
of Plaintiff. Nevertheless, the following defenses are applicable or applicable, to any and all of 
Plaintiffs claims for relief. In addition, Defendants, in asserting the following defenses, do not 
admit that the burden of proving allegations or denials contained in the defenses is upon them, 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 4 
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to the contrary, assert that reason of denial and/or by reason relevant statutory and 
judicial authority, the burden of proving the facts relevant to many of the defenses and/or burden 
of proving the inverse of the allegations contained in many of the defenses is upon Plaintiff. 
Moreover, Defendants do not admit, in asserting in any defense, any responsibility or liability 
but, to the contrary, specifically deny any and all allegations of responsibility and liability 
alleged in the complaint. 
A. Failure to State a Claim. Plaintiffs' Complaint fails to state a claim against the 
Defendant upon which relief can be granted and should be dismissed pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) 
of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
B. Estoppel. Plaintiffs are barred from maintaining this action against the Defendant 
based upon the doctrine of estoppel. 
C. Reservation of Rights. Defendant reserves the right to raise additional 
affirmative defenses based upon information obtained during the discovery process. 
REQUEST FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES 
Defendant requests that it be awarded its reasonable costs, including attorney fees, 
incurred in defending this action. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, the Def end ant prays as follows: 
1. That Plaintiffs' complaint be dismissed with prejudice and that Plaintiffs take 
nothing thereunder; 
2. That judgment be entered in favor of Defendant; 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 5 
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3. That Defendant awarded reasonable including attorney fees, 
in defending this action; and 
4. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 
COUNTERCLAIM 
COMES NOW Counterclaimant Murphy Land, LLC ("Murphy Land"), by and through 
its counsel of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and by way of counterclaim against 
James & Barbara Hilliard (the"Hilliards"), complains and alleges as follows: 
1. Murphy Land is a limited liability company organized under the laws of the state 
of Idaho. 
2. On information and belief, the Hilliards are husband and wife and are residents of 
the State of Florida. 
3. The Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 1-705 and 
5-514. 
4. Venue is proper in Owyhee County, Idaho pursuant to Idaho Code §5-404. 
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 
5. During 2010, James HiUiard and representatives of Murphy Land discussed the 
potential purchase of Crystal Springs Farm. During those discussions, Murphy Land 
representatives communicated to James Hilliard that it was interested in purchasing Crystal 
Springs Farm for the purpose of and with the intent to grow crops thereon and that it did not 
intend to continue leasing it to the then-current occupant of Crystal Springs Farm, Jay P. Clark. 
James Hilliard represented that, if Murphy Land purchased Crystal Springs Farm, he would 
ensure that Jay P. Clark would vacate Crystal Springs Farm prior to closing. 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 6 
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On November 2010, Murphy Land executed a purchase and sale agreement 
with the Hilliards for the purchase of Crystal Springs Farm, an express condition of which was 
that "Sellers existing lease with Jay Clark to be terminated" prior to closing on December 28, 
2010. 
7. When Jay Clark had not vacated Crystal Springs Farm as of December 28, 2010, 
the Hilliards and Murphy Land executed Re-11 Addendum No. 2 to extend the date of closing to 
December 29, 2010. 
8. When Jay Clark had not vacated Crystal Springs Farm as of December 29, 2010, 
the Hilliards and Murphy Land executed Re-11 Addendum No. 3 to extend the date of closing to 
December 30, 2010. 
9. When Jay Clark had not vacated Crystal Springs Farm as of December 30, 2010, 
the Hilliards and Murphy Land executed Re-11 Addendum No. 4 in recognition of the fact that 
Jay Clark's continuing possession of Crystal Springs Farm might prevent Murphy Land from 
growing crops thereon, that Murphy Land might be required to initiate legal action to remove Jay 
Clark from Crystal Springs Farm, and that Murphy Land might be otherwise damaged by Jay 
Clark's continued refusal to vacate Crystal Springs Farm. 
10. Pursuant to Re-11 Addendum No. 4, the Hilliards deposited three million dollars 
into an escrow account at Guaranty Title, Inc. (the "Escrow Funds") to ensure that Murphy Land 
would be compensated for damages resulting from the loss or delay of possession of Crystal 
Springs Farm. 
11. On December 30, 2010, after Murphy Land and the Hilliards executed RE-11 
Addendum No. 4, the Hilliards conveyed Crystal Springs Farm to Murphy Land. 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 7 
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12. Murphy performed all obligations required it under the 




13. Murphy Land incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation set forth 
in paragraphs 1-12 above, inclusive, as though said paragraphs were set forth herein in full. 
14. Re-11 Addendum No. 4 provides that "Upon completion of such litigation and 
appeals, these funds shall be available to the extent determined by a court of competent 
jurisdiction of the amount of purchaser's damage, if any, for loss or delay of possession of real 
estate purchased herein." 
15. By filing its Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Judgment against Murphy 
Land, the Hilliards have waived the "Upon completion of such litigation and appeals" 
contingency in Re-11 Addendum No. 4; as a result, the Escrow Funds are to be made available to 
Murphy Land in the amount of damages suffered by Murphy Land for loss or delay of possession 
of Crystal Springs Farm, the extent of which is to be determined by this Court. 
16. Despite Murphy Land's extensive efforts to remove Jay P. Clark from Crystal 
Springs Farm, Jay P. Clark did not vacate Crystal Springs Farm until on or about May 2, 2012. 
17. Murphy Land was damaged by loss and delay of possession of Crystal Springs 
Farm in an amount in excess of three million dollars. As a result, Murphy Land is entitled to all 
of the Escrow Funds. 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 8 
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CLAIM FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES 
18. Murphy Land repeats herein by reference each and every allegation set forth in 
paragraphs 1-17 above, inclusive, as though said paragraphs were set forth herein in full. 
19. Murphy Land is entitled to recover its costs and attorney fees in pursuing the 
above-alleged counterclaim pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 54, et seq. and Idaho 
Code§ 12-120(3). 
REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED HEARING 
Pursuant to Rule 57(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Murphy Land requests a 
speedy hearing of this matter and that the Court advance such hearing on its calendar. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Counterclaimants pray for judgment as follows: 
1. For a declaration that Murphy Land is entitled to all three million dollars of the 
Escrow Funds, and that such funds be immediately disbursed to Murphy Land; 
2. For an order directing Guaranty Title, Inc. to release all three million dollars of 
the Escrow Funds to Murphy Land; 
3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 
DATED THIS \ V day of August, 2013. 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 9 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
~~ By~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Matthew Gordon, ISB No. 8554 
Attorneys for Defendant 
8/12/2013 4:28:59 PM ina Hummel 208-95 93 Page 12 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this t t--day of August, 2013, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to each of the following: 
M. Karl Shurtliff 
Attorney at Law 
816 West Bannock, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 1652 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1652 
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs] 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM- IO 
6LJ.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
D Hand Delivered 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 






MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Def endant/Counterclaimant. ) 
) 
Case No. CV -13-03004 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
This matter having orally come before the Court on September 27, 2013, al l l :00 a.m., 
pursuant to Defendant Murphy Land Company, LLC's Motion for Protective Order brought at 
the time of the deposition of Lance Funk requesting that Mike Southcomb, a non-party and 
licensed anomey who has not made an appearance in this action on behalf of the Plaintiffs. be 
removed from attending and participating in the deposition of Lance Funk, a member of 
Defendant/Counterclaimant Murphy Land Company, LLC. Steven F. Schossberger was on the 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - I 
45522.lKl<l4.61)9{)742 I 
phone on behalf of Defendant/Counlerclaimant. Murphy Land Company, LLC, and Karl 
Shurtliff was on the phone on behalf of Plaintiffs James and Barbara Hilliard. 
Afler hearing from counsel, in an exercise of the Court's discretion, the Motion for 
Protective Order was and is hereby GRANTED and the Court ordered that Mr. Southcomb leave 
the room and not otherwise paiticipate in the deposition of Lance Funk. 
~ DATED THIS~ day of Octoher. 2013. 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR PROTECTfVE ORDER - 2 
CLERK'S CERTlFICA TE OF SERVICE 
J/ld I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this_ day of October, 2013, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE 
ORDER by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
M. Karl Shmtliff 
Attorney at Law 
816 West Bannock, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 1652 
Boise. Idaho 83701-1652 
[Atwmeysfor Plaint(tfsl 
Steven F. Schossberger 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite I 000 ) 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise. Idaho 83701- I 617 
/ 
BU.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
D Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
DE-mail 
D Telccopy: 208-343-3282 
~S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
D Hand Delivered 




Clerk of the Court 
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 3 
45522Jl0()4 60<J07~2. I 
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358 
Matthew Gordon, ISB No. 8554 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 





Attorneys for Defendant 
FILED 
_ __.A.M.I: 11 P.M. 
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MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho) 




Case No. CV -13-03004 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(a) and 56(b), Defendant/Counterclaimant Murphy Land 
Company, LLC ("Murphy Land") moves this Court to enter summary judgment in its favor on 
all claims and counterclaims asserted in this matter and to declare and order that Murphy Land is 
entitled to the funds currently deposited in escrow with Guaranty Title. 
This motion is made on grounds that there is no genuine issue of material fact that that 
the escrowed funds should be released to Murphy Land because the agreement between the 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
are to 
Murphy Land for damages from delayed possession of Crystal Springs Farm, and there is no 
genuine dispute that Murphy Land's damages exceed the amount in escrow. These grounds are 
explained further in the accompanying supporting memorandum. This motion is also supported 
by the affidavits of Frank Tiegs and Matthew Gordon filed this same day. 
DATED THIS_\ v_(_7a'y of November, 2013. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
~,"'-·~ 
BY~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 2 
Matthew Gordon 
Attorneys for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this I Lf day of November, 2013, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to each of the following: 
M. Karl Shurtliff 
Attorney at Law 
816 West Bannock, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 1652 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1652 
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs] 
™11.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
DE-mail 
D Telecopy: 208-343-3282 
Matthew Gordon 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3 
Schossberger, 
Matthew Gordon, ISB No. 8554 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 





Attorneys for Defendant 
FILED 
f)1._P.M. 
NOV 1 5 2013 
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MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Def endant/Counterclaimant. ) 
) 
Case No. CV-13-03004 
AFFIDAVIT OF FRANK TIEGS IN 
SUPPORT OF MURPHY LAND 
COMPANY, LLC'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FRANK TIEGS, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I make this affidavit and the statements herein based upon my personal knowledge. 
2. I am a member, co-manager, and 50% owner of Murphy Land Company, LLC 
("Murphy Land"). Lance Funk is the other member, co-manager, and 50% owner of Murphy 
Land. A summary of my professional experience is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
3. In 2010, on behalf of Murphy Land, I began negotiating with Plaintiff James 
Hilliard regarding the potential purchase of the real property commonly k..11own as Crystal Springs 
AFFIDAVIT OF FRANK TIEGS - 1 
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(the "Farm"), located in Owyhee County, Idaho. 
of the reasons Murphy Land was interested purchasing Farm was 
because I determined that, due to its location near CJ Strike Reservoir, it was the earliest ground in 
Idaho for potatoes. As a result, if Murphy Land owned the Farm, it would be able to plant and 
harvest potatoes there earlier at any other farm in Idaho. This is particularly valuable because 
growers get a premium price for the earliest potatoes harvested each year. 
5. During the negotiations with James Hilliard in late 2010 to purchase the Farm, I 
became aware that Jay Clark was a tenant on the Farm. I informed Mr. Hilliard that Murphy Land 
intended to farm the Farm itself and that Murphy Land did not want Jay Clark to remain on the 
Farm. Mr. Hilliard informed me that Jay Clark was a family friend, and that he would ensure that 
Jay Clark had vacated the Farm by the time title passed to Murphy Land. 
6. On November 5, 2010, Murphy Land, as buyer, and James and Barbara Hilliard (the 
"Hilliards"), as sellers, executed a purchase and sale agreement to purchase the Farm 
("Agreement"). A true and correct copy of the Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit B. An 
express condition of the Agreement was that the Hilliards lease with Jay Clark would be 
terminated prior to closing, on or before December 28, 2010. 
7. As the closing date approached, it became apparent that, contrary to James 
Hilliard's representation, Jay Clark did not intend to vacate the Farm prior to closing. As a result, 
after extending the closing date, Murphy Land and the Hilliards agreed that $3,000,000 of the 
purchase price for the Farm would be held in escrow to compensate Murphy Land for any damages 
caused by delays in possessing the Farm. On December 29, 2010, Murphy Land and the Hilliards 
executed RE-11 Addendum No. 4 to memorialize that agreement, and the Hilliards deposited three 
AFFIDAVIT OF FRANK TIEGS - 2 
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dollars into an escrow account at Title, true accurate copy of RE-11 
C. 
8. On December 30, 2010, the Hilliards conveyed the Farm to Murphy Land by 
warranty deed, a true and accurate copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit D. 
9. As of December 30, 2010, Jay Clark remained on the Farm, despite the fact that he 
had been informed that Murphy Land did not want him to remain as a tenant on the Farm. On or 
about January 14, 2011, Lance Funk and I met with Jay Clark, and we repeated that Murphy Land 
did not want him to remain as a tenant on the Farm, and I demanded that Jay Clark vacate the 
Farm. Jay Clark refused to vacate the Farm, he claimed that he had a right to continue to possess 
the Farm for another nine years based upon a purported written lease with the Hilliards, and he 
stated that he would vacate the Farm only if he was paid two million dollars and his father, John 
Clark, was paid $950,000. 
10. Murphy Land purchased the Farm with the intention of growing potatoes and other 
crops thereupon and intended to plant crops on the Farm in early 2011. 
11. Jay Clark's continued presence on the Farm prevented Murphy Land from entering 
the Farm and preparing it for the planting of crops in 2011 and prevented Murphy Land from 
farming the Farm until May 2, 2012. 
12. In 2011 and 2012, representatives of Murphy Land repeatedly notified Jay Clark 
that he had no right to be upon the Farm and that he must vacate the Farm. Each time, Jay Clark 
refused to vacate. 
13. In early 2011, Murphy Land hired Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP to assist 
with removing Jay Clark from the Farm, and I instructed my attorney to attempt to evict Jay Clark 
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as soon as possible. 2011, Murphy Land filed a against 
Idaho, and on 2011, moved for a preliminary injunction 
to remove Jay Clark from the Farm immediately. Murphy Land continued to prosecute that 
lawsuit until Jay Clark filed for bankruptcy. At that time, I directed the attorney to seek immediate 
relief from the automatic stay so that Murphy Land could continue with the efforts to remove Jay 
Clark from the Farm and take possession of the Farm. 
14. Meanwhile, in the Spring of 2011, Murphy Land attempted to move its farming 
equipment onto the Farm. In response, Jay Clark called the Owyhee County Sheriff, who advised 
representatives of Murphy Land that they should not continue to attempt to move farming 
equipment onto the Farm. 
15. Murphy Land was prevented from possessing and farming the Farm until May 2, 
2012, when Jay Clark was finally evicted by the Owyhee County Sheriff. After Jay Clark vacated 
the Farm, Murphy Land immediately took possession and began farming. 
16. Murphy Land was ready, willing, and able to enter the Farm in January 2011 and 
begin preparing it for the planting of potatoes and other crops, and if not for Jay Clark's refusal to 
vacate the Farm, it would have done so. I prepared a plan for farming the Farm in 2011 (the "2011 
Farm Plan"), the details of which are in Exhibit E-1, attached hereto. I prepared the 2011 Farm 
Plan based upon my background and my extensive experience farming similar crops in similar 
locations. 
17. I also prepared a plan for Murphy Land to farm the Farm in 2012 if it had obtained 
possession of the Farm at or prior to the beginning of 2012 (the "2012 Farm Plan"). The 2012 
Farm Plan details are in attached Exhibit E-2. I prepared the 2012 Farm Plan based upon my 
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and my experience farming similar crops similar locations. 
18. Lance I are also members and 50% owners Owyhee Farming 
Company, LLC ("Owyhee Farming"). Owyhee Farming entered into a lease with Clark's Crystal 
Springs Ranch, LLC, to farm certain acreage on the Farm in 2011 and 2012. Owyhee Farming 
grew 458.3 acres of Shepody potatoes on the Farm in 2011 and 369.3 acres of Shepody potatoes 
and 189.5 acres of Ranger potatoes in 2012. Owyhee Farming entered into that lease because 
Murphy Land was engaged in a legal dispute with Jay Clark in which Murphy Land took the 
position that Jay Clark did not have a valid leasehold interest in the Farm. In preparing the 2011 
Farm Plan, I initially include the acreage for the Shepody potatoes, and in preparing the 2012 Farm 
Plan, I initially included the acreage for the Shepody and Ranger potatoes. Because Murphy Land 
and Owyhee Farming are owned by Lance Funk and me I have not included in the damages 
calculation the profits from the land farmed by Owyhee Farming -- those acres are included in the 
2011 and 2012 Farm Plan, but I have offset Owyhee Farming's profits in my calculation of lost 
profits for Murphy Land. Owyhee Farming paid Clark's Crystal Springs Ranch, LLC $300,000 in 
lease payments for 2011 and 2012, however. 
19. I prepared projections for costs and revenues for the 2011 Farm Plan, and I 
estimated that Murphy Land would have realized a profit of $3,813,447 (including the Shepody 
potatoes) if it had obtained possession of the Farm on December 30, 2010. I prepared those 
projections based upon my background and my extensive experience farming similar crops in 
similar locations. Owyhee Farming made a profit of $808,640.33 from farming Shepody potatoes 
at the Farm in 2011. Excluding that amount, based upon my estimates, Murphy Land lost 
$3,004,807.81 in profits by being denied possession of the Farm in 2011. See Exhibit E-1. I have 
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profits based upon actual revenue and cost figures comparable 
Because I operate a large-scale farming operation and my farming 
practices are consistent among my various entities and at the various farms I operate, the costs and 
revenues for particular crops are similar among the various farms. The basis for my calculations is 
as follows: 
a) If Murphy Land had obtained possession of the Farm on December 30, 
2010, Murphy Land would have grown 451.3 acres of Norkotah potatoes on the Farm in 2011, and 
I estimated that Murphy Land would have earned a net profit of $1,635,059.90 from growing that 
crop. That estimated profit was based upon: (1) estimated revenue per acre of $6,400.00, which 
was based, in tum, on an estimated yield of 20 tons per acre and an estimated sales price of $320 
per ton; and (2) an estimated cost per acre of $2,777.00. See Exhibit E-2 at ML0000328. In 
comparison, in 2011, one of my other entities farmed Norkotah potatoes at B. Wolfe Farm, which 
is located near Grandview, Idaho, across CJ Strike Reservoir from the Farm. Because the B. 
Wolfe Farm is near the Farm, I would expect the yields at the two to be similar. The costs and 
sales price would also be similar. The Norkotah potatoes grown at B. Wolfe Farm yielded 20.83 
tons per acre and sold for $308.05 per ton, and the cost to grow those potatoes was approximately 
$1,987.12 per acre. Attached as Exhibit Fare summaries of the cost and revenue numbers for the 
Norkotah potatoes grown at B. Wolfe Farm in 2011, which were prepared by my employees based 
upon data kept in the regular course of business, together with supporting data. (Note that 
identifying information for purchasing parties has been redacted from this and other exhibits.) 
Applying those actual numbers rather than my estimates, Murphy Land would have earned a net 
profit of $1,999,061.10 from growing Norkotah potatoes at the Farm in 2011. 
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b) Murphy 
Murphy Land would 
had obtained possession the Farm on December 
grown 1061.7 acres of DNS wheat on the Farm in 2011, and I 
estimated that Murphy Land would have earned a net profit of $663,350.16 from growing that 
crop. That estimated profit was based upon: (1) estimated revenue per acre of $1,222.80, which 
was based, in tum, on an estimated yield of 120 bushels per acre, and an estimated sales price of 
$10.19 per bushet and (2) an estimated cost per acre of $598.00. See Exhibit E-1 at ML000329. 
In 2011, Pasco Farming, Inc., one of my other entities, farmed DNS wheat in fields near Burley, 
Idaho. Because the fields farmed by Pasco Farming, Inc. are approximately 2000 feet higher in 
elevation than the Farm, I would expect the yields to be slightly higher at the Farm. The costs to 
grow the wheat and the sales price would have been similar. The DNS wheat grown by Pasco 
Farming, Inc. yielded, on average, 115.5 bushels per acre. DNS wheat sold, on average, for $10.58 
per bushel. The cost for Pasco Farming to grow wheat in 2011 was approximately $554.77 per 
acre. Attached as Exhibit G are summaries of the cost and revenue numbers for the DNS wheat 
grown by Pasco Farming, Inc. in 2011, which were prepared by my employees based upon data 
kept in the regular course of business, together with supporting data. Applying those actual 
numbers rather than my estimates, Murphy Land would have earned a net profit of $708,387.47 
from growing DNS wheat at the Farm in 2011. 
c) If Murphy Land had obtained possession of the Farm on December 30, 
2010, Murphy Land would have grown 736.6 acres of com on the Farm in 2011, and I estimated 
that Murphy Land would have earned a net profit of $482,473.00 from growing that crop. That 
estimated profit was based upon: (1) estimated revenue per acre of $1,575.00, which was based, in 
tum, on an estimated yield of 6.3 tons per acre and an estimated sales price of $250 per ton; and 
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an uu,u,~,'"' cost per acre of $920.00. See Exhibit 1 at ML000330. In comparison, in 2011, 
com at Murphy Flats Farm, Murphy, Idaho, which is approximately 45 
minutes from the Farm. Because Murphy Flats is close to the Fann but has slightly cooler 
temperatures, I would expect com yields at Murphy Flats to be slightly lower than at the Farm. 
The sales price for that com would be similar to corn grown at the Farm. The corn grown at 
Murphy Flats in 2011 yielded, on average, 6.49 tons per acre and sold for, on average, $241.38 per 
ton. Attached as Exhibit H are summaries of the revenue numbers for the com grown at Murphy 
Flats in 2011, which were prepared by my employees based upon data kept in the regular course of 
business, and supporting data. The actual cost to grow com at the Farm in 2012 was $697.04 per 
acre. Attached as Exhibit I is a summary of the cost numbers for corn and other crops grown at the 
Farm in 2012, which was prepared by my employees based upon data kept in the regular course of 
business, together with supporting data. That cost would likely be similar to the actual cost to 
grown corn at the Farm in 2011. Applying those actual numbers rather than my estimates, Murphy 
Land would have earned a net profit of $640,485.63 from growing corn at the Farm in 2011. 
d) If Murphy Land had obtained possession of the Farm on December 30, 
2010, Murphy Land would have grown 450.1 acres of alfalfa on the Farm in 2011, and I estimated 
that Murphy Land would have earned a net profit of $223,924.75 from growing that crop. That 
estimated profit was based upon: (1) estimated revenue per acre of $747.50, which was based, in 
turn, on an estimated yield of 6.5 tons per acre and an estimated sales price of $115 per ton; and 
(2) an estimated cost per acre of $250.00. See Exhibit E-1 at ML000326, 321. In comparison, in 
2011, Owyhee Farming farmed alfalfa at various farms in Twin Falls County, Idaho. I would 
expect the alfalfa yields on those farms to be similar to the yield at the Farm. The sales price and 
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Alfalfa grown by Owyhee Farming 2011 sold 
alfalfa was approximately $239.23 per acre. Attached 
as Exhibit J is a contract showing the revenue per acre for the alfalfa grown by Owyhee Farming in 
201 I, together with a summary of the costs per acre for that alfalfa, which was prepared by my 
employees based upon data kept in the regular course of business. Applying those actual numbers 
rather than my estimates, Murphy Land would have earned a net profit of $252,402.57 from 
growing alfalfa at the Farm in 2011. 
e) In sum, applying actual numbers for revenue and cost per acre from 
comparable farms operated by my entities in 2011 and from the Farm in 2012 to the 2011 Farm 
Plan, and excluding the expected profits from the Shepody potatoes farmed by Owyhee Farming, 
Murphy Land would have earned a net profit of approximately $3,600,336.60 if it had been able to 
gain possession of the Farm on or near December 30, 2010. After repeated demands for unjust 
enrichment damages, Murphy Land received certain payments from Jay Clark in 2011, under 
protest and without waiver of its state law claims. The payments actually received by Murphy 
Land from Jay Clark in 2011 totaled $198,544.92, but Owyhee Farming paid Jay Clark $200,000 
to farm the Shepody potatoes on the Farm in 2011. If the payment to Jay Clark is subtracted, and 
the payment from Jay Clark added to the lost profits amount, Murphy Land lost approximately 
$3,601,791.70 by being denied possession of the Farm in 2011. 
20. I also prepared projections for the 2012 Farm Plan which indicated that Murphy 
Land would have realized a profit of $3,838,219.98 if it had possession of the Farm at the 
beginning of 2012. See attached Exhibit E-2. I prepared those projections based upon my 
background and my extensive experience farming similar crops in similar locations. Because 
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Land was unable to enter the Farm until May 2, 2012, it was unable to farm according to 
Plan. a result, although Murphy Land was able to farm the Farm for part of 2012, it 
had to adjust the 2012 Plan and, in some cases, plant different crops. For example, Murphy Land 
was unable to plant Hard Red Winter (HRW) Wheat at the Farm in 2012. Because Murphy Land 
did not gain possession of the Farm until May 2, 2012, it made a profit of only $1,767,231 in 2012. 
Owyhee Farming made a profit of $1,386,703 from farming Shepody and Rangers potatoes on the 
Farm in 2012. Sere attached Exhibit Eat MLOOOOOl. The basis for those calculations, and for a 
revised calculation of Murphy Land's lost profits based upon actual revenue and cost figures from 
the Farm and comparable farms, is as follows: 
a) If Murphy Land had possession of the Farm at the beginning of 2012, 
Murphy Land would have grown 274.6 acres of Rangers potatoes on the Farm in 2012, and I 
estimated that Murphy Land would have earned a net profit of $593,685.20 from growing that 
crop. That estimated profit was based upon: (1) estimated revenue per acre of $3,740.00, which 
was based, in tum, on an estimated yield of 22 tons per acre and an estimated sales price of $170 
per ton~ and (2) an estimated cost per acre of $1,578.00. See Exhibit E-2 at ML000335. Owyhee 
Farming actually farmed 189.5 acres of Rangers potatoes at the Farm in 2012 at an actual cost of 
$1079.43 per acre, and those acres yielded, on average, 16 tons per acre and sold for $151.16 per 
ton. The actual cost and revenue numbers for the Rangers potatoes grown by Owyhee Farming in 
2012 are sumn1arized in Exhibit Eat MLOOOOOl, which was prepared by my empioyees based 
upon data kept in the regular course of business. Applying those actual numbers rather than my 
estimates, Murphy Land would have earned a net profit of $367,725.09 from growing Rangers 
potatoes according to the 2012 Plan. Deducting the 189.5 acres of Rangers potatoes from the 
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acres planned to 2012 revenue numbers 
than my estimates the remaining 85.1 acres, Murphy Land would have earned an 
additional $119,310.66, over and above what Owyhee Farming earned, had it been able to grow 
Rangers potatoes according to the 2012 Plan. 
b) If Murphy Land had possession of the Farm at the beginning of 2012, 
Murphy Land would have grown 652.1 acres of HRW wheat on the Farm in 2012, and I estimated 
that Murphy Land would have earned a net profit of $409,518.80 from growing that crop. That 
estimated profit was based upon: (1) estimated revenue per acre of $1,038, which was based, in 
tum, on an estimated yield of 120 bushels per acre and an estimated sales price of $8.65 per 
bushel; and (2) an estimated cost per acre of $410.00. See Exhibit E-2 at ML000336. Because 
Murphy Land was prevented from taking possession of the Farm until May 2, 2012, it could not 
grow HRW wheat on the Farm that year. In comparison, Owyhee Farming farmed HRW wheat in 
2012 at Clover Hollow and Triple C, which are located near Mountain Home, Idaho, less than one 
hour drive from the Farm. Because Clover Hollow and Triple C Farms are at higher elevations 
than the Farm, I would expect the yields for HRW wheat on those farms to be slightly lower than 
at the Farm, but the costs to raise the wheat and the sales price would be similar. The HRW wheat 
grown by Owyhee Farming in 2012 at Clover Hollow and Triple C Farms yielded, on average, 
142.5 bushels per acre; it sold for, on average, $8.15 per bushel; and the cost to grow that wheat 
averaged approximately $359.85 per acre. Attached as Exhibit Kare summaries of the cost and 
revenue numbers for the HRW wheat grown by Owyhee Farming in 2012, which were prepared by 
my employees based upon data kept in the regular course of business, together with supporting 
data. Applying those actual numbers rather than my estimates, Murphy Land would have earned a 
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net $522,674.45 
wheat on the 
HRW wheat at the Farm 2012. Instead, Murphy Land 
2012, a crop that is less profitable. Murphy Land earned a 
net profit of $443,305.10 on the white wheat grown on the Farm in 2012. As a result, Murphy 
Land made $79,369.35 less profit than anticipated from farming wheat at the Farm in 2012. 
Attached as Exhibit L is documentation of the revenue for the white wheat grown on the Farm in 
2012, including spreadsheets that were prepared by my employees based upon data kept in the 
regular course of business. Exhibit I includes cost data for the white wheat. 
c) If Murphy Land had possession of the Farm at the beginning of 2012, 
Murphy Land would have grown 431.8 acres of corn on the Farm in 2012, and I estimated that 
Murphy Land would have earned a net profit of $329,463.40 from growing that crop. That 
estimated profit was based upon: (1) estimated revenue per acre of $1,449.00, which was based, in 
tum, on an estimated yield of 6.3 tons per acre and an estimated sales price of $230 per ton; and 
(2) an estimated cost per acre of $686.00. See Exhibit E-2 at ML000337. After gaining 
possession of the Farm on May 2, 2012, Murphy Land grew 471.1 acres of corn, which yielded 7.0 
tons per acre and sold for $263.33 per ton with a cost of $697.04 per acre. Murphy Land made a 
profit of $540,006.38 on that corn. Attached as Exhibit_ M are documents, showing revenue for 
the com grown at the Farm in 2012, which were prepared by my employees based upon data kept 
in the regular course of business. Exhibit I includes cost data for the corn. Applying those actual 
numbers rather than my estimates for the 431.8 acres that Murphy Land planned to plant to com in 
2012, Murphy Land would have earned a net profit of $494,959.39 if it had grown corn according 
to the 2012 Farm Plan. Because it farmed more com than planned, Murphy Land made 
$45,046.99 more profit than anticipated from farming corn at the Farm in 2012. 
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If Murphy had possession of Farm at the beginning 
have grown 1,085.3 acres pinto beans on Farm in 201 and I estimated 
that Murphy Land would have earned a net profit of $817,230.90 from growing that crop. That 
estimated profit was based upon: (1) estimated revenue per acre of $1,176.00, which was based, in 
tum, on an estimated yield of 28 hundredweight (cwt) per acre and an estimated sales price of $42 
per cwt; and (2) an estimated cost per acre of $423.00. After gaining possession of the Farm on 
May 2, 2012, Murphy Land grew 824.2 acres of pinto beans, which yielded 29.9 cwt per acre and 
sold for $42 per cwt, at a cost of $473.49 per acre. Murphy Land made a profit of $644,775.82 on 
those pinto beans. Attached as Exhibit N are documents showing the revenue for the pinto beans 
grown at the Farm in 2012, including spreadsheets prepared by my employees based upon data 
kept in the regular course of business. Exhibit I includes cost data for the pinto beans. Applying 
the actual revenue numbers rather than my estimates for the 1085.3 acres that Murphy Land 
planned to plant to pinto beans in 2012, Murphy Land would have earned a net profit of 
$849,041.04 if it had grown pinto beans according to the 2012 Farm Plan. As a result, Murphy 
Land made $204,265.22 less than anticipated from farming pinto beans at the Farm in 2012. 
e) If Murphy Land had possession of the Farm at the beginning of 2012, 
Murphy Land would have grown 344.9 acres of sugar beets on the Farm in 2012, and I estimated 
that Murphy Land would have earned a net profit of $375,941.00 from growing that crop. That 
estimated profit was based upon: (1) estimated revenue per acre of $1,925.00, which was based, in 
tum, on an estimated yield of 35 tons per acre and an estimated sales price of $55 per ton; and (2) 
an estimated cost per acre of $835.00. See Exhibit E-2 at ML000340. The delay in possession of 
the Farm until May 2, 2012 caused Murphy Land to be unable to grow sugar beets on the Farm in 
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Owyhee Fanning sugar beets at Hollow and Triple C Farms in 
those farms produced an average yield 36.5 tons of sugar beets per acre, which sold for, 
on average, $48.61 per ton. The cost to grow those sugar beets averaged $830.54 per acre. 
Attached as Exhibit O are documents showing the cost and revenue numbers for the sugar beets 
grown by Owyhee Farming in 2012, including spreadsheets which were prepared by my 
employees based upon data kept in the regular course of business and supporting data. Applying 
those actual numbers rather than my estimated numbers, Murphy Land would have earned a net 
profit of $325,490.75 if it had grown sugar beets according to the 2012 Farm Plan. 
f) If Murphy Land had possession of the Farm at the beginning of 2012, 
Murphy Land would have grown 873.9 acres of alfalfa on the Farm in 2012, and I estimated that 
Murphy Land would have earned a net profit of $201,433.95 from growing that crop. That 
estimated profit was based upon: ( 1) estimated revenue per acre of $308 per acre, which was 
based, in tum, on an estimated yield of 2.2 tons per acre and an estimated sales price of $140 per 
ton; and (2) an estimated cost per acre of $77.50. See Exhibit E-2 at ML000338. After gaining 
possession of the Farm on May 2, 2012, Murphy Land harvested 917 acres of alfalfa, in a first 
cutting, which yielded 1.1 tons per acre and sold for $130.05 per ton, at a cost of $36.59 per acre. 
See Exhibit Eat MLOOOOOl. Murphy Land also harvested additional cuttings of 153.5 acres of 
alfalfa, which yielded, in total, 2.7 acres per ton and sold for $140 per ton, at an additional cost of 
$109.76 per acre. All told, Murphy Land made a profit of $139,143.47 from growing alfalfa on 
the Farm in 2012. Attached as Exhibit P is documentation showing the revenue numbers for the 
alfalfa grown on the Farm in 2012, including spreadsheets prepared by my employees based upon 
data kept in the regular course of business. Exhibit I includes cost data for the alfalfa. Applying 
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actual revenue the cutting 12 than estimates for the 873 .9 
acres alfalfa Land .,.~.u .. ~·~ to 201 Murphy Land would 
have earned a profit of $93,039.76 if it had harvested alfalfa in accordance with the 2012 Farm 
Plan. As a result, Murphy Land earned $46,123.61 more from alfalfa in 2012 then it would have 
had it farmed according to the 2012 Plan. 
g) Murphy Land did not receive any payments from Jay Clark for the Farm for 
2012. Owyhee Farming paid Jay Clark $100,000 to farm the Shepody potatoes in 2012. 
h) Based upon my estimates of cost and revenue, the delay in possession of the 
Farm until May 2, 2012 caused Murphy Land to suffer a loss of approximately $684,285.90 in 
2012. Based upon actual cost and revenue numbers from the Farm and comparable farms, the 
delay in possession of the Farm until May 2, 2012 caused Murphy Land to suffer a loss of 
approximately $631,934.64 in 2012. 
21. Based upon my estimates of cost and revenue, the delay in possession of the Farm 
until May 2, 2012 caused Murphy Land to suffer a total loss of $3,790,548.80. 
22. Based upon the 2011 and 2012 Farm Plans and actual cost and revenue numbers 
from the Farm and comparable farms, the delay in possession of the Farm until May 2, 2012 
caused Murphy Land to suffer a total loss of approximately $4,033,726.30, without taking into 
consideration the profits earned by Owyhee Farming from farming potatoes on the Farm in 2011 
and 2012. If the $300,000 payments made by Owyhee Farming to lease acreage at the Farm are 
included, the total loss suffered by Murphy Land equals approximately $4,333,726.30. 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this I'{ day of November, 2013, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF FRANK TIEGS by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to each of the following: 
M. Karl Shurtliff 
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P.O. Box 1652 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1652 
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs] 
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EXHIBIT A 
FRANK TIEGS 
4200 RIVERHAVEN, Pasco, WA 99301 
Graduated from High School at Melba, ID in 1975 
Began farming in the Columbia Basin in 1976, initially providing custom farming 
services, and currently farms over 100,000 acres in Oregon, Washington and Idaho. 
All crops are grown and owned by various entities owned by me. Crops include 
potatoes, alfalfa, timothy hay, wheat, sugar beets, onions, field com, sweet corn, 
cherries, apples, wine grapes, and blueberries. 
In 1986, acquired Baker Produce, Inc. located in Kennewick, WA - a fresh pack 
potato operation that processes fresh potatoes year round for both the wholesale 
and retail trade. In 1990, acquired an apple packing warehouse in Buena, WA and 
constructed several large CA (controlled atmosphere) facilities. Apples are grown 
on acreage owned or controlled, through affiliates, by Baker Produce and are 
packed and then shipped to both domestic and foreign markets. 
In 1991, co-founded Western Mortgage & Realty Company located in Pasco, WA -
a highly diversified investment company dealing principally in acquiring discounted 
notes and mortgages. 
In 2001, acquired Oregon Potato Company with facilities located in Boardman, OR 
and Warden, WA - a company which produces fully dehydrated potato flakes, 
dehydo-frozen potato products and roasted potato products for the industrial trade. 
in 2006, Oregon Potato Company received from Frito-Lay the prestigious 
Supplier of the Year Award. 
In 2009, Oregon Potato Company received from P & G (Proctor & 
Gamble) the Supplier of Excellence Award. 
In 2010, Oregon Potato Company again received from P&G the Supplier 
of Excellence Award. 
In 2012, Greenridge Farming Inc. ( one of my farming entities) received 
the Ranger direct Grower of the Year Award from McCain Foods, 
Othello. 
In 2013, Oregon Potato Company received General Mills Inc. Supplier 
Chain Champion Award. 
In 2002, acquired Jore Corporation located in Ronan, MT- a very specialized tool 
and bit company that manufactures drill bits and related accessories for both the 
retail and industrial trade. 
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In 2006, Oregon Potato Company acquired an interest in KeyStone Potato Products, 
LLC located in Hegins, PA - a potato dehydration company that produces fully 
dehydrated potato products. 
In 2008, acquired a 50% interest in Pasco Processing, LLC with J.R. Simplot - a 
vegetable processing facility that processes frozen corn, carrots, potatoes, onions, 
peppers, and apples for both the industrial and food service trade. These crops are 
also produced into various other forms of frozen products such as dehydrofrozen 
and roasted products. Due to the recent innovation of this company, for which I am 
primarily responsible, its product lines have grown from several dozen to several 
hundred with an emphasis on healthier eating. 
In 2010, began construction of a new state of the art potato dehydration facility 
located in Heyburn, ID, which came on line in early April, 2011. This is a very 
modern processing facility which produces fully dehydrated potato products for 
both the industrial and food service markets. This is also a joint venture with JR 
Simplot. 
In Feb of 2010, Oregon Potato Company (OPq acquired ownership of Dickinson 
Frozen Foods with an individually quick frozen (IQF) onion facility in Fruitland, 
Idaho and a potato dehydration and roasting facility in Sugar City, Idaho. The 
addition of these two facilities was a very nice compliment to the existing business of 
OPC. 
In November 2011, OPC acquired another IQF onion facility in Pasco, WA by the 
name of Freeze Pack. This additional consolidation of the onion manufacturing 
business greatly enhanced OPC's ability in the manufacturing and selling of 
vegetable products. 
In February 2013, Pasco Processing acquired a vegetable processing business by the 
name of National Frozen Foods, which includes three processing facilities in 
Washington State and one in Oregon. By the addition of these facilities, all of the 
combined affiliates have a total manufacturing capability of over 1.2 billion pounds 
of vegetable products. 
The corporate office of OPC maintains managerial oversight of all the above 
mentioned entities. 
-------------- Page 2 of 3 ----
President - Baker Produce, Inc. 
President- Western Mortgage & Realty Co. 
President - Oregon Potato Company 
President - Pasco Farming, Inc. 
President - Jore Corporation 
President - Baker Produce South, Inc. 
President - Greenridge Farming, Inc. 
Member Manager - Pasco Processing, LLC 
Member Manager - Gem State Processing, LLC 
Member Manager - Owyhee Farming Co. 
Member Manager - Murphy Land Co. 
President - National Frozen Foods 
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EXHIBIT C 
RE-U ADDENDUM NO. 4 
Thls is an addendum to the Purchase and Sale Agreement dated 11/05/20 I 0, 
IDNo.11703339, between Lance Funk and/or assignees as Buyer and James and Barbara 
Hilliard, as Seller. 
The undersigned parties hereby agree as follows: 
Seller shall deposit with Guanurty Title, Inc. ("Title Company"), as Trustee, the 
amount of lbree Million Dollars ($3,000,000) from the proceeds due Seller from this sale as 
supplemented by Seller as necessary to total such amount. In addition, Seller shall use Seller's 
reasonable best efforts to collect from the existing tenant of the Property rentals payable by such 
tenant and deposit in escrow the amollllt of $200,000 thereof after receipt by Seller for Seller's 
own account of the first $200,000 thereof and deposit thereafter 50% of further rents receivable 
collected by Seller, if any. These funds shall be held in trust pending issuance of an endorsement 
to the Buyer's policy of title insurance, deleting Exception Nos. 32 and 33 currently shown on 
the Commitment for Title Insmance. Disbursements of such portions of such deposited funds 
may be made in the following manner: (1) with the written direction of both Seller and Buyer in 
exchange for such docwnentation as is in such form and content as the Title Company deems 
sufficient to issue an endorsement deleting either or both of such title policy exceptions, and/or 
(2) in the event any deposited funds remain with Guaranty Title, Inc. after exhaustion of all of 
Seller's remedies and defenses and of all appeals therefrom with respect to the removal of the 
title matters disclosed in the exceptions. then Company shall have the option to interplead such 
funds into a Judicial District Court for the State of Idaho proceeding. 
Upon completion of such litigation and appeals, these funds shall be available to 
the extent detennined by a court of competent jurisdiction of the amount of purchaser's damage, 
if any, forloss or delay of possession of real estate purchased herein. 
To the extent the terms of this addendum modify or conflict with any provisions 
of the Purchase and Sale Agreement including all prior addendwns or counteroffers. these terms 
shall control. All other terms of the Purchase and Sale Agreement, including all Addendums or 
Counteroffers not modified by this addendum shall remain the same. Upon its execution by both 
parties, this agreement is made an integral part of the aforementioned Purchase and Sale 
Agreement. This addendum may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall 
be deemed an original and may be executed and transmitted by facsimile or e-mail, and when so 
executed and transmitted shall constitute an original and binding agreement. 
[Signature Page Follows] 
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ML000772 
Dated tlns 30th day of December, 2010. 
·i polr 
BUYER: 
Lance Funk and/or assignees 
GUARANTY TITI.E, INC. 
By~Eif1~'v1 
RE-11 ADDENDUM NO. 4 - 2 Cllen!:188"853.1 
ML000773 
Dated tbis 30th day of December, 2010. 
SELLER: 
James C. Hilliard 
Barbara G. Hilliard 
BUYER: 






For Value Received, 
JAMES CBILLIABD AND BARBARA G ~. B.USBAND AND WIFE 
the Oranbms do hereby grant, bargaln, sell, convey and wammtunto 
MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC 
the Gnmtee whose caaent address is: 
P .o. Box 31 O; Amm:ican Falls, 1:'J 837;11 
the· following descdbed xeal property In Owyhee Counfy, State of Idaho more paxticulatly 
descrlbed as ibllows,, to-wit · 
See Exlublt 11At1 11.ttnchad hereto and mnde n part hereof. 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said 
Grantee, his heirs and essigns forever. And the said Omntors do hereby covemmt to and with the 
said Onmtec, that they aro the ownem In fee simple of said ptemises; that said premises are free 
from all enoumbrances;mcCEPT'tbose to which this c011Veyance is expressly mede subject and 
those made, suffcced or doru, by ·the Grantec(s); and subject t.o reservano,ns, i:estrictio!JS, 
dedications, easements, rlghts of way and agreements, (If s,ny) of xecon:1, and general taxes and 
assessments, (maluding inigation and utility assessments, If any) for the,oui:nmt year, which axe 
~ ~. • •• ~ - - - > : ••• not~ due and payable, end that they will warrant and defend the ssmo :from all lawful claims 
whsisoeVlll", except those of xecord. · 
Instrument # 273227 
MURPHY OWYHEE IDAHO 
2010-12-30 04:09:26 PM No. of P?g_es: 2 
Recorded for: PIONEER TITLE COMPANY/OWY 
CHARLOTTE SHERBURN Fee:13.00 
State of e_J,, '~'a. 
Counfy'~~ 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy mpeterson 
!!;de~ To:.Dl';EO WARRANTY 
EleclronlcaUy Recorded by Slmpllfile 
On this ~ay ofD~ber, 2010, befo.n: me, the updersigned, 11.Notm:y Pnblic, in and for 
said Stste, persoillllly appcai:ed JAMES C BILLIARD AND BARBARA G BllLIARD, 
knewa te me, aad/Qp identified to me on the basis of satisflictozy evidem:e, to be the persons 
whose= are subslldbed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that they executed 
the same. 
WlTN.E'.SS MYHAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL 
].@" SHRIOHAR GORE.'~ 
iii Cow.i. I 1733340' Ill 
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In Town!hlp S Swlh, Raa&• 4 East, B.M., OWyit<C COll.tlQ', 1dnll<! 
Socllan36: EastHlll!, Iha Nortbwul Q,wtet, Iha Norlh H11f oftha Saulhw .. t Qullller 
PAllCl!LNO. 2: 
In Townshlp 5 Sol11h, Range 4 East, B.M., OW)'h .. COIUl!y, Idaho 
Sectlon2~: EntHt.lf oflh• SoulliwcslQuarltr, the WestHalfoftheSoulliwt Quarter 
Soct1on25: Nadhl:IalfofthaNarlhwtstQU11l1u 
Secdan 26: Hut Half of the Not1hcast Qulrlet 
PAI\CBLNO. 3: 
In Towmhlp S SOlllh, Raage 4 East; B.M, OW)'hea COUllty, ldaho 
· Secdan 25: Soulh.!Wf of Iha Nonhwest Quanu, Ill• North Half of tho Southwest Quwr, lho Soulli...t Qlll!l1<r 
of lho Southwest Qullllll< 
PARCBLN0.4: 
rn Tomishlp s soua,, Ringo 4 East, BJ.L, OW)'hea Count¥, Idaho 
SectlolllS: South Ralf afthe Southeast Qmrtcr 
r 
l'n T<>Wmblp S SOll!h, R,,np 5 Em; B.M., Owyhoo Counly, lduo 
S.cdon 30: Govammcnt I.oil 10 and 11 
Soctltm 3 I; Govenlllltllt Lots l, 2, and 3, a .. North Halfof lhB Northeast Quarter 
1•,•,i.·, •• 
IIAMBLN0.5: 
In Township 5 South, Ringo S East, B.M., Owyhee County, Idaho 
· Stdlon 11: Southwest Qum:tar of O., Soutlu:ut Quartnr, Southeut Quarter oflh• Soadtwc!t Q.mrtcr, South Half 
oflhe ~ Quarter oflhe Soulhwert Quutcr oflh• Soolbwe,t Quarter, East Half of the West HAif of tho Soulhw"1t 
Querttr of th• Soutb1-Qu111crof lhc Sollfltwu. Quart..-, Bast Half oflho Saulhwut Q.uarler of tho Soulhweot Quertor 
aflhe SoullJw<st Quarter, Southaut Q.-of tho llou1hwest Quartet oflhe Soulhw..t Quarter 
Scdloo 31: Oovcmment Lots S, 6, llllll 7, Soulh Hnlf of llio NO!lheut Quoter, North Half of !he Soulbust Quonor 
Stet Ion 32! Nor1hust Qlllrter, Bast Ralf of the Norlhweat Qumtar, Nonhm,at Qumter of th• Nol1hwest Quarter, 
SOU!hw .. 1 Quarter oflhe Nartliwes! Quarttr, Nonh Half othc SOU!beut Quarter, South Half of tho Solllheast Quarler 
Scctloa 33: NOl1hwcat Q11111'1r oftb,s Northout Quarter, NorlhHalf oflheNot1hwal.Qu-, North Halfoflhe 
Nonh Half of Iha SoulhWllt Quarter of lho Noitheatl Quartet, Soulhwcsl Quam:r aflhoNOlllnvcsl Quarter, Notth Half 
oflho North HalCofthc Soulheut Quamr of Im N"'11nvat Qouur 
In TOWDShlp 6 Soulh, R....., 5 l!u~ B.M, Owyhee Coonty, Idaho 
~&Cdan 4: . l!OUlhliillf oflba NO!lltweotQuartet, Soulhwm Qua,1et 
ffe<;tlqn 5:·. Govammcllt Lots I, 2, and 3, South Hllfof lho Nartheat Quarter, Soulburt Quarter of the 
NPl'.lhwaf Quarter, NonhNn Quarlar of lb• Sou8-Q.uartu, North Half of !he SouthwcstQuaru,rof thc Solllhmt 
Qo'!IW of 1he Sou!heut Quarter, Norlli Half of the Southeast Quoner of tho Sollthcut QuWll', Southeast Quarter of th• 
!!oullicut (l\lldcr of tho Southeast Quarter 
PARCEI.6: 
. In Township S Soullt, Rlmgo 5 l?d, B.M, Owyh<:o Count;)', ldlho 
Swlon 31: Oovemml!llll.ols 11 and 12, Soudivmt Quarter ofth• Southeast Quarter 
1n Townsblp 6 South, Rnnge 5 East. B.M., OW)'hoo Couoty, ldaho 
1!ocllon s:- Oovetn111cnl Lot 4, SO\llhw,,sl Qcarter of llNI llorlhw..t Quartor, North Half oflh• S~t Qnwr 
's~ 6: OovcaunmtLo!J l, 2, 3 and 4, Southeast Quaru,r of tho Norlboast Quwr, Southwest Quaru,r of !ha 
}forlhwt Qllllrler, Southeast Q,wtet of lbcNorthwm Quertor, North Half of !he Soulheut Quwr .. r· .. 
1~7:. 
iJn '1'owmblp 5 S°"th, Rance S Ea~ B.M., OW)'hoo Counl)I, Idaho 
Seorion 19: Sculhast Quartor 
Saotlon 30: Nortbout Q.u.rtcr 
togather with veter rights: 7-2129, 7-2130, 2-2406, 2-7020, 2-7021, 1-7025, 
2-7028, 2-7033, 2-7034, 2-7036, 2-7037, 2-7038, 2-7127, 2-7350, 51-10373, 
2-57 








2011 -2012 Clal, 



























lit culling Alfalfa <ll 
E,d,lblt 
. ·-
ACffll \'lcld /Acre Unk Sale Price 
4!18.3 18.4 I ton $ 159.94 
451.3 20 l .... S 320.00 
1061.7 120 J bu $ 10.19 
736.6 6.3 4 ton S 2.'i0.00 
















Rrvenur/Ac Cost/Actt Nd/Acre 
s 2,937.89 $1,173.46 $ 1,764.43 
s 6.400.00 S 2,777.00 S J,623.00 
s 1,222.80 S 598.00 $ 624.80 
$ 1,575.00 s ?20.00 s 655.00 
$ 747.50 S 2.'i0.00 $ 497.50 
Net claimed loss 2012 
<n Because tbese acres were farmed fuN season In 2011 they are not Included In the 2011 Plan Totals. 
----. -·· --
Acres Yleld /Acre Unit Salt Price Unit Rcveaut/Ac Cost/ACrl' Net/Acre 
Plan 369.3 23.15 ' ton S 1'9.00 ton S 4,726.25 S 1,718.00 s 3.008.lS 274.6 22 1 ton S 170.00 ton S 3,74o.00 S 1,079.43 S 2,660.57 
652.1 120 8 bu $ ll.6S ft bu s 1,038.00 $ 242.81 s 795.19 
431.8 6.3 ton S 23o.OO ton s 1,449.00 $ 697.04 $ 7St.96 
1,085.3 28 cwt S 42.00 ' c:wt s 1,176.00 S 473.49 s 702.SI 344.9 ~ 10 ton S 55.00 16 ton s 1,925.00 S 835.00 S 1,090.00 
873.9 l.l ton $ 140.00 II ton s 308.00 s 36...'i9 $ 271.41 
4,031.9 
873.9 I (() Do•ble croo Ptnlo's m ~ the 1st cuttlntr of Alfalfa 
3,tS8.0 
131 Because these arn,s were farmed full se.ason In 2012 they are not Included In the 2012 Plan Totals. 
20U Actual 
Acru Yield /Acre Unit Sllle Price Unil Rrvcnut/At CQjll/Acrc Net/Acre 
Plan 369.3 21.S 12 IOII S 192.91 12 tu s 4.150.33 S 1,079.43 S 3,070.90 
189-~ 16.0 13 ton S ISl.16 13 toa s 2,412.St S 1,079.43 $ 1,333.08 
972.l 99.8 14 bu s 7.00 14 bu $ 698.79 S 242.81 s 45.<;.98 
471.1 7.0 15 ton S 263.33 1$ ton s 1,8,IJ.31 S 697.04 S 1,146.27 
824.2 29.9 16 cwt $ 42.00 16 cwt s 1.255.80 S 473.49 s 7Sl.31 
o.o 
917.0 I.I 17 ton S 130.0S 17 Ion $ 144.36 s 36.59 s 107,77 
2ndfJnl/41h cnttlna Alfalfa tS3.S 2.7 17 ton S 14Q.OO 17 ton s 371.40 s 109.76 s 162.64 
Totals 3896.8 
Tollll acm farmNI 2,979.8 
m No Su1t11r Beets plaat«I 
<
1> 763.S acres of 1st cutting alfalfa planted to Pinto Beans 
u, Because these acres were fanned full season lo 20U they are not Included In the 1012 Actual Totals. 
Netdalm20U 
2011 • 20U Total Loss 
Eldllblt 
Rt1'tnot/C-h Cron Cost Cron Nd 
$ I.J46.436.00 s S37,m.67 s 808.640.JJ ' II 
S 2,8811,320.00 S 1,253,260. I 0 $ 1,635,059.90 
S 1,298.246. 76 s 634,896.60 $ 663,350.16 
S 1,160,145.00 s 677,672.00 s 482,473.00 
s 336,449.75 $ 112,525.00 s lH.924.75 
S S.683,161.51 S 2.6711.353. 70 S 3,004,807.81 
$ (3,oo4,807 ,811 
Rrve1111e!Crno Cron Cost Cron Nd 
S 1,745.404.13 $ 634.4.'iT.40 S 1.1111,946. 73 (J) 
S 1.027,004.00 s 296.411.38 s 730,.'i92.62 
$ 676,879.80 s 158,336.69 s SIS,.."143.11 
s 62.-\6711.20 s 300,983.17 s 324,695.03 
S 1,276,312.80 s 513,884.07 s 762,428.73 
$ 663,932.SO s 287,991-'iO s 375.941.00 
$ 269,161.20 $ 31,973.04 $ 237,188.16 
S 4,."38.968.SO $ 1,589,579./15 S 2.949,3118.65 
Rrven•t/Cmn Cron Cost Cron Net 
S 1,5.ll. 718.34 s 398,633.38 IS (l) S I, 134,084.96 1, 
$ 4.'17,171.33 s 204 .. 'iSl.92 II s 252.619.41 
s 679,36..<;.41 s 236,060.31 IS $ 44J,305.10 
s 868,383.34 s 328,376.96 IS s 540,006.38 
S 1,035,030.36 s 390,l."'4.S-1 IS $ 644,775.82 
$ 
s 132,378.12 s 33,.'W9.92 IS $ 98,828.20 
s 57,163.40 5 16,848.13 IS $ 4Q.315.27 
S J.229,491.96 S 1.209.641.78 S 2.019,1191.18 
$ 1929,538.47! 






























Sugar Beets m 
Jst culling Alfalra "' 
-· Exl>lblt 
Acres Yield /Acr, Unit Sale Pritt Unk Revenue/Ac Cost/Acre Net/Acre 
4."ill.J 18.4 I IOtl $ 159.94 I ton s 2,937.89 S 1,173.46 S 1,764.43 
-ISI.J 211 2 ton S 320.00 2 ton s 6,400.00 $2,777.00 S 3,623.00 
1061.7 120 3 bu s 10.19 J bu s 1,2.22.80 $ S98.00 s 624.80 
73'-6 6.3 • ton S 2$0.00 • ton s 1$15.00 S 920.00 s 655.00 
4SO.I 6.5 s ton S 115.00 s ton s 747.50 S 250.00 s 497.50 
2699.7 
Net claimed loss 2012 
°' Because these acres were farmed full season In 2011 they are not Included In the 2011 Plan Totals. 
-- . ~--~ --
Acres Yield/Acre Unit Sale Prier Unit Revenue/Ac Co!lt/Acre Net/Atrc 
Plan 369.J 23.75 6 ton S 199.00 ton s 4,726.25 S 1,718.00 S 3,008.25 
274.6 22 ' ton $ 170.00 Ion S 3,740.00 $1,079.43 S 2,660.57 652.1 120 I bu s 8.65 • bu s 1,038.00 S 242.81 s 795.19 
431.8 6.3 IOII S 230.00 ton s 1,449.00 s 697.Q.I s 751.96 
1,085.3 28 avt s 42.00 ' cwt s 1,176.00 S 473.49 s 702.SI 34-1.9 3!I 10 ton s 55.00 10 Ion s 1,925.00 S 835.00 S 1,090.00 
873.9 2.2 toll S 140.00 II ton s 308.00 s 36.59 s 271.41 
4,031.9 
873.9 I (IJ Doable croo Plnto's <'1 fnllnwlmr the 1st cuttll'II! of Alfalfa 
3,158.0 
<31 Because these acres wen, fanned full season In 20U they are not Included In the 2012 Plan Totals, 
2012 Actual 
Actts \'Kkl/A<:re Unit Sale Price Unit Rennuc/Ac Cost/Acre Net/Acre 
Plan 369.3 21.s ll ton $ 192.91 12 Ion S 4,150.33 S 1,079.43 S 3,070.90 
18'1.S 16.0 13 ton S 151.16 IJ ton s 2,412.51 S 1,079.43 S t,JJJ.08 
972.2 99.8 14 bu s 7.00 14 bu s 698.79 S 242.81 s 4$5,98 
471.1 7.0 15 ton $ 263.33 15 ton s 1,843.31 S 697.Q.I S 1,146.27 
32,U 19.9 16 avt s 42.00 16 cwt s 1,255.80 S 473.49 s 782.31 
0.0 
917.0 1.1 17 ton S 130.05 17 ton s 144.36 $ 36.59 s 101.n 
2nd/3nJ/4th eutllnu Alfalfa 153.5 2.7 17 ton S t.10.00 17 Ion s 372.40 s 109.76 s 262.64 
Totals 3_-,8 
Total 111<1:res farnlfll 2,979.8 
01 No Sugar Beets planttd 
121 763.5 acres of 1st cutting alfalfa planted to Pinto Beans 
'" Because these aaes were farmed fuff season ln 20U they al'I!! not Included ln the 2012 Actual Totals. 
Netclillm20U 
2011 • 2012 Total Loss 
-
Reven111e/Croo Crnn Cost CronNrt 
S 1,346,436.00 s 537,795.67 s 808,640.JJ ' I) 
S 2,888,.320.00 S 1,253,260.10 S 1,635,059.90 
S 1,298,246. 76 $ 634,896.60 s 663,.350.16 
S 1,160,145.00 s 677,672.00 s 482.473.00 
$ 336.4-19. 75 $ 112,525.00 s 223,924.75 
S 5,&ltl 161.Sl S l.67lLI53.70 5 3,QO.l,JI07.81 
$ (3,004,801.81) 
Revenue/Crop Cron Cost CropNcl 
$ I, 745,404.13 s 634.457.40 :ll S 1,110,946.73 ' 
S 1,027,004.00 s 296.411.38 s 730,592.62 
s 676,879.80 s 158,336.69 s 513,.~3.II 
s 625,678.20 s 300,983.17 s 324,695.03 
$ 1,276,312.80 s 513,884.07 s 762.428.73 
s 663,932.50 $ 287,991.50 s J7S,9-U.OO 
s 269,161.20 s 31,973.04 s 237,188.16 
S 4,538,968.50 S t~'l89.S79.85 S 2,949,388.65 
Revtaue/Crop Crop Cost Crop Net 
S t~"U2,718.34 s 398,633.38 18 S 1,134,()8.1.96 ' :J) 
s 4."7,171.33 $ 2(),1,551.92 18 s 252,619.41 
s 679,J6Ml $ 236,060.31 IS s 443,JOS. IO 
s 868,383.34 s 328,376.96 IS s 5-I0,006.38 
S 1,035,030.36 s 390,254.!14 11 s 64-1, 775.82 
s . 
s IJ2,J78.12 s 33,549.92 IS s 98,828.20 
s 57 163.40 s 16,848.13 II s 40,315.27 
s 1 n<l,491.96 S I 209 6"1. 78 S 2,019,8..",0.18 
$ (929,538.47) 
I s t3,!134,346..211 I 
ML000002 
Crystal Springs 
2011 ·2012 Claim: Delay of Possession 







Alfalfa 1st cut 
2nd/3rd/4th 














Total \:'leld Unit \:'Id ~A Unit 
a,no.9 ton 23.8 ton 
6,041.2 ton 22.0 ton 
78,252.0 bu uo.o bu 
2,720.3 ton 6.3 ton 
30,388.4 cwt 28.0 cwt 
U,07LS 35.0 ton 
1,922.6 ton 2.2 ton 
Ul Alflafa planted to Plnto's after 1st cutting 
e 
Actual 
Acres Total\:'leld Unit 
369.3 7,945.3 ton 
189.S 3,025.2 ton 
972.2 97,053.2 bu 
471.1 3,224.0 ton 
824.2 24,663.9 cwt 
(2) o.o 
(]l 917.0 1,011.0 ton 




\:'Id !!!tr A Unit Farm Acres Yld~A 
21.S ton Scarrow 17S.O 24.2 
16.0 ton Scarrow 144.7 22.8 
99.8 bu Clover Hollow/ Triple C 999.8 142,S 
6.8 ton (,f) 
29.9 cwt 
($) 
Oover Hollow/ Triple C 641.S 36.S 
1.1 ton llorbonus 273.0 3.0 
2.7 ton Borbonus 273.0 4.4 
<2l No sugar beets planted due to late (May) possaelon of the farm 
0> 763.S acres of 1st cutting alfalfa planted to Pinto Beans 
l'l No comp· com crop made budgted yield 




ton $165.22 6 
ton $139.11() 7 
bu $ 8.15 8 
ton $ 48.65 10 
ton $140.00 17 
ton $14().00 17 
ML000003 
Crystal Springs 
2011 -2012 Claim: Delay of Possesslon 









Alfalfa 1st cut (II 873.JI 
2nd/3rd/4th 0.0 
4,031.9 
Total Acres Farmed 3,158.0 
Total \'leld lJnll \1d !!!:' A Unit 
8,770.9 ton 23.8 ton 
6,041.2 ton 22.0 ton 
78,252.0 bu 120.0 bu 
2.720.3 ton 6.3 ton 
30,388.4 cwt 28.0 cwt 
12.071.S 35.0 ton 
1,922.6 ton 2.2 ton 























Yid !!!' A l!nit Fann Acru Vld f!!t A 
21.S ton Sorrow 175.0 24.2 
16.0 ton Scarrow 144.7 22.8 
99.8 bu Clover Hollow/ Trlple C 999.8 142.S 
6.8 ton 
,., 
29.9 cwt Ii<) 
Clover Hollow/ Triple C 641.S 36.S 
1.1 ton Borbonus 273.0 3.0 
2.7 ton Borbonus 273.0 4.4 
m Na sugar beets planted due to late (May) posseseion of the farm 
Pl 763.S acn,s of 1st tuttlnl alfalfa planted to Pinto Beans 
I-O No comp - com crop made budgted yield 




ton $16S.22 6 
ton $139.80 1 
bu $ 8.15 $ 
ton $ 48.65 10 
ton $140.00 17 
ton $140.00 17 
ML000004 
EXHIBIT E-1 
Crystal Spring 2011 
Field Field Potatoes Potatoes Wheat Com Alfalfa 
Number Acres Fa.rm Shenodv Norkotah DNS 38N85 
551 130.0 Crystal 130.0 
558 176.6 Crystal 176.6 
559 60.8 Crystal 60.8 
560 54.0 Crystal 54.0 
561 36.3 Crystal 36.3 
562 139.5 Crystal 139.5 
563 139.5 Crystal 139.5 
564 145.l Crystal 145.1 
565 43.8 Crystal 43.8 
566 114.3 Crystal 114.3 
561 48.3 Crystal 48.3 
568 122.0 Crystal 122.0 
569 82.6 Crystal 82.6 
570 35.9 Crystal 35.9 
571 189.0 Crystal 189.0 
572 128.1 Crystal 128.1 
573 151.7 Crystal 151.7 
574 129.5 Crystal 129.5 
575 134.2 Crystal 134.2 
576 30.9 Crystal 30.9 
517 114. l Crystal 114.I 
578 50.0 Crystal 50.0 
519 83.0 Crystal 83.0 
580 120.8 Crystal 120.8 
581 64.9 Crystal 64.9 
582 45.5 Crystal 45.5 
583 132.2 Crystal 132.2 
584 69.0 Crystal 69.0 
585 39.7 Crystal 39.7 
586 29.7 Crystal 29.7 
587 187.0 Crystal 187.0 
588 130.0 CTV!rt:d 130.0 
3158.0 2699.7 o.o 451.3 1061.7 736.6 450.1-
ML000325 
Crya!lll Springs 2011 
Croo Acm Yield /Aue Unit Sale Price Unit Revenue/Ac Cost/Acn, Nct/Acn: Ravenue/Croa Cron Cost CroaNet 
Shepody Potatou 0 4SO cwt s 9.IO cwt S 4,G9S.OO S 2,612.00 S 1,413.00 s . s . s . 
Narkntnh Palllocs 451,l 400 cwt S 16.00 cwt S 6,400.00 S 2,777.00 S 3,623.00 S 2,888,320.00 S 1,253,260.10 S 1,635,059.90 
ONSWheat 1061.7 120 bu S 10.19 bu S 1,222.10 s 591.00 s 62UO S 1,291,246.76 s 634,896.60 s 663,350.16 
Com 736.6 6.J ton S 250.00 ten S 1,575.00 s 920.00 $ 6SS.OO S 1,160,145.00 s 677,672.00 s 412,47).00 
Alfdf• 450.1 6.5 !on sm.oo l,m s 747.lO s 250.00 s 497.50 s 336449.75 s 112,525.00 s 223 924.7S 





















Net Revenue per Acre 
Shepody Acres 
Total Shepody Net Revenue 




































Net Revenue per Acre 
Norkotab Acres 
Total Nokotah Net Revenue 





































Net Revenue per Acre 
DNS Wheat Acres 
Total DNS Wheat Net Revenue 
Crystal Springs 2011 
120 




















Contracted Price (Ton) 












Net Revenue per Acre 
Corn Acres 
Total Corn Net Revenue 
























Contracted Price (Ton) 
Gross Revenue per Acre 
Inputs 
Ground Prep 
Fertilizer & Chemicals 
Water 
Harvest & Hauling 
Net Revenue per Acre 
Alfalfa Acres 
Total Alfalfa Net Revenue 
Crystal Springs 2011 
6.5 














Crystal Spring 2012 
Field Field Potatoes Potatoes Wheat Com 
Alfalfa Pinto PintoCl> Suglll' 
Number Acres Farm $h"'1V\tlv Ran..-: DNS 38N85 Beans 
Beans Beets 
551 130.0 Crysta1 130.0 
558 176.6 Cr,ystal 176.6 
559 60.8 Crystal 60.8 
560 54.0 Crystal 54.0 
561 36.3 . Crysta1 36.3 
562 139.S Crystal 139.5 
563 139.5 Crystal 139.5 
564 145.l Crystal 145.1 
565 43.8 Crystal 
43,8 43.B 
566 114.3 Crystal 114.3 
114.3 
567 48.3 Crystal 48.3 
48.3 
568 122.0 CI}'Stal 122.0 
569 82.6 Crystal 
82.6 
570 35.9 CI}'Stal 35.9 
571 189.0 Crystal 189.0 
572 128.I CI)'Stal 
128.1 
573 151.7 Crysta1 151.7 
574 129.5 Crystal 129.5 
515 134.2 Crystal 
134.2 
516 30.9 Crystal 3o.9 
30.9 
511 ll4.l Crystal 114.1 
114.1 
578 50.0 Crystal 50.0 
519 83.0 Crystal 83.0 
580 120.S Crystal 120.8 
581 64.9 Crysta1 64.9 
64.9 
582 45.5 Crystal 45.S 
583 132.2 Crystal 132.2 
132.2 
584 69.0 Crystal 69.0 
69.0 
585 39.7 Crystal 39.7 
39.7 
586 29.7 Crystal 29.7 29.7 
587 187.0 Crystal 187.0 
187.0 
588 130.0 Crvstal 130.0 
3158.0 4031.9 369.3 274.6 652.1 431.8 873.9 211.4 873.9 344.9 
873.9 <11Double cropped acres Pinto Beam following single cutting or alfalfa 
Total Farm Acres 3158.0 
ML000332 
,,__,• 
Crystal Springs 201.2 
Cro1> Acres Yield /Acre Unit Salo Price Unit Revenue/Ao Cost/Acre Net/Acre Revcnue/Croo CrnnCost CnmNet 
Sbepody Potatoes 369.3 475 cwt s 9.95 cwt S 4,726.25 S 1,718.00 $3,008.25 $ 1,745,404.13 $ 634,457.40 $1,110,946.73 
Rangers Potatoes 274.6 440 cwt $ a.so cwt S 3,740.00 S 1,578.00 $2,162.00 S 1,027,004.00 $ 433,318.80 s 593,685.20 
DNS Wheat 651.1 120 bu s 8.65 bu S 1,038.00 S 410.00 S 628.00 s 676,879.80 $ 267,361.00 $ 409,518.80 
Com 431.8 6.3 ton S 230.00 ton $ 1,449.00 S 686.00 S 763.00 s 625,678.20 $ 296,214.80 $ 329,463.40 
Pinto Beans <tl 1,085.3 28 sacks S 42.00 sacks S l, 17 6.00 S 423.00 S 753.00 $ 1,276,312.80 s 459,081.90 $ 817,230.90 
Sugar beets 344.9 35 ton S SS.00 t.cn S 1,925.00 S 835.00 S 1,090.00 s 663,93250 s 287,991.50 s 315.941.00 
Al filJ.fa (2) 873.9 2.2 ton S 140.00 ton $ 308.00 $ 77.50 S '.l.30.50 s 269 161.20 s 67727.25 s 201,433.95 
Totals 4,031.9 S 6,284,372.63 $ 2,446,152.65 S 3,838,219.98 





















Net Revenue per Acre 
Potatoes - Shepody 
Total Shepody Net Revenue 







































Net Revenue per Acre 
Potatoes - Rnngen 
Total Rangers Net Revenue 







































Net Revenue per Acre 
DNSWheaC 
Total DNS Wheat Net Revenue 

























Contracted Price (Ton) 












Net Revenue per Acre 
Corn 
Totnl Corn Net Revenue 






















Contracted Price (Ton) 
Gross Revenue per Acre 
Inputs 
Ground Prep 
Fertilizer & Chemicals 
Weter 
Labor 
Net Revenue per Acre 
Alfalfa Acres 
Totnl Alfnlfa Net Revenue 
Crystal Springs 2012 
2.2 






























Net Revenue per Acre 
Pinto Beans 
Tolal Pinto Deans 
Total Pinto Beans Nei Revenue 









































Net Revenue pe1· Acre 
Sugnr Deets 
Total Sugnr llccts Net Revenue 




















Crystal Springs 2011-2012 Claim 
Crystal Springs 
B. Wolfe circles 
Exhibit#2 
2011 Plan Acres 
Norkotah Potatoes 451.3 
2011 Actual Comparative Crop 
Norkotah Potatoes 










tons per acre 
Total Net Return 
Net return per CWT 
Net return per ton 
see attached source data 
Yield/Acre Sale Price 
20.00 ton $ 320.00 ton 



















Owyhee Farming Company, LLC ... 
Owyhee Farming Company, LLC 
PO Box310 
American Falls, ID 83211 
Final Pmt - Lot 265 
REDACTED 
Owyhee Farming Company, LLC 
2200 · Grower Settlements - Others:265. 
""':'"',-, I!~~:, 
B Y: ··---............. .. 
""'·--.... 
Cash In Bank - Wells Anal Pmt - Lot 265 
REDACTED 
Wens Fargo Bank, NA 


















\\ d-.cc:,o I ~Ol 
\ \ ct Dooo / ·-r3~ 
1,257,578.08 
..... 










































US Potato Board 
Idaho Potato Commission 
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. Grading & Sorting Total- $193,126.54 $ 117,027.18 
Overhead Per Cwt- $ 2.35 $ 55,050.50 
Inspection & Dues $ 9,822.80 
Chemicals & Maintenance $ i 1,226.06 
Packaging Costs $ 157,292.76 
Trucking $ 112,863.98 
Scooping $ 
Total EJ<penses $ 463,283.28 $ 5.54 




$ 6,384.00 Appllcatlon Total 
$ 2,746.53 Assessments Total 
$ 37,472.26 $191.19 Chemicals Total 
$ 87,239.45 $445.10 fertlllzers Total 
$ 64,397.12 $326.56 Hauling Total 
$ 407.50 $ 2.08 Land Analysis Total 
$ 54,300.00 277.04 Land Lease Total 
$ 2,715.00 13.85 Land Preperatlon Total 
$ 14,847.48 $ 75.75 Utllltles Total 
$ 75,264.00 $384.00 Seed Total 
$ 13,044.42 $ 66.55 Labor Total 
$ 24,182.68 $123.38 Machinery Total 
$ 703.54 3.59 Supplies 
$ 5,102.73 26.03 Gas&Auto 
$ 668.52 3.41 Insurance 
$ 389,475.26 TOTAL COSTS 2011 
Wolfe Norkotahs 




2011 Owvhee Farming Company, LLC Wheat Contracts 
. REDAC~D 
a.•act ISU2· 7/2D/U-e/JIIJ/U 
100,000 ........ 
Dlls! PlfflJ'iu . . ,-.J 
Chia"• ...... 
1DO,OOD 





Contract 15268-7 /10/11-7/30/11 
100,000 Bushels 
DNS-iio.so/au 
Checkt Bashels Check Amount 
100,000 






Account No.: 7660 
Purchase Contract/No): 5268 
Contract Date: 5 20 11 
~· JfflfING, LLC 
PASCO, WA 99302 
. 
We hereby confirm purchase from you this date: 
Quantity/Commodity: 100,000.00 Bushels of #1 DNS 
Fixed Price: $10.90000/BU 
Delivery Period: From 7/10/11 to 7/30/11 
Comments 
Price includes handling, 
10.90 'l'CG ncll 
ffl mrs 141 pro deld TCG, DW & 
fiG, pro scaJ.e b~ mstos, add 
45c l.f del. J]grtl.and, 
Thanks . RE:DA""CTEO 
Seller warrants that the title to the above grain is free from 
encumbrance of any nature whatsoever and that Byyer has good and 
merchantable title, with the right to dispose of same. Buyer shall 
not pay for said ~rch11se until date 1dent1f1ed above or upon weights 
and grades 1f not dated. PNW Export Market scale of discounts at t1me 
of delivery to BP.Ply. Buyer agrees to pay the balance due without 
interest on the ijue date as f1xed herein to the seller. A storage 
charge or service fee of 2 cents per bushel per month computed daily 
will be charged from date of last load to sale date or payment date •. 
whichever applies. It 1s further agreed by and between·tne Buyer and 
Seller that th1s contract shall be binding UP<>n heirs. adm1n1strators, 
and executors of the respective parties and that this contract cannot 
be assigned. It 1s further agreed that title to the above grain 
P.asses from the Seller to the 81,lyer on the date 1dent1fied above, or 
ijel1very1 whichever is later. Subject. unless otherwise specified herein. -.;.o Wash1pgton State, Or~on State or Federal weights..Jlnd ~TED 
qr~d~s· National Grain & Feed Associat1on trade rules and HEUAC 
REDACTED schedule of discounts and doctage. (Maximum .5 vomitox1n: 
minimum 330 F/N). This confirmation w111 govern settlement and 1t 1s 
understood that retention of this confirmation without notifying us of 
an error th,re1n. 1s an actnowledaement and acceptance of contract 
above. Title passes to b\l.Yer on aate above or as othen1se stated 1n 
th1s con.t.r..o(:t. T1tle w111 pass immediately from REDACTED to 
REDACTED Inc. Truck freight w111 be ca1cu1atea on 
gross ousne1s. A!:1.Y cmmge 1 n freight rates from contract date to 
delivery date will be for seller's account. 




Account No. : '7660 
Purchase Contract/Nol: 5162 
Contract Date: 4.19 11 
OWYHEE FARMING, LLC 
PO BOX 31.10 
PASCO, WA 99302 
We hereby confirm purchase from you this date: 
Quantity/Commodity: 100, ooo. 00 Bushels of #1 DNS 
Fixed Price: $10.27000/BU 
Delivery Period: From 7/10/11 to 9/30/11 
Comment: 
Price includes handling. 
10,27 ncll TCG 
! DNS 14% pro deld TCG, DW & , x Baise Valley pro scale e ~stos, add 40c fo+ Portland 
deli.v bv baraj! o.r rail. 
Thanks REDACTED 
Seller warrants that the t1tle to the above gra1n 1s free from 
encumbrance of any nature whatsoever aod that BuYer has good and 
merchantable title. with the right to dispose or same. Buyer shall 
not pay for said l)l!rchase until date 1dent1f1ed above or upon weights 
and grades if not dated. PNW Export Market scale of discounts at time 
of delivery to aP.ply. Buyer agrees to pay the balance due Without 
1nterest on the aue date as f1xed here1n to the seller. A storage 
charge or service fee of 2 cents per bushel per month c~ed daily 
will be charged from date of last load to sale date or pa ent date. 
whichever applies. It 1s further agreed by and between t e Buyer and 
Seller that this contract shall be binding uPon he1rs. administrators. 
and executors of the respective parties and that th1s contract cannot 
be assigned. It is further agreed that t1tle to the above gra1n 
P.asses from the Seller to the ~er on the date identified above, or 
ael1very whichever 1s tater. Subject, unless otherwise Jpecif1ed 
here1n •. to Hash1ogton State. Or"on State or Federal we1ght'L.1n.d.CTED 
grades: National Grain I feed Association trade rules and HtUA 
Grain, LLC schedule of discounts and dockage. (Maximum .6 vomitox1n: 
m1n1mum 330 FIN>. Th1s conf1rmat1on w111 govern settlement and 1t is 
understood that retention of this conf1nnat1on without not1fy1ng us of 
an error therein, 1s an acknowledgement and acceptance of contract 
above. T1tle passe, to b~er on date above or as otherwise stated 1n 
this contr.ak.t. Title w11l pass 1mmed1ately frofll · REDACTEDd to 
REDACTED Truck freight w1l1 be calculate on 
gross bushels. ~ change in freight rates from contract date to 
~elivery date will be for seller's account. /"\ 






















Pasco Farming, Inc. 
Idaho Operations 
2011 Wheat Yields 
HRW 
Total Total 
Acres Bushels Yield 
470.8 50,076.3 106.4 
249.7 29,039.7 116.3 
527.0 72,533.7 137.6 
556.6 76,931.3 138.2 
266.4 39,434.3 148.0 
241.8 30,040.7 124.2 
548.0 57,189.3 104.4 
371.0 45,031.0 121.4 
3,231.3 400,276.3 123.9 
DNS 
Total Total 
Acres Bushels Yleld 
413.1 52,179.3 126.3 
445.2 53,848.2 121.0 
492.8 56,460.0 114.6 
399.9 37,307.0 93.3 
288.0 30,288.0 105.2 
527.3 64,769.3 I 122.8 
458.2 54,182.7 , iis:3 
319.3 37,035.7 116.0 






























































6575.1 Total Wheat Acres 2011 
$ 554. 77 Cost Per Acre 
3231.3 HRW Wheat Acres 2011 
$ 1,792,643.10 
$ 554.77 Cost Per Acre 
3343.8 DNS Wheat Acres 2011 
$ 1,855,055.24 
$ 554.77 Cost i>erActe 
ML000766 
EXHIBITH 
11:? - V tJ 
"-
glposllngdale scun:enam amount astltle phasename 
12/23l2011 0:00 C8sh Rece $ 938,038.03 Cost Aa:01. Sales Income • Com 
12/29/2011 0:00 C8sh Real $ 472,995.89 Cost Accol. Sales Income - Com 
1131/2.012 0:00 C8ah Rece $ 288,139.13 COstAccol. Sales lna>me• Com 
Total: $ 1,679,170.SS 










Toos Contract Prlce/ln Actual PT1c::eAn 
3834.75 $ 2S3.SO $ 244.61 
1971.2 $ 2.50.00 $ 239.95 
l1SO.S9 $ 248.21 $ 233.04 
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Post Oat& Qtv Amount CostCentar 
10J2S/2011 0:00 31.24 S 218.68 Murphy Flats Com 2011 
10/2fJl.2011 0:00 30.38 S 212.88 Murphy Flats Com 2011 
11/2Bt.2011 0:00 30.38 $ 212.88 Murphy Flats Corn 2011 
11/2Bt.2011 0:00 29.53 $ 208.71 Murphy Flats Com 2011 
11/2tll'2011 0:00 30.82 $ 21 s.n Murphy Flats Corn 2011 
11/2Bt.2011 0:00 31.01 $ 217.07 Murphy F1als Com 2011 
11/28/2011 0:00 30.41 S 212.87 Murphy Flats Com 2011 
11/28/2011 0:00 3UB $ 2115.86 Murphy Flat, Com 2011 
11/28/'2011 0:00 36.53 $ 248. 71 Murphy Fla!S Corn 2011 
11/28/2011 0:00 27.06 $ 189.42 Murphy Flats Com 2011 
11/28/2011 0:00 30.19 $ 211.33 Murphy Flats Corn 2011 
11121!J2011 0:00 36.21 $ 254.03 Murphy Flats Com 2011 
11/2tll'2011 0:00 30.86 $ 21 e.o2 Murphy Flats Corn 2011 
11128l'2011 o:oo 33.51 $ 234.67 Murphy Flats Com 2011 
11128/2011 o:oo 36 S 252.00 Murphy Flats Com 2011 


















•., ... ,: 
Hau!erll/oueherl/t1cket#/From/To/Var1.!!l 
NunezTrucklng'9585l23Q03/FH Mfphy.334 REDACT Com 
Nunez Trucklng'9807 L23ll981FH Mfphy.334 ccn Com 
Roge)Trucldng'8018L239Q2JFHMrphy33< RFnA Com 
Rogel Trucklng'8030l23Q94/FH Mrphy 33-4, REDACT Com 
Rogel Trucldng'8039 ~3984/FH Mrphy 33'4. Com 
Rogel Trucklng'8040l23989JFH Mrphy 3341 ED Com 
Rogel Trucklng'8041 L23992JFH Mrphy 3341 Com 
Rogel Trucldng'8042L23990/FH Mlphy 334/ Com 
Rogel Trucklng'8060L239881FH Mrphy 33-4, Com 
Rogel Trucklng'8087 ~981!/FH Mrphy 3341 Com 
Rogel Trucking' 8Q88 l23983fFH Mrphy 3341 Com 
Rogel Truddng'8070 L23987JFH Mrphy 3341 Com 
Rogel Trucking· 8072 t23Q96/FH Mrphy 3341 Com 
Rogel Trucldng'II073l23Q91/FH Mrphy 3341 Com 




334 B&B Grain 
334 Simplot Feedlot 
334 Simplot Feedlot 
334 Simplot Faec:IIOt 
334 Simplot Feedlot 
334 stmplot Feedlot 
334 Simplot Feedlot 
33" Slmplol Feedlot 
33'4 Simplot Feedlot 
334 SJmplot Feedlot 
334 Slmpfot Feedlot 
334 S!mplot Feedlot 




Post Date Qty Amount Cost canter Phase HaularNoucherltJTickal#/From/ToNa!:!!!!): From To 
10/28l2011 0:00 32.05 S 22-1.35 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Hauling Nunez Trucklng·9s86l23904lfH Mrphy.!351 REDACT eom 35 GrancMew 
10/26/2011 0:00 31.11 $ 211.n Murphy Flatll Com 2011 Haulng Nunez Trucklnrf9587l23005IFH Mrphy.!35/ ED Com 335 Grandview 10/26/2011 0:00 32.52 $ 227.64 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Hauffng ~ Trudclng.9588 L239()7/FH Mrphy:135/ Com 335 Grandview 
10/26/2011 0:00 31.38 $ 219.88 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Hauling Nunez Trudclng'958Ql23912/FH Mrphy335/ Com 335 Grandview 
10/28/2011 0:00 31.85 $ 222.95 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Hauling Nunez Trudclng'9590 l239151FH Mrphy:135/ Com 335 GrandVIIIW 
10/26/2011 0:00 32.n $ 229.39 Murphy Flats Corn 2011 Hauling NunezTrudclng.9591 L23917/FH Mrphy335/ Com 335 Grandview 
10fl6/2011 0:00 32.n $ 229.39 Murphy Flatll Corn 2011 Hauling Nunez nuddng·9592L23919/FH Mrphy335/ Com 335 Grandview 
10/26/2011 o:oo 32.06 $ 224.42 Murphy Flats Corn 2011 Hauling Nunez Trucklng'951l3 L23920/FH Mrphy335/ Com 335 Grandview 
10/26/2011 0:00 31.13 $ 217.91 Murphy F1alll Com 2011 Hauling Nunez Truddng'9594L23921/FH Mrphy335/ Com 335 Grandview 
10/28/2011 0:00 31.5 $ 220.50 Murphy F1a1s Corn 2011 Haullng Nunez Trudclng'9695 L239261FH Mrphy335/ Com 335 Grandview 
10l.28/2011 0:00 32.44 $ 227.08 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Haullng Nunez Trucking' 9596 L23928JFH Mrphy335/ Com 335 Grandview 
10/26/2011 0:00 33.8 $ 235.20 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Hauling Nunez Truddng'9597l239291FH Mrphy335/ Com 335 Granc:Mew 
10/2e/2011 0:00 32.76 $ 229.32 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Hauling Nunez Truddng'95QQ L23Q31/FH Mrphy335J Com 335 Grandview 
10/26/2011 0:00 35.98 $ 251.00 Murphy F1ats Corn 2011 Hauling Nunez Truddng.9601 L239351FH Mlphy335/ Com 335 Grandview 
11/28/2011 0:00 31.11 $ 211.n Murphy Flats Com 2011 Hauling Rogel Truddng'eo19L23908IFH Mrphy 3as. RFnA eom 335 B&B Grain 
11/2812011 0:00 28.54 $ 199.78 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Haulng Roge1Trucklng'll026L23922/FH Mrphy 33S. REDACT~ 335 Simplot Feedlot 
11128/2011 o:oo 30.1 $ 210.70 Murphy Flats Corn 2011 HaUllng Roge1Trudclng'80Z7L2391B/FH Mrphy 335, ED ::om 335 Simplot Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 30.47 $ 213.29 Murphy Flats Corn 2011 HaUllng Rogel Trucklng'8028L23927/FH Mrphy 335, ~om 335 Simplot Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 29.4 $ 205.80 Murphy Flats Corn 2011 Hauling Rogel Trudclng'8043 L23910'FH Mrp/1y 335, ~ 335 SlmplotFeedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 29.35 $ 205.45 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Haulng Rogel Trudclng.8044 L23lJ091FH Mrphy 33S. ::om 335 Slmplot Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 30.59 $ 21 <l.13 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Haullng Rogel Trucldng'8()45L23923/FH Mrphy 33S. ::om 335 Simplot Feedlot 
11128/2011 0:00 31.1<1 $ 217.118 Murphy F1alll Com 2011 HauHng Rogel Tltlcldng'fl046L23924/FH Mrpl1y 335, ::om 335 Simplot Feedlot 
11/2812011 0:00 31.54 $ 220.78 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Hauling Rogel Trucklng'8047L23925/FH Mrpl1y 335, ~ 335 Simplot Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 32.'11 $ 228.87 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Hauling Rogel Trudclng'8048v.23932/FH Mrpl1y 33S. ::om 335 Slmplot Feedlot 
11/2812011 0:00 32.8 $ 229.60 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Hauling Rogel Trucking' B074 L2391 II/FH Mrphy 33S. ::om 335 Slmplol Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 31.47 $ 220.29 Murphy Flam Com 2011 Hauling Rogel TrucklnQ'8075 L23908IFH Mrpl1y 33S. ::om 335 Simplot Feedlot 
1 if.28/2011 0:00 33.06 $ 231.42 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Hauling Rogel Trucklng'8078'23911/FH Mrpl1y 3351 ::om 335 Simplot Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 28.84 S 201.88 Murphy Flats Com 2011 HauUng Rogel Trucklng'SOnL23838/FH Mrpl1y 33S. ::om 335 Slmplol Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 30.38 $ 212.68 Murphy Flats Corn 2011 Haullng Rogel Trucklng'S079L23Q13/FH Mrphy 335, ::om 335 Simplot Feedlot 
11128/2011 0:00 37.114 $ 282.78 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Haulng Rogel Truddng'8080L2391SJFH Mrphy 335, ::om 335 Simplot Feedlot 
952.66 Murphy Flats 2011 Com Vlelcl 
/ 3 'I-7' A-o<JL.o 
7.ob ~ /,;4. 
ML000061 
,..._.,, --
PolltDate Qly Amount Cost Center Phase HaulerlVoucher#/Tlcket#/From/To/1/arfety From To 
10/1/2011 0:00 3<1.66 S 242.62 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Haullng JGM Trucklng"7367Lo23116Q/FH Murphy30EREDAC::om 308 Grandview 
10/1/2011 0:00 34.08 S 238.56 Murphy F1ats Com 2011 Hauling JGM Trucklng'7368 Lo23954/FH Murphy30£ TED ::om 306 Gllillldvlew 
10/1/2011 0:00 33.71 $ 235.97 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Hauling JGM Trucklng"7369 Lo23955/FH Murphy30l :om 306 Grandview 
10/1/2011 0:00 33.91 $ 237 .37 t.uphy Flafa Com 2011 Hauling JGM Trucklng.7390 '-023000/FH Murphy30f ::om 308 Grandvtew 
10/1/2011 0:00 32.14 $ 224.llB Murphy Flals Com 2011 Hauling JGM Trucklng"7391 '-023951/FH Murphy30E ::om 308 GnincMew 
10/1/2011 0:00 30.62 $ 215. 7 4 Murphy Rais Com 2011 Haultng JGM Trucklng7392 Lo23953/FH Murphy30E ~ 308 Grandview 
10/2l!/2011 0:00 32.55 $ 227.85 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Haultng Nunez Trucldng"9598 L23930IFH Mrphy308J REDACT Com 308 Grandview 
11 /2lltl011 0:00 35.27 $ 248.69 Murphy Flats Com 2011 HauQng RogetTrucklng'8020l23980/FHMrptry30e REDA ::om 308 B&B Grain 
11/26/2011 0:00 35.44 $ 248.08 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Haullng Rogel Trucklng"S021 L23978/FH Mrptry 308 ,-..,-c:n ::om 308 B&B Giain 
11/28/2011 o:oo 30.35 $ 212.45 Murphy Rais Com 2011 Hauling Roge1Trucklng'8031 l'J.31l61/FH Mrptry 308/:REDACTCom 308 Slmplot Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 28.87 $ 202.09 Murphy Flabl Com 2011 Hauling Rogel Trucklng"8032l'J.3955/FH Mrphy 308/: ED Com 308 Slmplol Feedlot 10/20/2011 0:00 30.48 $ 213.36 Murphy Flats Com 2011 HauQno Rogal Trucking' 8033 L2395B1FH Mtphy 308J: Com 308 Slmplot Feedlot 
11/26/2011 0:00 31.9 $ 223.30 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Haullng Roget Trucklng"B034 L2391!8/FH Mrptry 308/l Com 308 Simplot Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 30.41 $ 212.87 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Hauling Roget Trucklng'8035~397D/FH Mrphy 308/: Com 308 Simplot Feedlot 
11128/2011 0:00 32.03 $ 224.21 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Haultng Rogel Trucklng'8036 l'J.3973/FH Mrphy 308/: Com 306 SlmplOI Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 29.74 $ 208.1 S Murphy Rats Com 2011 Haulng Rogel Trucking" 8037 L239791FH Mrphy 308/: Com 308 Simplot Feedlot 
11128'2011 0:00 30.3 $ 212. 1 o Murphy Fiala Com 2011 HaUllng Rogel Trucklng'tl038 '23977/FH Mrphy 30S/: Com 308 S1mplot Feedlot 
11/2Sl2011 0:00 30.68 $ 214.78 Murphy Rais Com 2011 Hauling Rogel Trucklng'8081 L239S7JFH Mrphy 308J: Com 308 Simplot Feedlot 
11/28l2011 0:00 33.42 $ 233.94 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Hauling Rogel Trucklng'8082'231l641FH Mrphy 308/. Com 308 Simplot Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 33.44 S 234.08 Murphy Flats Com 2011 HIIUAno Roget Trucklng' 8083 L239721FH Mrphy 3081c Com 308 Slmplot Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 32.99 $ 230.93 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Hauling Roget Trucklng'8084 l23968fFH Mrphy 308/ Com 308 Slmplcl FeedlOt 
11/28/2011 0:00 34.82 $ 242.34 Murphy Rats Com 2011 Hauling Rogal Trucklng'B065L23975JFH Mrphy 308/. Com 308 Simplot Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 34.34 S 2(0.38 Murphy Flalll Com 2011 Hauling Rogel Trucking' 8088 L23Q51l/FH Mrphy 308/. Com 308 Simplot Fedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 33.87 $ 237.0Q Murphy Flats Corn 2011 Hauling Rogal Trucldng·eOSQ L239B21FH Mrptry 308/, Com 308 S1mplot Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 30.83 $ 215.81 Murphy Flats Corn 2011 Hauling Rogel Trucklng'8081 L2391!7JFH Mrptry 308/. Com 308 Slmplot Feedlot 
11/28l2011 0:00 31.23 S 218.61 Murphy Fllllll Com 2011 Haullng Rogel Trucklng'8082 L239e31FH Mrphy 308/. Com 308 Simplot Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 29.17 S 204.19 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Hauling Rogel Trucking' 8083 L239561FH Mrphy 308/ Com 308 Slmplot Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 32.62 $ 226.24 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Haullng Rogel Trucking' 8084 L23Q71 /FH Mrphy 308J Com 308 Slmplo! Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 34.87 S 242.69 Murphy Flats Corn 2011 HauAng Rogel Trucki1g'8085 L23962/l'H Mrphy 308/ Com 308 Simplot Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 31.95 $ 223.85 Murphy Flats Com 2011 Hauling Rogel Trucklng'8086 l23978JFH Mrphy 308/ Com 308 Simplot Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 31.58 S 2.21.06 Murphy Flats Com 2011 HaUllng Rogel Trucklng'8087 L23Q74/FH Mrphy 308/ Com 308 Simplot Feedlot 
11/28/2011 0:00 12.87 $ 90.0Q I.Uphy Flats Com 2011 Hauling Rogel Trucklng'810llL23981/FH Mrphy 308/ Com 308 Simplot FeecllOt 
11/28/2011 0:00 12.87 $ 90.09 Murphy Flals Com 2011 Hauq Roget Trucldng'8107L23981/FHAMrphy 308/ REDACT ::om 306 Simplot Feedlot 
1027.81 Murphy Flirts 2011 Com Yield !t./U ~ 





Seller: OWYHEE FARMING COMPANY LLC 
P0BOX3110 
Purchase Contract 
PASCO, WA 99302 
Seller has aold end agrees lo deliver to Buyer the followlng: 
Commodity; Com #2 Yellow Contracl Type: Priced 
Net Quantity: 3,000.000 Ton Bid Or!letla: Delivered 
Dellve,y Pertod: 09/01f.l011 - 01/31/2012 De1Unat1on: MtnHom 




Comments: Ma>c 16.6% molslUra. No moisture edjuatment. 16.6-21.0% Molalure $4.00/ton Discount. 21.1 -22.0 ~ 
Moleture S8.0Mon Discount 22. 1 and above Moisture $24.00/ton Discount. 21.1 and above may be 
reJecled at buyer, dlscreUon. Paywelghl adjusted to 16.0% moisture. 
( 
This Purchase Order confirms the parties oral agreement to buy and sell The statements above, below and on the enclosed 
Statement of Purchase Terms are understood to be an accurate statement of the terms and conditions of the agreement between 
the parties hereto. Failure to advise euyer lmmedlatelv In writing of any discrepancies, objections to or disagreement with such 
terms and conditions shall be construed as an acceptance ofthls contract 
PAYMENT WILL NOT BE MADE UNTIL A WRITTEN LIEN SEARCH IS RECEIVED. 
Ttade Rulea to Oovern: National Grain and F••d Aaaoolatlon 
Paymtnt Tenna: Wire on Aecelpl of Documanl 
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l'lucl!ased From: Name 
Addm1 
Owvlleo F1rmlns Company LlC 
P.O.Box5110 
Pasco, WA !1930Z 
Oellvtr lo Orand Vltw, ldlbo 
Comrnod11y1 fllih Mohtura Corn, #2 Ytllow 
Pay wo'ahl wlll btadJusted tois.im molstvro 
Ma.Jmvm au" MobtVl'I • Minimum 26.0K Moisture 
Moltture less 1h11n 26.0 " F08 Grand Vltw $24.00/ton Discount 
26.0-273 MolJwre ,08 Grand \lltW $'"-00/IOII Discount 
28.0-2l.9X Moisture FOB Grand vr-s10.5lVton Dkrount 
30.0-35.oK Mol1ture f08 Gnand Vlaw $9.llO,llon l>Utount 




Your Contact : 
Phone No.: 
Fax No.: 
MoMure more than 35,0 M Moisture FOB Grand vtew $11.00/ton otuount 
$holllcf lhe MolSJll!J!fr" ""fEct 1141. ,,.. ••-~•nJng lont wfff ba converttd tO a 




Weight ta Govern: 
Del, B1Sls/f08 Point: 
contmt l'lotts: 
,,. , w,n, MU 1:,,.,,. 11101S1ure ro11 Mt Homo. No 111olstu111 adJu1tmon1. 
WotCorru 15.e-11.0" Mol'nura FOB Mt. Homo $4.00/ton DIJCOUIII, 
W.i Com: 21.1 • 22.0 N MOlstura FOB Mt, Home $e.co/,on DlrcounL 
Wet Cor11: 22.111!d above MolJlllra FOIi ML Home !24.00/ton DISeOlllll, 
Wat corn1 21, 1 aad above rnav bt najactAtd 111 buyet1 dlsctttlon. 






D11tvarad • Sollet's Tru<I( 
,S111rn 9/l/'}.011 fnd: 
PAVMEH!'WlU.NOT!!I MAD! UkTll A warrraurm SWICII IS ll[CilViO. 
1/31/2012 
Thi& Punhff• Ordauanllmls thl wt101 or.al ..,...,.etttto buy •"d .. lL ThUlallmtntf ,bo..., lltlow lt1d on tho cntloUd 
S111e tJf r11tchua Tarmt 11& undtrnoodto ll111111cturalt 1t11C111enl of tl!e lffmr Ind COAdlllons ohhe llfffllltntbttwtt11 
the pattlu hereto. rallur1101iMie luve, lmffltdlattlv IA wrldnaor tt\'f dUatp1ndu, oblt«1on1to or dl111rW'!lfflt't1111h sudt 
111,ms Md condlllcw wll be W111t1rcd 111n acceptance of th!• Hllltat.t. 
Tracie Rlllu to Govlllll ffallon.al Grain and •••d Anoelnlen 
Payment Tcrm11 IHAC'l'IV!.,..,. 011 llttolpt Df Dotumw 
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oellver lo Grand View, ~ho 
Owyha farming Company UC 
P.O. Box 3110 
Pasco, WA 99302 
commodity: · Hl&h Moisture Com, 12 Yellow 
Pay Might wlll be adjusted to 15.0" mobtlfre 
Mnlmvm 35.0K Moisture· Mlnlmuni26.0% Molslura 
PURCHASE CONTRACT 
Contract No. : 
Contract Date : 
Reference: 
OurTrader: 







Molstwn> le£ than 26.0K FO~J;ra!Jl{¥lew $24.00/t~nOIKOl!nt ·,. • • • · -· 
26.0·27.9K Moisture FOB Grand Vlew$i•Ul0/lon Olscount 
28.0-29.9" Molslure FOB Grand View $10.50/lon Discount 
REDACTED 
30.0-35.QK Moisture FOB Grand View $9.oo/ton Discount 
Molttute more than 35.0 "· Moisture FOB Gr.ind View $11.oo/lon Olscouri't 






Ory Corn: Max 15.SK moisture FOB Ml Horne. No moisture adjustment. 
Wet Corn: 15.6-21Al7' Moisture Foe Mt. Homa $4.00/ton Discount. 
Wet Corn: 21.1 • 22.0 " Moisture f08 Mt. Home $8.00/ton Discount. 
Wet Com: 22.1 and above Malstura FOB Mt. Homo $24.00/ton Discount. 
Wet corn: 2L1 and above may be njected at buyers discretion. 





Start: 9/1/2011 End: 
WeJaht to GOV1!rn: Offllnallon 
Del. Basis/FOB Point: Oellvm:d • Seller's Truck 
Contract Notes: 
PAYMOO Wilt NOT 8£ MADE UNlll A \Yl\llTEN UEN $£ARCH 15 R£CfM!D. 
1/31/2012 
This Putchase Otder conll1m1 the pardet orill apumtnl IO buy and 1111, 'IIMI 111tem1nU aliaw!, below and an the endosed 
Sule er l'urch111 Tetms ate understood to be an accurate sta1et11e111 ol lhe terms and condlllon1 er the aa,ttlllfnl between 
the parties htRtc. fillfu,_ to ad'111.rluyer lmmcdlaltly In wrhl1141cf anydbm,pindes, objutlons IO ardlUlflemtnl with 111th 
teuns end condltl0111 shin be conswn as 1111tc«91.1nc1 of this con111ct 
Ttfft Rules to GoYem: Ndonal Gtalftend Feed Assoclallon 
Pll'/ffl!nl Terms: IIIACTIVE-wlre on Rt<elpt of Document 
Pie.null'! !Ind ro1Lm1ac!t!!of thl1 COlllracl 
REuACTED 
Seier..__ _______________ _ 
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Crystal Springs 2011-2012 Claim 
Exhibit #2 
2011 Plan 
Crystal Springs Corn 
2011 Actual Comparative Crop 








95.0 474.11 4.99 
134.9 952.66 7.06 
148.0 1027.81 6.94 
3n.9 2,454.6 6.50 
ML000761 
EXHIBIT I 






















369.3 $ 365,256.96 
189.5 $ 187,425.38 
972.2 $ 148,195.28 
471.1 $ 285,800.11 
824.2 $ 315,765.39 
153.S $ 2,975.18 
$ 33,549.92 












$ 33,376.42 $ 398,633.38 
$ 17,126.54 $ 204,551.92 
$ 87,865.03 $ 236,060.31 
$ 42,576.85 $ 328,376.96 
$ 74,489.15 $ 390,254.54 
$ 13,872.95 $ 16,848.13 
$ 33,549.92 
$ 269,306.94 $ 1,608,275.16 


















$ 5,922.00 Crystal Springs Alfalfa 2012 Application Total 
\ $ 2,642.87 Crystal Springs Alfalfa 2012 Chemicals Total } 
/ 
$ 360.00 Crystal Springs Alfalfa 2012 Land Analysis Total 
$ 27,600.23 Crystal Springs Alfalfa 2012 Utllltles Total 
$ 23,719.46 Crystal Springs Beans 2012 Application Total 
$ 51,854.58 Crystal Springs Beans 2012 Chemlcals Total 
$ 72,399.71 Crystal Springs Beans 2012 Fertilizers Total 
$ 48,950.00 Crystal Springs Beans 2012 Harvesting Total 
$ 811.75 Crystal Springs Beans 2012 Hauling Total 
$ 84,273.60 Crystal Springs Beans 2012 Seed Total 
$ 33,756.29 Crystal Springs Beans 2012 Utilities Total 
$ Crystal Springs Beans 2012 Supplies, Miscellaneous Total 
$ 3,423.00 Crystal Springs Com 2012 Application Total 
$ 5,283.50 Crystal Springs Com 2012 Chemicals Total 
$ 103,481.09 Crystal Springs Com 2012 Fertilizers Total 
$ 21,887.90 Crystal Springs Com 2012 Harvesting Total 
$ 22,050.66 Crystal Springs Corn 2012 Hauling Total 
$ 180.00 Crystal Springs Com 2012 Land Analysis Total 
$ 80,435.40 Crystal Springs Com 2012 Seed Total 
$ 48,959.45 Crystal Springs Com 2012 Utilities Total 
$ 99.11 Crystal Springs Com 2012 Supplies, Miscellaneous Total 
$ 201,292.19 Crystal Springs Gnri 2012 R&M Irrigation Total 
$ 510.00 Crystal Springs Gnrl 2012 Application Total 
$ 1,875.75 Crystal Springs Gnrl 2012 Chemicals Total 
$ 3,115.47 Crystal Springs Gnrl 2012 Equipment Rental Total 
) $ 28,931.09 Crystal Springs Gnrl 2012 Gas & Diesel Total 
$ 255.00 Crystal Springs Gnrl 2012 Hauling Total 
$ 117.00 Crystal Springs Gnrl 2012 Land Analysis Total 
$ 11,036.77 Crystal Springs Gnrl 2012 Utilities Total 
$ 21,148.67 Crystal Springs Gnrl 2012 Supplies, Miscellaneous Total 
$ 1,025.00 Crystal Springs Gnrl 2012 Dues & Subscriptions Total 
$ Crystal Springs Potato 2012 R&M Irrigation Total 
$ 38,287.44 Crystal Springs Potato 2012 Application Total 
$ 102,441.39 Crystal Springs Potato 2012 Chemicals Total 
$ 309,306.71 Crystal Springs Potato 2012 Fertilizers Total 
$ (941.10) Crystal Springs Potato 2012 Gas & Diesel Total 
$ 2,951.54 Crystal Springs Potato 2012 Hauling Total 
$ 3,165.00 Crystal Springs Potato 2012 Land Analysis Total 
$ 8,280.00 Crystal Springs Potato 2012 Land Preperation Total 
$ 89,191.36 Crystal Springs Potato 2012 Utilities Total 
$ 10,282.40 Crystal Springs Wheat 2012 Application Total 
$ 4,983.50 Crystal Springs Wheat 2012 Chemicals Total 
$ 20,596.55 Crystal Springs Wheat 2012 Fertilizers Total 
$ 22,124.25 Crystal Springs Wheat 2012 Hauling Total 
$ 45.00 Crystal Springs Wheat 2012 Land Analysis Total 
$ 79,713.58 Crystal Springs Wheat 2012 Utllltles Total 
$ 10,450.00 Crystal Springs Wheat 2012 Insurance, General Total 
) $ 1,608,275.16 
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THIS AGREEMENf, made this 18th day of March, 2011 by and between REDACTED 
_ REDAC,:ED _ , hereinafter referred to as "Buyer" of REDACTED 
R~_!)- and OWYHEE FARMING COMPANY, LLC., AN IDAHO LIMITED UABILITY 
COMPANY, P.O. BOX 3110, PASCO, WASHINGTON 99302, THE LEASEE OF THE PROPERTY, 
hereinafter referred to as "Seller". 
IT IS AGREED, in consideration of the promises and covenants hereafter contained, as follows: 
1. Amount, Description of Acreage and Crop: Seller shall cultivate, irrigate, and otherwise 
farm and grow alfalfa in the 2011 growing season on property which Seller leases and over 
which Seller exercises the unfettered right to sell any and all alfalfa produced on such 
property. The property is located in Twin Falls County, Idaho. -· 
be devoted to aifalfa production in crop year 2011. 
2. Seller's General Obligations: Seller shall in the 2011 production year. 
a. Plant till, cultivate, irrigate, and otherwise raise and care for the alfalfa in 
accordance with practices of sound husbandry. 
b. Test the soil to determine the appropriate level of phosphorous fertilizer requirement 
and thereafter apply up to 100 pounds of phosphorous per acre. 
c. Use its best efforts to apply herbicide to control weeds and insecticides (if there are 
any identified insect risks) as appropriate. Seller shall have the final decision 
regarding insect thresholds. 
d. Apply its best efforts to remove any stones, rocks or other objects that are 
approximately 2 inches in diameter which are lying on or protruding from the 
surface of the of the ground. 
e. Irrigate the aifalfa in amounts and on schedules satisfactory to both Buyer and Seller. 
f. Maintain workers compensation insurance and any other required insurance on its 
employees, equipment and operations. 
g. Make a good faith effort to produce quality aifalfa. 
Seller shall be responsible for providing all labor, equipment, materials and supplies and 
for paying all labor, power (including the power required to operate irrigation pumps), 
equipment, operational and other costs required to ful6ll its obligations under this 





3. Buyer's General Obligations: Buyer shall in the 2011 production year: 
a. Consult with Seller to establish appropriate watering schedules. The parties 
recognize that schedules may have to be modified as conditions change and agree to 
work together to achieve irrigation, which maximizes production while facilitating 
swathing, baling and stacking, or other harvesting operations. 
b. Be responsible for harvesting the alfalfa including cutting, swathing, baling or 
stacking at its own expense. Buyer or its designees may complete such functions. 
c. Be responsible for tinting the harvest to make at least three cuttings per year (unless 
prohibited by factors beyond its control). Cuttings shall be scheduled to balance 
tonnage and quality considerations recognizing Buyer's interest in producing quality 
alfalfa 
d. Be responsible for maintaining workers compensation and other required insurance 
on its employees or sub contractors, equipment, and operations. 
e. Provide insurance for the hay after the hay has been stacked. 
Buyer shall be responsible for providing all labor, equipment, materials and supplies and for 
paying all labor, equipment, operational and other costs required to fulfill its obligations 
under this agreement, except for the requirements of growing the crop, which shall be 
Seller's responsibility. 
4. Access to Property, Storage and Stack Yards: Buyer shall have unfettered access to the real 
property to fulfill its obligations under this agreement and to perform all related activities. 
Buyer may stack or store baled aifalfa in pivot comers or other locations mutually acceptable 
to the Parties. Unless otherwise agreed by Seller all product which Buyer has stored or 
stacked on Seller's property must be removed on or before August 31, 2012. 
5 Buyer's Right to Purchase: Subject to the other provisions of this agreement Buyer agrees to 
purchase and Seller agrees to sell all of the aifalfa produced on the real property during the 
2011 production year. uyer shall be 
responsible for harvesting the alfalfa and will to that extent be responsible for the quality of 
the resulting product. Each party shall notify the other immediately with regard to any 
concern(s) that either party has related to either parties performance of its obligations under 
the agreement It is specifically agreed that Buyer and Seller shall make a good faith attempt 
to resolve any disputes. Any dispute that can not be resolved by the Parties shall be resolved 
through submittal to binding arbitration. All arbitration shall be conducted in accordance the 





6 Price and Terms of Purchase: Subject to the provisions set forth in this agreement, Buyer 
agrees to pay to as follows: 
a. $400,000.00 due and payable upon execution of this agreement, and 
b. commencing August 20, 2011, and on the 
20th day of each and every month thereafter to, and including, 
December 20, 2011, at which time, the final payment shall be fully 
paid. 
7. The Risk of Loss: The risks associated with harvesting, storing and transporting the alfaHa 
shall be borne by Buyer. 
8. Seller's Warranty of Title: The Seller represents and warrant as follows: 
a) It has good title to and authority to sell the aHalfa and has not sold or agreed to sell 
the alfalfa crop to be grown on the above described acreage during the 2011 growing 
seasons to any other person or entity whatsoever. 
b) Said crops are and shall remain free from all security interests, seed liens, farm labor 
liens or any other lien or encumbrance whatsoever. 
c) It has sufficient capital and other resources to produce the 2011 crop. 
9. Indemnification and Attorney Fees on Default: If default be made by either party hereto in 
keeping or performing any of the covenants, conditions or agreements set forth herein, and 
the other party is required to employ an attorney to enforce any of the covenants, conditions 
or agreements herein contained, then and in such event, the party in default agrees to pay, in 
addition to all other sums herein agreed to be paid by them, a reasonable attorney fee, 
together with any costs and disbursements that may be incurred in enforcing this agreement 
In addition, Seller agrees to indemnify, defend and hold the Buyer harmless from and against 
any and all claims, causes of action, costs, expenses, damages, penalties, fine 
including but not limited to reasonable attorney's fees and expenses and cou 
O•C 
by or charged against Buyer which arise out of Seller's obligations under thi! 
raise the alfaHa and provide the same to Buyer free and clear of any liens, er 
its title or other legal considerations or complications which interfere with B 
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acquire or obtain possession of the aHaHa in accordance with the provisions 
agreement or which require Buyer to compensate any third parties for any o 







title to or possession of the aHaHa. 
10. Time Being of Essence: The parties acknowledge and agree that time is, am: 





11. Integration: The parties acknowledge that the terms, conditions and covenants of this 
agreement shall supersede any prior negotiations and agreements of the parties, that there 
are no other agreements not contained in this agreement, and that this agreement shall be the 
final expression of the agreement of the parties and shall control. No modifications of this 
agreement shall be valid unless in writing and executed by all the parties hereto. 
12. Default Provisions: In the event either party believes the other party is in default or has 
otherwise violated any of the provisions of this agreement, written notice shall be provided 
to such party. The party shall be provided 15 days to cure such default If not cured within 
that timeframe the other party may pursue specific performance of the contract or other 
appropriate remedies. 
13. Intent of the Parties: The Parties agree that it is their intent for this agreement to run for the 
one year period specified in Paragraph 1, hereof. 
14. Binding Effect: This agreement shall inwe to the benefit of, and be binding upon, the parties 
hereto and their respective heirs, executors, administrators and assigns. 
15. Construction: This agreement shall be interpreted and construed pwsuant to the laws of the 
State of Idaho. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have subscribed their names hereunto on the day 
and year first written above. 
BUYER SELLER 
REDACTED OWYHEE FARMING COMPANY, LLC 
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PROOF OF YIELD - Inbound Loads Delivered From 7/01/12 to 2/01/13 Page s 
REDACTED USFRR.2 
OWYHEE FARMING, I.LC 
SBN 1.40 CCL l.00 
CCL 1.00 MLD 
•• O·C **•* 
BU T P2£.... -, 
543.05 60, .60 
SBN l 8 • 8 O 6 • 6 ·r 
151.42 60 3 7 • 2 2 ·, • 6 9 .60 
SBN 16•86 1 . 
--------- 00 3 
Total 1263.66 1256.08 
72•89:,• 
------- - - - - - ------ - - - - -
Farm Deso. Location Description Produ O•C 
OWYHEE FIELD #CH23l FIELD ICH232 76.- _, ..... ..._ ... -- , 
CLOVER HOLLOW 
--------Load------- --Customer Share--- **************** HRW ••••••••••••••••• 
Date Location Gross BU Net BU Gross BU Net BU _TI!!_ -1:!QlL ~ _f!!L ~ ____P2£.... 
8/02/12 BURLEY 970.67 963.88 970.67 963 .88 60.20 7.60 12.40 .70 
SBN .70 CCL 
8/02/12 BURLEY 1030.67 1023.46 1030.67 1023.46 60.20 7.60 12.40 .70 
SBN .70 CCL 
8/02/12 BURLEY 985.00 978.10 985.00 978.10 60.20 7.60 12.40 .70 
SBN .70 CCL 
8/03/12 BURLEY 1114. 00 1108.43 1114.00 1108.U 60.10 7.50 12.50 .so 
SBN .60 CCL 
8/03/12 BURLBY 1112.67 1107. ll 1112.67 1107 .ll 60.10 7.50 1a'.so .so 
SBN .60 CCL 
8/03/12 BURLEY 935.33 930.65 935.33 930.65 60.10 7.50 12.50 .so 
SBN .60 CCL 
8/03/12 BURLEY 970.67 961.93 970.67 961.93 60.20 7.80 12.80 .90 
SBN .70 CCL 
8/03/12 BURLEY 1011.00 1001.90 1011. 00 1001.90 60.20 7.80 12.80 .90 
SBN .70 CCL 
8/03/12 BURIEi 955.33 946.73 955.33 946.73 60.20 7.80 12.90 .90 
SBN .70 CCL 
8/03/12 BURLEY 1038.67 1028.29 1038.67 1028.28 60.10 7.60 12.70 1.00 
SBN .so CCL 
8/03/12 BURLEY 1065.33 1054.68 1065. 33 1054.68 60.10 7.60 12.70 1.00 
SBN .80 CCL 
8/03/12 BURLEY 912.67 903.54 912.67 903.54 60.10 7.60 12.70 1.00 
SBN .so CCL 
8/03/12 BURLEY 845.00 834. 86 HS.OD 834.86 59.70 a.co 12.80 1.20 
SBN .80 CCL 
8/03/12 BURLEY 942.67 931.36 942.67 931.36 59.70 8.00 12.80 l.20 
SBN .BO CCL 
8/03/12 BORLBY 1025.33 1013.03 1025.33 1013 .03 59.70 8.00 12.80 1.20 
SBN .BO CCL 









PROOF OF YIELD - Inbound Loads Delivered From 7/01/12 to 2/01/13 
REDACTED 
OWYHEE FARMING, LLC 
SBN .80 CCL 




Date Location Gross BU Net BU Gross BU Net BU _.TI!!... _l!:?!L ~ _!'!:!!... _EfilL. __!l:Q£_ 
8/03/12 l!ORLRY 1005 .oo 987.91 1005.00 987.91 59.40 9.50 12.90 1.70 
SBN .80 CCL 
8/03/12 BURLEY 1027.33 1009.87 1027.33 1009.87 59.40 a.so 12.90 1. 70 
SBN .80 CCL 
8/03/12 BURLEY 919.00 897.86 919.00 897.86 59.00 8.00 12.70 2.30 
SBN .so CCL 
--------- --------- ------ ... -- ---------
Crop HRW Total 18806.67 18607.92 18806.67 18607.92 
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . - . - - - - - - - - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - . - . . . . -
i'arm Farm Desc. Location Description Producer/Grower 
7660·CH234 OWYHBE FIELD ICH234 FIELD #CH234 7660 OWYHEE FARMING, LLC 
CLOVER HOLLOW 
-·-·----Load·-----· --customer Share--- **************** HRW ••••••••••••••••• 
Load # Date Location Gross BU Net BU Gross BU Net BU _.TI!!... _l!:?!L ~ _!'!:!!... _EfilL. __!l:Q£_ 
63261 8/03/12 BURLEY 868.67 857.38 868.67 857.38 60.00 8.00 13.00 1.30 
1262 
SBN 1.00 CCL 
8/03/12 BURLEY 1052.00 1038.33 1052.00 1038.33 60.00 8.00 13.00 1.30 
SBN 1.00 CCL 
63263 B/03/12 BURLEY 1063.67 1049.84 1063.67 1049.84 60.00 8.00 13.00 1.30 
SBN 1.00 CCL 
63264 8/03/12 BURLEY 1025.67 1016.44 1025.67 1016.44 60.50 B.00 12. 70 .90 
SBN .BO CCL 
63265 8/03/12 BURLEY 1021.67 1012 ."7 1021.67 1012.47 60.50 8.00 12.70 .90 
SBN .80 CCL 
63266 8/03/12 BURLEY 1006.67 997 .61 1006,67 997.61 60.50 8.00 12.70 .90 
SBN .80 CCL 
63267 8/03/12 BURLEY 1081.67 1071.93 1081.67 1071.93 60.30 B.00 12.70 .90 
SBN .80 CCL 
63268 8/03/12 BURLEY 1063.67 1054.10 1063.67 1054.10 60.30 8.00 12.70 .90 
SBN .BO CCL 
63269 B/03/12 BURLEY 995.00 986.04 995.00 986.04 60.30 8.00 12, 70 .90 
SBN .BO CCL 
63270 8/03/12 BUR.LEY 959.33 950.70 959.33 950.70 60.80 7.90 12.60 .90 
SBN .60 CCL 
63271 8/03/12 BURLEY 1054. 67 1045.18 1054.67 1045.18 60.80 7.90 12.60 .90 
SBN .60 CCL 
63272 B/03/12 BURLEY 1066.33 1056.73 1066.33 1056.73 60.80 7.90 12.60 .90 
SBN .60 CCL 
63273 8/03/12 BURLEY 893.00 878.71 893.00 878.71 60.00 8.30 12.80 1.60 
SBN .80 CCL 
63274 8/03/12 BURLEY 1008,67 992.53 1008.67 992.53 60.00 8.30 12.80 1.60 
) SBN .80 CCL 
63275 8/03/12 BURLEY 1022.33 1005.97 1022.33 1005.97 60.00 8.30 12.80 1.60 




PROOF OF YIBLD - Inbound Loads Delivered From 7/01/12 to 2/01/13 





63277 8/04/12 BORLBY 
63278 8/04/12 BURLSY 
63279 8/04/12 BURLSY 
63280 8/04/12 BURLEY 
63281 8/04/12 BURLEY 
63282 8/04/12 BURLEY 
63283 8/04/12 BURLEY 
63284 8/04/12 BURLEY 
.J285 8/04/12 BURLEY 
63286 8/04/12 BURLEY 
63287 8/04/12 BURLEY 
63288 8/04/12 BURLEY 
63289 8/04/12 BURLBY 
63290 8/04/12 BURLEY 
63291 8/04/12 BURLBY 
63292 8/04/12 BURLEY 
63293 8/04/12 BURLEY 
63294 8/04/12 BURLEY 
63295 8/04/12 BURLEY 
63296 8/04/12 BORLBY 
63297 8/04/12 BURLEY 
REDACTED 
--------Load------- --customer Share--- **************** HRW 
Gross BU Net BU Gross BU Net BU 




760. 33 754 .25 760.33 
1044.00 1035.65 1044.00 
932.33 919.28 932.33 
937 .oo 923,88 937.00 
1059.67 100.83 1059.67 
1024.67 1015.45 1024.67 
1073.33 1063.67 1073.33 
1036.00 1026.68 1036.00 
1066.33 1054.60 1066.33 
1044.00 1032.52 1044.00 
1033.67 1022.30 1033.67 
1003.67 993.63 1003.67 
1026.33 1016.07 1026 .33 
1057.33 1046.76 1057.33 
1036.00 1028.75 1036.00 
887.67 881.46 887.67 
1100.67 1092.97 1100.67 
1044.00 1034.60 1044 .00 
892.67 884.64 892.67 
956.67 948.06 956.67 
1087.33 1068.85 1087 .33 
CCL 
754.25 60.30 8.10 
SBN .SO CCL 
1035.65 60.30 8.10 
SBN .so CCL 
919.28 60.30 8.60 










































1046.76 60.50 7.60 
SBN .80 CCL 
1028.75 60.30 7.20 
SBN .so CCL 
881.46 60.30 7.20 
SBN .80 CCL 
1092.97 60.30 7.20 
SBN .80 CCL 
1034.60 60.40 7.10 
SBN .70 CCL 
884.64 60.40 7.10 
SBN .70 CCL 








Crop HRII Total 37227.69 36836.33 37227.69 36836.33 

















12 .50 1.00 
12.50 1.00 
12.50 • 70 
1.1. 50 .70 









i660-CH241 OWYHEE FIELD #CH241 
Location Description 























PROOF OF YIELD - Inbound Loads Delivered From 7/0l./l.2 to 2/0l./13 Page 8 
U5FRR2 
REDACTED 
OWYHEE FARMING, LLC 
--------Load------- --Customer Share--- **********•••••• DNS ••••••••••••••••• 
Date Location Gross BU Net BU Gross BU Net BU -1!!!_ --11Q/L ~ ~ ~ ~ 
8/06/l.2 BURLEY 967 .67 964. 77 967.67 964.77 62.20 7.20 14.00 .30 
SBN .40 CCL 
DHV 94.00 MLD 
8/06/12 BURLEY 1108.33 1105.0l. 1108.33 1105.01 62.20 7.20 14.00 .30 
SBN .40 CCL 
DHV 94.00 MLD 
8/06/12 BURLEY 1027.00 1023.92 l.027.00 l.023.92 62.20 7.20 14.00 .30 
SBN .40 CCL 
DHV 94.00 MLD 
8/06/l.2 BURLEY 1062. 33 1058.08 1062.33 l.058.08 61.40 7.30 13.90 .40 
SBN .40 CCL 
DHV 94.00 MLD 
8/06/12 BURLEY 1044. 67 1040.49 1044.67 1040.49 61.40 7.30 13.90 .40 
SBN .40 CCL 
DHV 94.00 MLD 
8/06/12 BURLEY 1039.33 1035.17 1039.33 1035.l.7 61.40 7.30 13.90 .40 
SBN .40 CCL 
DHV 94.00 MLD 
8/06/l.2 BURLEY 121.4 .67 1209. 81 1214.67 1209.81 62.10 7.20 14 .00 .40 
SBN .40 CCL 
DHV 94.00 MLD 
8/06/l.2 BURL&Y l.076.00 1071. 70 1076.00 1071.70 62.10 7.20 14.00 .40 
SBN .40 CCL 
DHV 94.00 MLD 
8/06/l.2 BURLEY 1093.33 1088.96 1093.33 1088.96 62.10 7.20 14.00 .40 
SBN .40 CCL 
DHV 94.00 MLD 
B/06/12 BURL&Y 1069.00 1063.65 1069.00 l.063.65 62.20 7.50 13 .80 .so 
SBN .30 CCL 
DHV 94.00 MLD 
8/06/12 BURLEY 1141.67 1135.96 1141.67 1135.96 62.20 7.50 13.80 .so 
SBN .30 CCL 
DHV 94.00 MLD 
8/06/12 BURLEY 1121.33 1115.72 1121.33 l.115. 72 62.20 7.50 l.3. BO .so 
SBN .30 CCL 
DHV 94 .00 MLD 
8/06/12 BURLEY 1100 .33 1097.03 1100.33 l.097.03 62.00 7.20 l.3 .90 .30 
SBN .40 CCL 
DHV 95.00 MLD 
8/06/l.2 BURLEY 1083.67 1080.42 lOB3.67 lOB0.42 62.00 7.20 13.90 .30 
SBN .40 CCL 
DHV 95.00 MLD 
8/06/l.2 BURLEY 609.00 607.17 609.00 607.17 62.00 7.20 l.3. 90 .30 
SBN .40 CCL 
DHV 95.00 MLD 
8/06/12 BURLEY 1102. 67 1099.36 1102.67 1099.36 62.00 7.10 13.90 .30 








7660 OWYHEE FARMING, LLC 
DHV 96.00 MLD 
CCL SPROUT 
Crop DNS Total 16861.00 16797.22 16861.00 16797.22 
Farm Deac. Producer/Grower ?arm 
1660-HC OWYHBE FIELD #HOODCO CORNERS 
Location Description 
FIELD #HOODCO CORNERS 
HOODCO CORNERS 
7660 OWYHEB FARMING, LLC 
Load# Date Location 
39257 7/27/12 PASCO 
39264 7/27/12 PASCO 
39272 7/28/12 PASCO 












?arm Farm Desc. 
Total 
Total 




S/17 /12 PASCO 
B/20/l.2 PASCO 
--------Load------- --customer 
Gross BU Net BU Gross BU 
981.33 976.42 981.33 
1785.33 1772.83 1785.33 
934.67 925.32 934.67 
914 .67 909.18 914.67 











Gross BU Net BU Gross BU Net BU 
247.67 245.44 247.67 245.44 




Gross BU Net BU 
1159.67 1156.19 
--Customer Share---
Gross BU Net BU 
1159.67 1156.19 
•••••••••••••••• DNS 
62.40 8. 70 11.70 .so 
SBN .so CCL .so 
DHV 7l.OO MLD 
60.50 7.20 13.30 .70 
BBN .60 CCL 
DHV 87.00 MLD 
60.90 8.20 .10 13.60 1.00 
SBN .so CCL 1.60 
DHV 91.00 MLD 
60.80 8.00 13.20 .60 
SBN .60 CCL 
DHV 96.00 MLD 
Producer/Grower 
7660 OWYHBB FARMING, LLC 
•••••••********* DNS ••••••••••••••••• 
59.40 7.80 13.30 .90 
SBN .SO CCL 
DHV 94, 00 MLO 
Producer/Grower 
7660 OWYHEE FARMING, LLC 
•••••••••••••••• DNS ••••••••••••••••• 
~ ~ ~ ~ _.RfilL _!!Q£_ 
61.50 7.40 ,10 13.20 .30 
SBN .60 CCL 
DHV 92.00 MLD 
2097.00 2090.71 2097.00 2090.71 61.90 7.90 12.60 .30 

























Clover Hollow / Triple C 




































































) IFarm Field 










) Clover Hollow/ Triple C 
























































Owyhee Famlna Company U.C 
l!OUWhHt-Dallll 
Contn,ct Scale IOL Trucldnc In Out Net 
II - - Date Form Reid Crop Co. Truddl Do- Wi,!;hl Wlflht Weicht -It - hid 1130867 3141!99 57026 :!Hui cs 557 sww BefortTnidd,,c 63 RED 61636 1027.3 . !I0.12 
ll!OW ' 11141403 57027 12-lul cs 557 - lllfonTruddng 45 51636 1017.3 3U2 1rJ•mA04 57021 12-lul cs 557 5WW Wort Truddnc 63 ACTE 59340 !119.0 29.&7 1· 3141406 5702!1 U..Jul Ci 557 5WW lofort Tnidd,,c 44 D 50200 lOOU 30.10 11....... . !1141407 570!0 12-lul cs 557 5WW 8efort Truddnc !16 599!1() -· !!ODO 1130857 9141AOS 51011 11-Jul cs 557 sww BefortTruddnc 45 61370 1022.a !I0.69 
1ll08i7 3141410 57012 U·Jul cs 557 sww Bofort Truddnc &3 63902 106SJI )1SS 
1130117 1141412 570!14 12-Jul cs 557 5WW hfortTniddni H $0940 1015.7 JOA? 
1130867 1141415. 57053 U·Jul cs 557 sww 8ofort Truddnc " 61824 1030.4 30.!11 1130857 ffl!Alt 570!& 13..Jul cs 557 5WW e.r...tTno:lcma 63 671116 1119.4 9!.51 
1UOll7 9141420 57035 13-lul cs 557 sww Bo""'Trueklof 4S 112322 1038.7 llt.16 
1ll0867 1141421 57037 13..Jul cs 557 sww llofonTruaills 36 59504 991.7 2!1,75 
1130857 3141422 57031 U·Jul cs 557 sww Bol'ort Truaills 44 59116 9111.C 2!1.59 
1llOl67 11141424 57039 ll•Jul cs SS7 5WW BofortTrucldns H 557114 921.9 27.17 
1130857 5141421 57040 13-Jul cs 557 5WW llofort Trvcldnc 53 63552 1051.9 ll.77 
1130867 3141427 57041 13-Jul cs SS7 sww llol'ort Tniddnl 45 U470 10S7.S $1'4 






Owyhee Flffffllnl Company UC 
ZOU Wheat --
COntract Salle !IOI. Tniddna In Out Nat 
# - 11dott Data fpm, Reid en,p c.. Trvd# Dost!- Wolst,t Wolpt Welaht Bushels Protstn -1100867 )MUN 5!1472 U·Jul cs 551 5WW a.fort Trudlftl 45 REDA 54628 910.S 27.31 
11308'7 • 3141.00 5!1474 U.Jul C5 558 5WW 8ofort Trudioc 44 CTED 45!194 
7661i 23'80 u--·) 3141401 5!1473 U·Jul cs 558 5WW a.fortTrudlftl 36 S2406 173A 26.20 
1
1
._ . 1141452 59043 I.Hui cs 551 5WW lhlort Trudlftl 36 51!174 ,au 29.49 
1u.. •• · 114105 59044 1.J.Jvl cs 551 5WW ltfortTrudq 53 62421 1<>111.5 JL21 
1100867 l141A41 51045 I.J.Jul cs 551 5WW lklort Trudlnc 45 51440 1024.0 ,o,n 
1130il&7 3141444 57057 1:S.Jvl cs 551 - a.fortTnJ<klna 44 - 97U 29..U 1U0867· 1141448 57047 1:S.Jvl cs 551 5WW lkfort Trucldna • 5ot07fi 1067.9 32.1)4 
1U0867, !1'1449 57048 1:S.Jul cs 551 sww lkfortTrudq 63 5&590 976.S 29,JO 
1uoe57; 1141450 57049 14,M cs 551 sww lkfon Tl'Ud!ni 45 - 1001.9 .. 90.27 1UOU7( 1141451 570$2 14-Jul cs 551 5WW Bofort Tnicfdnt es 16108 1101.a .,,.cs 
113tl867> J141U2 57051 14-Jul cs 551 sww Bofort Tn,ckJnc S6 111146 lOJO.a .,o.,i 
1130867 314145! 57045 14•.lul cs 551 sww 8ofort Tnocl<Jnc 44 61504 lOlS.1 90.75 
11J08671 WMS& 57054 14-Jul cs 551 5WW 8ofort Trvcklnc 45 51!146 1032.4 90$1 
1U0867 3141457 57055 14-Jul cs 551 5WW lklort Trucldna 63 60302 1DOS.O 90.U 
1U0867 S141.SI 57055 14-Jul cs 551 sww ltfort Tniddns H 55120 911.7 27.S& 
1130867 514"59 57050 14.,Jul cs 551 sww llofart Trudlna 44 55150 930.1 27.95 
ll!OU7 !1'14IIO 5705B 14.Jul cs 551 sww Bolort Trudlnc 45 - 1053.5 IUO ll!Ol67 5141Atl1 57059 14-Jul cs 551 sww Bofart Trudlna 63 64U6 10699 U.10 
1130ll67 1141462 57060 14-Jul cs 551 sww BofartTrudlna 36 562711 931.D .21.U 
1UOl67 114146' 57061 14-lul cs 551 sww Bofart Tn>dlna 44 57416 958-1 211:14 
11JOl67 JU1464 57062 14-Jul cs 551 5WW BofartTtuddna 45 59750 995.1 2UI 
1190867 3UU65 57063 14.Jul cs 551 sww 8ofort Trudin& 63 60914 1015.2 SOM 
1190867 9Ul'70 57064 16-Jul cs 551 sww 8efortTruc:klntl !a 55242 920.7 27.62 




Owyl,oo Famdni Company LLC 
2011 Wheat- Detail 
Conlml s.:.le IIOI. Trudlnc In Out Nat 
• Tl<ht Tldlet Date Flffll 
U.30867 5141574 5I069 2Hul cs 
Reid Crop Co. Truddl Destlnitlon WelJhl Wolpl Wef&l,t Bulhel• Prct1:tn hid 
S57 SWW Befort Trudlrc 45 REDACTE 41498 691.6 20.75 






Owyhee farmlna Co-W: 
:20U Wheat Harvut Detail 
Canlmt kale 80l Trudllnc In Out Nat 
• lldttt Tldtet Data F""' Fl<ld Clop Co. Trudell D-on Weight Weight Weicht Bushels Protein hid 
1UOlf1 3141503 5II054 1?-lul cs 568 5WW lltfon Truclcint 45 REDACT 21474 ms 10,74 
11!0167 !14U92 SI061 15-lul cs 561 5WW Befort Trveklns « ED 
557« 92!1.1 27,17 n·-·) 3UU95 SIOS1 17•1ul cs 561 5WW Befort Tru<kfns 63 52164 5'7,7 11U3 
11 3141499 5805! 11-lul cs 561 5WW Stfort Trueldn1 44 47026 783.8 23.51 
1l!O<l>'f 3141.501 SIOS2 17-lul cs S61 5WW l!tfortTrvdd,,. 36 41'08 H0.1 20.70 
1130867 JU1S04 58055 17-lul cs S611 5WW l!tfortTtu<klnt 45 20602 !43.4 111.10 
11!0&57 !141!15 5!056 17-lul cs Sil - llofort Trvelcint H - IOU 24.0S 113011&7 !141517 5I057 17-lul cs SA 5WW llofort Trveldnt 44 44848 747.5 ll.42 
1130167 3141520 SIOS8 17-Jul cs SA 5WW llofortTN<lcint 96 45932 765.5 2U7 
1130857 3141521 5II060 H·Jul cs 568 5WW BtfortT""'lcint 63 41414 IIOU 2U1 
1UOl67 !1'1522 SIIOS9 ll·M cs 561 5WW l!tfortTrveldns 45 511120 11&3.7 25.91 
1130117 3141524 SI062 111-lul cs Sil 5WW lltfonTnKfdnt 36 !5535 59U 17,77 
11301157 !14152!1 SI063 11-lul cs 561 sww llofortT~ 44 33576 S6U 1U4 
113086? 51415117 5I064 11-Jul cs 5611 5WW l!tfortTrucfdnt 45 43100 729.5 21.IIS 





Owyhu Farmlna Company UC 
2GU--Detall 
Contre<t - 80l Truddne In Out Net • - lldu!t !lat• Form field crop Co. Truddl --... w~ Wql!t Wolpt - - -WOl67 S141l8I 59467 11.Jul cs 570 sww BefortTnu:lilnt &! REDAC 56174 931i.l 2U>9 
!141119 ff.la 11-Jul a S70 sww Befort Trudlna 45 $2504 m.1 25.25 
314ll90 5949 ll•Jul cs S70 sww Befort Ttuddnil !16 TED 49712 8215 2•• 





Owyl,i• faml .. ""'-v w: 
20UWht1l-Dobll 
Contract Scale IIOl. Tl\lddffl In Out Net 
' - Tkbt Data Fann Field Crop Co. Troddt --Oft Wolst,t Wolsht Welpt Bushels -ft hid l.UOm 31414111 57067 H-Jul cs 571 $WW lltfortTnitklna 63 REDAC S8974 982S 29A!I 
1130"7 Jl.41479 57070 16-Jul cs S71 sww llolortTnitklna 63 
TED 
52740 57!1.0 2U7 
. --·, 3t<ll451 cs 571 sww hfortTnitklna 41!$9.1 AUi 20.A 
1. 3141392 59'71 11-Jul cs S71 sww llofort Trud<1na 63 46846 no.a 2SA2 
11 ....... 7 3141471 S707l 1&-Jul cs 571 sww llofort Truckles " 70034 1167.l JS.02 1130867 !141<115 57074 1&-Jul cs 571 SWW llefortTrucldnc " 4931• 821.! 2U& 1130167 !1415,S SIOIS 11-.M cs 571 sww ltfortTruckJnc 36 SUS< 
_, 
29,U 
lll0"7 !141467 57066 111-Jul cs 571 sww llofortTrucldnc 45 76211 U7.1 3.11 
1UC"7 3141572 58066 21-Jul cs 571 sww hlort Trucldnc &3 26404 440.1 U.20 
1130167 31414a, 570tll If.Jul cs 571 sww lltfortTNttfna 3li 50040 134.0 25Jll 
1130167 J141416 57069 111-Jul cs 571 sww lltfortTrucldnc 0 55912 H!.11 r,,99 
1150H7 !141411 57072 111-Jul cs 571 sww hlortTnitk!nt H 56972 949.5 DA!I 





llwyl,ee fam,lnc co,,,pa,,v u.c 
2012 Wheat --
c- Seal• 80L Truddnr ... Out ll•t 
I Tldlet llcu,t !>ate Flffll Fllld Crop Co. Truddl 0611-0II WoJ&ht Wtlght Wof&ht !IU!l,ol, 
,_ 
hid 
11.3()867 !141334 51120 1()..Jul cs 573 sww 8ofort Tnn:idfll n REDA 60421 1007.1) 30.21 
1130867 !141335 SIU! 10-Jul cs 573 sww hfort Trucklnc 45 
CTED 
GlS« 1025.7 !Wn 
1r • >. ) 3141339 51454 10-Jul cs S73 sww Stfort Tn.u:klnc 44 S5521 925.5 27.75 
11 !141!MO SIU! 10-Jul cs m '!iWW BofortTN<ldne Mi 57780 1163.0 21.19 
1130¥67 3HI.M7 5'124 to-Jul cs m sww hfottTn1<kfna 8! - lOU5 !OAO 1UOl67 3141il50 58125 10-Jul cs 573 '!iWW hfortlnlclttne 45 55426 IMIM 28,21 
1130867 3141352 59458 10-Jul cs 573 sww lkfortTN<ld"I 44 S7UO !152.G 211.55 
1UOl57 !l,41354 59455 10-Jul cs 575 sww hfott Tnickfnr 311 Sa.4311 973.9 29,21 
11IOU7 JHIJS8 59451 10-Jul cs S73 sww lefort Tnicldne 63 67491 1125.0 n,s 
11llOU7 S1U959 59457 to-Jul cs 575 sww lthlrtTnicidne 45 5040 905.7 27.17 
1130867 3141362 59462 lo-Jul cs 573 sww hlort Tnicldne 44 5- !IIO.I 29A2 
11JOH7 3141!6! 59459 10-M cs m sww hfortTn,cldna '6 $5196 919.9 27.60 
1UOH7 3141!&5 59460 10-Jul cs m sww hfortT~ &! 62551 1042.6 31.28 
1UOH7 su13ta 59461 10•Jul cs 575 sww BefortTructlns 4S 59791 tH.6 29.90 
1UOH7 1141370 51122 to-Jul cs 573 sww Befort Trvcldna « 34130 SA.I 17.G7 
11301&1 lHl.!75 59464 11-Jut cs 57! sww Befort TruckJne n 60211 100U !I0.11 
11308&7 1141375 59465 11•Jul cs S7' sww llofort TrvckJne 45 60421 1007.1 30.21 
1130867 3141376 59466 ll·Jul cs 57' sww hfortTn,ckJne « 21921 412.l. 14.411 
1130ll67 n,1.an 59463 11-Ju! cs S7! sww hlortTM:ld"I 36 571!6 953,1 28.St 





°"!!IN Fllfflll"! '-""Y W:: 
2011Whut-Dotoll 
Cootrect -· BOL Trvddnt, In Out Nat • Tldrat - Dato Farm Reid crop Co. Truddl Dostfnatlon Weight Welsht Wtlp,t Blllhels - -1130ai7 3141519 52731 21·JUI cs 571 sww lslortTl'\lelcma 65 REDAC 540n II01.2 27,04 
1130167 !141592 52739 21·M cs 571 - Bslort T ,uc;ldn, 45 TED 50802 141>.7 25.40 11,'°··'·) 5!41SM 52740 23-lul cs 571 sww lslortTNCfdna « 51402 ll90JI 211.?D 
11 3!41Sts 52741 23-lul cs 57! sww hlcrt Trucldna 36 so- U0.1 25.20 







Conb-act SClllt 80l Ttuddna In Out -• Tldcet Tldtet Data Farm Fllld Ctop co. T- - Welpt Welaht Welsf,t - ,,_ -1UOH? 3141575 511173 21-M cs S79 - BtfortTruddnt " REDACT 0525 725.4 21.71 U30l67 1141580 58071 21-Jul cs 571 - hfort.Truddnt 53 52170 II0.5 2'.QJ f··; 3l.A1Sl1 58072 21-Jul cs 571 - lltfor!Truddnt 45 ED 51974 B6U 25.99 3141512 S.073 21-lul cs 57!1 - ltfort T rucldnc 44 43258 721.11 21.63 1130867 3141513 58074 21-lul cs 571 - BefortTruc::ldn& 38 47832 7!17.2 2382 1UOl67 5141515 58075 21-Jul cs S79 - Btfort Trucfdnc 53 S4720 912.0 27.H 1130167 !l.A!.516 52735 2Hu! cs 579 SVvW hfortTrucfdnc 45 41260 8043 2A.U 





°"""" """"'"''-""" LI.C 
2011 Wiled H1....i 0.11n 
Contnct salt IOl Tn>dllnf In Out Not 
• ncu1 nmt Dot• , ..... Aold Ctop Co. Truddl Dutlnotlon Wolst,t Welsf>t WelJlil .... Prot1ln -MO&JNl ,022 2-Aua Ooverholo- 2J2 HRW llolortTrvddna 52 REDA 15710 27520 512f0 
M0632'! ,on 2-Aua Oowr- n, HRW llefortTniddn, ., 194IO 276'0 61.MO 
' "") M00244 2-AuJ Oovorhom 2:12 HRW llefort Tndlnt 33 CTED aa.zo :2!1520 59100 
' MO&J245 6'525 2-Aus Clow<holo• 2!2 HRW llolortTndln& 42 95040 21200 66&40 
M06J2C6 '2U4 J-Aus Clow< - .. 232 HRW llolort Trvcklna 45 15000 21240 M7IO 
M082C7 62935 J-Aua Oovorholo• lll HRW llolortTruclln, 63 15710 - SS120 t.1069241 J-Aua ClowrhoUa* 232 HRW hlortTn,ckJna 55 17tl0 lll720 51240 
MOS32ct 62937 3-AUf Clow<holo• 2J2 HRW hlortTrvddnr 52 11040 273811 l50NO 
t.100253 '2931 H,Uf OOW<ho"°" 2!2 HRW hlortTrvc:ld .. 45 IJ020 21260 S47IO 
MOU252 '2139 ,.,. .. a ..... hon ... 232 KRW hlortTrvcldftl 36 IM'20 31000 63920 
M0'3254 '2l40 ......... 0-hollo• m KRW hlortTrucldftl •2 7IIIO 21ll0 50700 
M06J25S l21Ml ,.,... ClcMlf"hoa... ll2 HRW lkfortTrvddnc 63 16110 29620 5551G 
t.1063256 .. ,... Clowrho .... m HRW hlort Trvaln& 55 91110 2K60 61520 
t.1063257 l21M3 ,.,.., 0-holo• 232 HRW hlort Trucldn, 52 15100 27310 511ol20 
VOID l2941 .. ,. ... Oowrhola• m HRW hlort Trv<ldn, 42 VOID VOID VOID 
M06J251 12'« 3-AUf OowrholkN 2J2 HRW lofortTrucldnt 4! 17IIO 27560 IO!OO 
M061250 l21M5 J-Aua Oow<holkN ll2 HRW hlortTrvddna 43 14120 27IOO 57320 
MOIJ:251 '™' ,.,. .. ao-11o1io,. m HRW hlortlrucldna " '1710 29460 62320 M06325t 12'41 Clcverh.,.... 232 HRW llolortlrucldnt 33 91040 29400 51640 





1b> ,q i) 
OwyhHforml .. ~U.C 
20UWhut-DetaR 
Conboct Scale LIOl Ttudllns In Out Net 
• TICHI Tkbt Dote Fllffll Field Clop Co. Truddl Deltfnetlon Welp! Wei,ht Wtfsl,t - Protein hid MOe261 12947 )-Aue CkwerHoOt»t 2!14 HAW a.rort Trudln, 45 REDA I0340 29220 52120 
MOl3262 12952 ,.,..,. ao....HoU..... 234 HAW llelortTNCkJns 42 
CTED 
91.)()1) 21UO 65110 ··)-26! lllt53 5-Aut CloYo<hollol< 134 HAW kfort TN<kl,,a 63 9J.C20 2MOO 65110 
MOIB214 62955 ,.,..., Clow< hollo• 134 HAW lofort Tn,ckln1 55 HlJO 29640 11540 
MOl326S 52956 J.Auc OowrhohO"tt 134 HRW lelortTnxklns 52 - 27360 61300 -- 12JS7 h\ua ao..rhollOI< 134 HRW Befort TNCkln1 43 179'0 275'0 60'00 MOe217 ,as, ,. ... a-..11o11 ... 23' H11W hfort Trudln, n 14JOO 29400 &&900 
MOQ2" 62ffO ,.,. .. CloYo< hollo.. 254 HAW .. fort Trudln, 56 94700 SOIi() 6Sl20 
MO&Jlff 1:1954 )-AUi Cloverhollol< 234 HRW leh,,tTrucklns 45 S7MO 211'0 51700 
M0&3110 12962 ,.. .. a.-,"""'"' 23' Hl1W llolort Tn,ckln, " 17UO 29560 57SIO MO!i3171 129&C » .. Oowrhol!o• 234 Hl1W lefortTNCltlns 42 '"'° 29100 53210 , . MOel72 ,.. .. Clove, ........ 23' HRW ..lortTruckJns 55 935IO 29600 UHO 
MOS:114 62965 ......... ao....Ho!lo• 234 HRW -rtTNCklna 16 91520 !1000 60520 
M06!27S 62911 ,.. .. Clowrholo" 254 HAW lelortTNCklna 0 uuo 21'40 11J,CO 
MO&Jl71 1291! .. ,..,. Clonrhalo• 234 Hl1W -rtTrvcklns H 16280 - 514IO M-063276 12963 ....... ao..,1,o11o .. 23' HRW Befort Trueklna H 16260 DIOO S'410 Ouplkalt 
Moem 12973 ...... ao..rholkni 254 HRW lelortTrueklna 52 73oOIO 27NO •5620 
MO&SVI UHa ...... Oowrholio.. 234 HRW Befort Trucldna 0 !1()520 27UO UMO 
M05!779 IDH 4-Aua a.-,"°'""' 254 HRW Befort Tn,cklna 4S 14380 - SSMC MOl»IO 12t6!1 ........ Clovorhallov. 234 HAW lelortTrvckJna " 11160 I0040 56220 MDe211 ....... Clowerhalio,A 2!14 HAW hfortTrvr;klna 55 91160 295IO H5IO 
M0532&2 12'71 ...... ao..rho- 234 HAW Befort Trvr;klnf " !12SIO 91100 11480 MOIJ21! 62!72 ....... Clover hallo .. 2!14 HRW lofort Trudrln, u ,2220 27120 -MOl!:114 6297• ....... Clonr hallo• 234 HAW hlortTniddoc H 91120 29660 62tl0 
MOIJ215 12!17S ....... ClcM,rhollol< 234 HAW Befort Tniddna 52 !IUlO 27140 IS9IO 
MOlnaa 5!1471 ..... Clover holl<M 234 HAW hfort TNCk!ns 42 IOSIO 21'40 UNO 
M06Jll7 5'477 ....... Clovert,c,Ua,. 254 HAW hlort TNddns 45 to020 29400 12010 
M05J211 SM71 ... ,..,. Clover"°""" 234 HAW Befort Trvddna 63 90200 - II0220 M06!119 '""' Clover- 234 HAW Befort TNCk!na 55 91060 2MIO 61SIO Mlll3210 SMIO 4·Au, O.W.rhalloY. 234 HRW hlort Truddna 96 - !1040 13440 MOH~! 5J.Cl1 4-Aua OowrholloY. 254 HAW hfort Truddno 4S - 27&00 62160 MOfill92 55412 ....... Oo'l1r~ 234 HRW hlortTrudtlna " IJOOO 29740 5!260 MOfi32H 5!1411 ....... Clovar- 254 HIIW a.ton Trucklna 52 f3f00 27860 6'040 
MOfi!1294 5!141< ....... Ooverhollol. 234 HRW hlortTni<klns 42 IOSIO 2n40 626'0 
M06JZ95 5!1415 ........ Oovorhollol. 234 HRW hlort Trucklns •s 11940 JUIO 53560 






Owyftff Formln1~ UC 
20U -llonott0-
Contmt -· &Ol T"'°"W In Out Not I lld<lt 11cbt Datt Form - Ctep Co. TNCU - ... Welaht Wtlplt w.ltht Protein l'lld MOH211 51492 """' Clover Hano.. 241 HRW lltfortTruddna 45 REDA 1654() - -MOl32119 """' Clowr""°'"' 241 HJIW lltfortTruddna 55 H 7IO 292&0 l &SOO ) M063l00 51498 """' °"""'""""" 241 HRW ltl'ortTn,dd,,e 52 CTED - 2&020 61620 MDH30! 5SU!I ....... Clover hollo\l 2• 1 HRW kfon Trucldoc 43 93720 - 63740 • M063302 59481 ....... Oovor holro. 241 HRW ltl'ortTruddr,s 31 g,aoo 3112D 62618 
MOIJ303 51490 i-AUI Oaver hollo'lo 241 HRW lltfortTrucfdot 42 90780 2&420 613'0 
MOH»I Ss.tn U14 Clowr ho"°'* 2'1 HltW l!elort TnJdclna 53 1D2'20 H740 72IIO 
MOHJOS 5s.tt4 1-Auc Cfoverholto,t; 241 KIIW ltl'ortTruddna 45 92140 27SIO 64SIO 
MOIJJ06 i-AUI OowrhoU... 241 HRW ltl'ortTn,cldna 55 - H:ZSO -MOHl07 53499 , .... Clcwrhollc,\o 241 t<RW lltr..rt T..-.S 52 92140 2IOOO 64140 
MOIJjOI 53496 I-AUi Oovtr hotfo• 241 t<RW ltl'ortTruddnc 45 96!MO 2&440 61500 






llwy!,H Fo!ffl!na ~UC 
20UWhulH"""'"Deta8 
Ccnb'lct Sale 80t Tructlna In Out Net 
I Ticket Tld,et Date """" Field C,,,p Co. Trudi# DHllnatlon Welp,! Wt/tht WoJaht -· i'roteln !>aid M0631A 59406 27.Jul Tr!ploC: 214&215 HRW llefort Tl'Uddnc 44 REDA - 30180 54700 911.7 27.35 M063U7 59405 2Nul T\'lpleC 2141.215 HllW 11er,,n Trucking 4S 15:z&O 30480 54710 913.0 27.39 
16147& 21-Jul Trlp!aC 214/215 HllW Mo<lolnlnc CTED !IDll60 - 54000 too.O 27.00 9/W/2ou 168477 21-Jul Trlp!o C 214/215 HIIW M..delo1lne 101110 36740 &5140 1085.7 '2.57 9/10/7.0U 
11!11471 21J.Jul Trlpl•C 114/215 HRW Mo<leloilne 7IIOO mao 42020 700.5 21.01 1/1D/7.0U 
168479 21-Jul TrlpleC 214/215 HRW Medelet.tnt: - 36340 souo 1002.0 !I0.06 9/10/20u 1"410 21-Jul Triple C U4/215 HllW t3540 38660 54IIO 914.7 27.« 
1611Ca1 21-Jul Trlp!o C 214/215 HllW IINnTran,pon !15660 34180 614ao 1024.7 90.74 9/15/2012 
1611Ca2 21-Jul TripleC 214/215 HRW 8d.n Transport 15160 ""° 484IO aor.o 24.24 l/15/20U 1SIICS3 21-Jul Trlp!eC 214/215 HRW IINnTronsport 102720 SSMC ..,_ 1124.S 33.73 1/1S/2ou 
16114114 :a.Jul Trlp!oC 214/2U HllW llunT,onsport l9900 15200 54700 911-7 27.SS t/15/7.0U 
l&r,l85 21-Jul TrlpleC 214/215 HRW 93540 36120 57420 957.0 28.71 
l&r,it& 21-Jul TrlpleC 214/21$ HllW Mo<leleiln< 10J4IO 54520 - 1149.5 SUI 9/10/2012 15U&7 30-Jul Triple C 214/215 HRW M-lnc 93220 36500 5&720 945.5 21.ll& 9/10/mU 
1611411 21-Jul Tripla C 214/21$ HRW Medeletlnc 96060 36740 51320 tla.7 29.55 9/10/20U 




Orjllot hrmq c-....v u.c 
JOllWhfftHanmtDtbll 
c-ttCl 5al• IOI. Truddna ... Out Net 
' Tlcbt Tlcut Datt farm Field Crop Co. Trudi - Welsht WelJht Weicht lushtls Protoln ,Old M0017l - 21-Jul Topia C 216 HAW lltfortTrudclns 44 REDA l!IOIO 29ffO 55120 27.51 MOOl.69 5M07 :II-Jul Triplet 216 HAW klortTtu<klna 44 a.1720 !ID020 5<1700 27.JS ·') M00170 - 21-Jul Trlpl•C 216 HAW l4li,rtTN<kJnc 4S CTED llUO 30:!60 51320 25.6'1 M00175 59410 21-Jul Trtple C 216 HRW Befort Trudtina '5 90260 30:!60 59900 29.9S 
UU91 25-Jul Trlple C 216 HAW Medelezlnc 96160 97000 59160 HS.O 295& 9/10/lOU 
111492 2&,Jul TnpltC 215 HAW 162CO S47CO 51500 ISU 25.75 
1114J3 21-Jul Trlple C 216 HAW Medeat tnc: 932l0 95360 57160 KU 21.H •f10/20U 
111494 21-M TrlpleC 216 HRW Medelotlnc 91160 S4640 51520 M2J> lt.25 t/10/2012 
111495 SO-Jul Trlple C 216 HRW M<tdeletlnc '4160 J&l20 51640 1n3 2932 9/10/2012 
MOOU1 12926 11-Jul TrlpleC 211 HRW Befort TN<tlnl !3 91720 271CO 14SIO 
M011117 Ml7t U•Jul TrlpleC 211 HAW hfi,,tTruddn& 44 93560 - 62SIO MOO'.lll 14290 !1-Jul TrlpleC 21, HAW Befort TNCtlr,s 45 !15760 IOl20 65140 
MOIUtt 142*1 91-Jul TrlpleC 211 HAW klortTrucklnl 52 93720 21000 15720 
MO&J:lN 12131 11-Jul TrlpleC 215 HRW lelort Trvdtlna IS 174CO HMO 56080 
M0691SS &2921 !l•Jul Triple C 215 HRW lefortTrutkmc 45 13140 - 53290 M01SH7 12930 Sl·Jul r.-,1oc 2U HAW llefort Trucklna 44 UC20 31040 57390 
MOHUI 12929 31-Jul TrlpleC 21, HAW lklort Trucldna S2 11SOO 27tCO 53560 
M06!11119 12932 91-Jul TrlpleC 215 HAW Wort Trucldna H 12360 27100 55260 
M09200 14D2 S1,Jul TrlpleC 21' HAW a.fort Trvctlna 49 H700 27IOO 70900 






°"Yhe<! ""'rinl CG-llC 
2012Wht,atH-..tDetaD 
fon!YKt - BOl Trudrlna In Out Net • Tldu!t Tldllt Date Fann Flald Clop Co. - De- Wllaht Wef&ht Walaf,t llusl!ols fllrottfn 1'1114 MilU219 64303 2-.\us TriplaC: 220 HRW llefortTrudlnc 45 REDAC Ul59211 30780 751'0 12523 
MOUlll 64502 2·Aut TrlploC 220 HRW hfort Trudlnc 52 tl.ffO 27680 64280 1071.3 _)_,m 64505 2-Aut Tr!pfeC llO HRW hfortTrudlnc 43 TED 17460 27710 SHIO DP 
M063225 64506 2-Auu Tripl•C 220 HRW hfort Trudlnc 42 tl060 2lln0 62740 1045.7 
M063ll6 64107 H,111 TrlpleC 220 HRW a.fortTnH:ldna 63 t5120 - 16020 1100.ll MOH227 64308 2-Aua Tripf•C llO HRW !kfort Trudlnc 52 tlllO 27600 64AO 1071.0 
M06322ll 64309 H,u1 TrlpleC 220 HRW llofort Tmeldna 43 93220 21121) 65500 1091..7 
M063229 2--AUI TripleC 220 HRW ltfortTrudd,,a 55 11760 29!120 &llMO 1030.7 
MOH230 64311 , ....... TripleC 220 HRW hfortTrutklnJ 4S 147,0 - 5UIO 939.7 Mll0232 64312 2-Aua TrlpleC 220 HRW !kfortTrudlnc 42 19740 21240 61500 1025.0 
M063233 64313 l-Aut TriphtC 220 HRW Befort Trvcldn1 63 - 29720 11240 1020.7 M063l34 64314 2-Aua Triple C llO HRW !kfortTrvckln, 52 IS900 27560 68340 11!1.0 
MOG3235 64318 2-Aua TrlphtC 220 HRW Befort Truc:kln, 33 H2JO 29560 66720 un.o 
MOQ23& '4315 2-Aua Triple C 220 HRW Befort Truc:kln, 4! 15960 27720 11240 11!7.ll 
MOH237 ~ Tr!pleC 220 HRW BefortTruc:l:ln1 ss - 291l0 60140 1002.ll M063ffl 6019 2-Auu Triplet 220 HRW llefortTrudlnc !6 96240 nuo 65120 11)15.) 
M063231 62133 2-Aut Triple C 220 HRW hfort Trucldn1 42 19200 21240 IS09IIO 1016.0 
M063240 64320 2-Aus Tr!pleC 220 HRW hfort Trucldns 63 96360 29740 &6620 1110.ll 




l:lqllacf......, __ U.C 2022 __
































Data , .... 
1-Auf TrtpleC , ..... TrtpleC 
1 ..... T...,c 
1-Auc TrtpleC 
1 ..... T-t 
1 ..... Triplet 
1,luf T._,..C 
l,q TrtpleC 
1 ..... r,.i.c 
1 ..... T._,..C 
1 ..... T._,..t 
1 ...... Trtplet 
1-A<la Triplet 









221 HllW WartT ...... n 
221 - WartTt--« S2 221 HllW WartTndfat: .. 
221 - llelortT ...... n 221 - .. ,.,u ...... .. 221 - w.rtT""11nt 41 121 IIRW lelartTrudh,a u 
221 HIIW --. !J 
221 HIIW W...Trvcl:fna .. 
221 IIRW W...TNdlnc .. 
m 1111W --. 45 
221 - lelottTndma S2 221 HIIW kfortTndma ss 
221 - WortTnldlnt .. 221 - ..,.,u,-., 42 221 HRW lelottTnldlnt " 
.. Oat Net - Wlflht WtW,t w.,.... ·- ........ -REDA . ., .. 27900 51141> 1030:1 !IIJGO -- 1130.7 CTED - -- 109!U - 271m 5IIOO tlL7 - - StllO !115.3 - - 15420 1m.1 .. 1 ... 2n40 6Wl0 lOlU - 27llil - 1011.0 - -- 11090 M- 2Ml0 55520 1091.0 - - 61720 1145.3 ti.MO i7HII 13TOO 106L7 
St221 917.l 
NOlO 1100.J 















$ 330.51 Cost Per Acre 




















582.26 TC Acres in 2012 
$ 392.04 Cost Per Acre 













Seifer; OWYHEE FARMING COMPANY LLC 
PO B0X3110 
PASCO, WA 99302 
Seller has sold and agrees to deliver to Buyer the following: 
Purchase Contract 
Commodity: Wheat-Soft White Contract Type: Priced 
Net Quantity: 3,000.000 Tons Bid Criteria: Delivered 
Delivery Period: 07/09/2012 - 08/31/2012 Destination; MtnHom 
Purchase Price: 233.3300 






This Purchase Order confirms the parties oral agreement to buy and sell The statements above, below and on the enclosed 
Statement of Purchase Terms are understood to be an accurate statement of the terms and conditions of the agreement between 
the parties hereto. Failure to advise Buyer immediately in writing of any discrepancies, objections to or disagreement with such 
terms and conditions shall be construed as an acceptance of this contract 
PAYMENT WILL NOT BE MADE UNTIL A WRITIEN LIEN SEARCH IS RECEIVED. 
Trade Rules to Govern: National Grain and Feed Association 
Payment Terms: Wire on Receipt of Document 









Owyhee Farming Company UC 
2012 Wheat Harvest Detail 
Contract scale BOL Trucking In Out Net 
# Ticket Ticket Date Farm Field Crop Co. Truck# Destination Weight Weight Weight Bushels 
1130867 3141334 58120 10-Jul cs 573 sww Befort Trucking 63 REDACTED 60422 1007.03 30.21 
1130867 3141335 58123 10-Jul cs 573 sww Befort Trucking 45 61544 1025.73 30.n 
1130867 3141339 59454 10-Jul cs 573 sww Befort Trucking 44 55528 925.47 27.76 
1130867 3141340 58121 10-Jul cs 573 sww Befort Trucking 36 5n8o 963.00 28.89 
1130867 3141347 58124 10-Jul cs 573 5WW Befort Trucking 63 60808 1013.47 30.40 
1130867 3141350 58125 10-Jul cs 573 sww Befort Trucking 45 56426 940.43 28.21 
1130867 3141352 59458 10-Jul cs 573 sww Befort Trucking 44 57120 952.00 28.56 
1130867 3141354 59455 10-Jul cs 573 5WW Befort Trucking 36 58436 973.93 29.22 
1130867 3141356 59456 lO•Jul cs 573 sww Befort Trucking 63 67498 1124.97 33.75 
1130867 3141359 59457 10-Jul cs 573 sww Befort Trucking 45 54340 905.67 27.17 
1130867 3141362 59462 10-Jul cs 573 5WW Befort Trucking 44 58848 980.80 29.42 
1130867 3141363 59459 10-Jul cs 573 sww Befort Trucking 36 55196 919.93 27.60 
1130867 3141366 59460 10-Jul cs 573 SWW Befort Trucking 63 62558 1042.63 31.28 
1130867 3141368 59461 10-Jul cs 573 SWW Befort Trucking 45 59798 996.63 29.90 
1130867 3141370 58122 10-Jul cs 573 sww Befort Trucking 44 34130 568.83 17.07 
1130867 3141373 59464 11-Jul cs 573 5WW Befort T rucklng 63 60228 1003.80 30.11 
1130867 3141375 59465 11-Jul cs 573 5WW Befort Trucking 45 60428 1007.13 30.21 
1130867 3141376 59466 11-Jul cs 573 SWW Befort Trucking 44 28928 482.13 14.46 
1130867 31413n 59463 11-Jul cs 573 sww Befort Trucking 36 57186 953.10 28.59 
1130867 3141388 59467 11-Jul cs 570 sww Befort Trucking 63 56174 936.23 28.09 
1130867 3141389 59468 11-Jul cs 570 5WW Befort Trucking 45 52504 875.07 26.25 
1130867 3141390 59469 11-Jui cs 570 SWW Befort Trucking 36 49712 828.53 24.86 
1130867 3141391 59470 11-Jul cs 570 5WW Befort Trucking 44 48870 814.50 24.44 
1130867 3141399 57026 12-Jul cs 557 5WW Befort Trucking 63 61636 1027.27 30.82 
1130867 3141403 57027 12-Jul cs 557 5WW Befort Trucking 45 61636 1027.27 30.82 
1130867 3141404 57028 12-Jul cs 557 SWW Befort Trucking 63 59340 989.00 29.67 
1130867 3141406 57029 12-Jul cs 557 sww Befort Trucking 44 60200 1003.33 30.10 
1130867 3141407 57030 12-Jul cs 557 SWW Befort Trucking 36 59990 999.83 30.00 
1130867 3141409 S7031 12-Jul cs 557 sww Befort Trucking 45 61370 1022.83 30.69 
1130867 3141410 57032 12-Jul cs 557 sww Befort Trucking 63 63902 1065.03 31.95 
1130867 3141412 57034 12-Jul cs 557 SWW Befort Trucking 36 60940 1015.67 30.47 
1130867 3141415 57033 12-Jul cs 557 SWW Befort Trucking 44 61824 1030.40 30.91 
1130867 3141419 57036 13-Jul cs 557 sww Befort Trucking 63 67166 1119.43 33.58 
1130867 3141420 57035 13-Jul cs 557 5WW Befort Trucking 45 62322 1038.70 31.16 
1130867 3141421 57037 13-Jul cs 557 sww Befort Trucking 36 59S04 991.73 29.75 
1130867 3141422 57038 13-Jul cs 557 SWW Befort Trucking 44 59186 986.43 29.59 




\__,. -· 1130867 3141426 57040 13-Jul cs 557 sww Befort Trucking 63 REDACTED 63532 10S8.87 31.77 
1130867 3141427 S7041 13-Jul cs 5S7 SWW Befort Trucking 4S 63470 10S7.83 31.74 
1130867 3141428 57042 13-Jul cs 5S7 sww Befort Trucking 44 63198 1053.30 31.60 
1130867 3141398 S9472 12-Jul cs 558 SWW Befort Trucking 45 S4628 910.47 27.31 
1130867 3141400 · 59474 12-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 44 45994 766.57 23.00 
1130867 3141401 59473 12-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 36 52406 873.43 26.20 
1130867 3141432 59043 13-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 36 58974 982.90 29.49 
1130867 3141435 59044 13-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 63 62428 1040.47 31.21 
1130867 3141441 57045 13-Jul cs 558 5WW Befort Trucking 45 61440 1024.00 30.72 
1130867 3141444 57057 13-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 44 58466 974.43 29.23 
1130867 3141448 57047 13-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 36 64076 1067.93 32.04 
1130867 3141449 57048 13-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 63 58590 976.50 29.30 
1130867 3141450 57049 14-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 45 60536 1008.93 30.27 
1130867 3141451 57052 14·Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 63 66108 1101.80 33.05 
1130867 3141452 57051 14-Jui cs 558 5WW Befort Trucking 36 61846 1030.77 30.92 
1130867 3141453 57046 14-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 44 61504 1025.07 30.75 
1130867 3141456 57054 14-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 45 61946 1032.43 30.97 
1130867 3141457 57055 14-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 63 60302 1005.03 30.15 
1130867 3141458 57056 14-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 36 55120 918.67 27.56 
1130867 3141459 57050 14-Jul cs 558 SWW Befort Trucking 44 55850 930.83 27.93 
1130867 3141460 57058 14-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 45 63208 1053.47 31.60 
1130867 3141461 57059 14-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 63 64196 1069.93 32.10 
1130867 3141462 S7060 14-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 36 56278 937.97 28.14 
1130867 3141463 57061 14-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 44 57486 958.10 28.74 
1130867 3141464 57062 14-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 45 59750 995.83 29.88 
1130867 3141465 57063 14-Jul cs 558 sww Befort Trucking 63 60914 1015.23 30.46 
1130867 3141470 57064 16-Jul cs 558 5WW Befort Trucking 36 55242 920.70 27.62 
1130867 3141469 57067 16-Jul cs 571 sww Befort Trucking 63 58974 982.90 29.49 
1130867 3141479 57070 16-Jul cs 571 5WW Befort Trucking 63 52740 879.00 26.37 
3141369 cs 573 SWW Befort Trucking 25879.8 431.33 12.94 
3141468 cs S71 sww Befort Truck Ing 41359.8 689.33 20.68 
1130867 3141503 58054 17-Jul cs 509 sww Befort Trucking 45 21474 357.90 10.74 
1130867 3141523 57065 18-Jul cs S58 sww Befort Trucking 44 42670 711.17 21.34 
1130867 3141492 58061 16-Jul cs 568 5WW Befort Trucking 44 55744 929.07 27.87 
1130867 3141495 58051 17-Jul cs 568 5WW Befort Trucking 63 32864 547.73 16.43 
1130867 3141499 58053 17-Jul cs 568 sww Befort Trucking 44 47026 783.77 23.51 
1130867 3141501 58052 17-Jul cs 568 5WW Befort Trucking 36 41408 690.13 20.70 
1130867 3141504 58055 17-Jul cs 568 sww Befort Trucking 45 20602 343.37 10.30 
1130867 3141516 58056 17-Jul cs 568 SWW Befort Trucking 63 48064 801.07 24.03 
1130867 3141517 58057 17-Jul cs 568 sww Befort Trucking 44 44848 747.47 22.42 
1130867 3141520 58058 17-Jul cs 568 5WW Befort Trucking 36 45932 765.53 22.97 
1130867 3141521 58060 18-Jul cs 568 5WW Befort Trucking 63 48414 806.90 24.21 
ML000273 
REDACTED 
1130867 3141522 58059 18-Jul cs 568 sww Befort Trucking 45 51820 863.67 25.91 
1130867 3141524 58062 18-Jul cs 568 SWW Befort Trucking 36 35536 592.27 17.77 
1130867 3141529 58063 18-Jul cs 568 sww Befort Trucking 44 33676 561.27 16.84 
1130867 3141587 58064 18-Jul cs 568 sww Befort Trucking 45 43700 728.33 21.85 
1130867 3141573 58067 21-Jul cs 568 sww Befort Trucking 53 19526 325.43 9.76 
1130867 3141574 58069 21-Jul cs 567 sww Befort Trucking 45 41498 691.63 20.75 
1130867 3141575 58070 21-Jul cs 567 SWW Befort Trucking 36 50284 838.07 25.14 
1130867 3141576 58073 21-Jul cs 579 sww Befort Trucking 44 43526 725.43 21.76 
1130867 3141580 58071 21-Jul cs 579 SWW Befort Trucking 63 52170 869.50 26.09 
1130867 3141581 58072 21-Jul cs 579 sww Befort Trucking 45 51974 866.23 25.99 
1130867 3141582 58073 21-Jul cs 579 sww Befort Trucking 44 43258 720.97 21.63 
1130867 3141583 58074 21-Jul cs 579 sww Befort Trucking 36 47832 797.20 23.92 
1130867 3141585 58075 21-Jul cs 579 sww Befort Truck Ing 63 54720 912.00 27.36 
1130867 3141586 52735 21-Jul cs 579 SWW Befort Trucking 45 48260 804.33 24.13 
1130867 3141587 52736 21-Jul cs 579 sww Befort Trucking 44 49692 828.20 24.85 
1130867 3141588 52737 21-Jul cs 579 sww Befort Trucking 36 46660 777.67 23.33 
1130867 3141589 52738 21-Jul cs 578 5WW Befort Trucking 63 54072 901.20 27.04 
1130867 3141592 52739 23-Jul cs 578 sww Befort Trucking 45 50802 846.70 25.40 
1130867 3141594 52740 23-Jul cs 578 SWW Befort Trucking 44 53402 890.03 26.70 
1130867 3141595 52741 23-Jul cs 578 sww Befort Trucking 36 50406 840.10 25.20 
1130867 3141596 52742 23-Jul cs 578 sww Befort Trucking 63 60582 1009.70 29.29 
1130867 3141392 59471 11-Jul cs 571 sww Befort Trucking 63 46846 780.77 23.42 
1130867 3141471 57071 16-Jul cs 571 sww Befort Trucking 44 70034 1167.23 35.02 
1130867 3141485 57074 16-Jul cs 571 sww Befort Trucking 44 49314 821.90 24.66 
1130867 3141535 58065 18-Jul cs 571 5WW Befort Trucking 36 58854 980.90 29.43 
1130867 3141572 58066 21-Jul cs 571 sww Befort Trucking 63 26404 440.07 13.20 
1130867 3141483 57068 16-Jul cs 571 SWW Befort Trucking 36 50040 834.00 25.02 
1130867 3141486 57069 16-Jul cs 571 sww Befort Trucking 45 55982 933.03 27.99 
1130867 3141488 57072 16-Jul cs 571 SWW Befort Trucking 63 56972 949.53 28.49 
1130867 3141490 57073 16-Jul cs 571 sww Befort Truck Ing 36 53022 883.70 26.51 








,• p REDACTED 
Customer Settlement #4130542 
110039 OWYHEE FARMING COMPANY LLC 
P0BOX3110 





Units settled Units Remaining 
Scale Ticket 003141334 30.211 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141335 30.772 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141339 27.764 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141340 . 28.890 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141347 30.404 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141350 28.213 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141352 28.560 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141354 29.218 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
.. ···)·· Scale Ticket 003141356 33.749 0.000 
l Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141359 27.170 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141362 29.424 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141363 27.598 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141366 31.279 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket · 003141368 29.899 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141369 12.935 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141370 17.065 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141373 30.114 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141375 30.214 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141376 14.464 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141377 28.593 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141388 28.087 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141389 26.252 0.000 
Y 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
care Ticket 003141390 24.856 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141391 24.435 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Sc.ale Ticket 003141392 23.423 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141398 27.314 0.000 
REDACTED Page 2 
Settled Date: 07/27/2012 





























07-27-2012 08:52 AM J RE~~CT 
ML000275 
110039 OWYHEE FARMING COMPANY LLC 
PO BOX 3110 
PASCO, WA 99302 
REDACTED 





Units Settled Units Remaining 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141399 30.818 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141400 22.997 0.000 
source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141401 26.203 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141403 30.818 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141404 29.670 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141406 30.100 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141407 29.995 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141409 30.685 0.000 
.-)·· Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
. Scale Ticket 003141410 31.951 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130667 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141412 30.470 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141415 30.912 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141419 33.583 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141420 31.161 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141421 29.752 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141422 29.593 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130667 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141424 27.867 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130667 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141426 31.766 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141427 31.735 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141428 31.599 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141432 29.487 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141435 31.214 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141441 30.720 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141444 29.233 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141446 32.036 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141449 29.295 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
REDACTED Page 3 
Settled Date: 07/27/2012 




























07-27-2012 06:52 AM REDACTED 
ML000276 
REDACTED 
Customer Settlement #4130542 
110039 OWYHEE FARMING COMPANY LLC 
PO BOX 3110 





Units Settled Units Remaining 
Scale Ticket 003141450 30.268 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141451 33.054 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141452 30.923 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141453 30.752 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141456 30.973 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141457 30.151 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141458 27.560 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141459 27.925 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
)Scale Ticket 003141460 31.604 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141461 32.098 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141462 28.139 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141463 28.743 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141464 29.875 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141465 30.457 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141467 3.814 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141468 20.684 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141469 29.487 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141470 27.621 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141471 35.017 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141479 26.310 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141483 25.020 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141485 24.657 0.000 
.) Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141486 27.991 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141488 28.486 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141490 26.511 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141492 27.872 0.000 
REDACTED Pai:ie 4 
Settled Date: 07/27/2012 
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ML000277 
REDACTED 
Customer Settlement #4130542 
110039 OWYHEE FARMING COMPANY lLC 
PO BOX3110 
PASCO, WA 99302 
To QPR Check/ Ref# Units Settled Units Remaining 
~ Source Ref. 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141495 16.432 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141499 23.513 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from location 5070 
Scafe Ticket 003141501 20.657 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141503 10.713 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141504 10.266 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141516 24.032 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141517 21.639 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141520 22.966 0.000 
)
·. Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
. Scale Ticket 003141521 24.207 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141522 25.910 0.000 
Sou.rce Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141523 20.491 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141524 16.102 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141529 15.811 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141535 29.427 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141537 21.628 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141572 13.202 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141573 9.763 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141574 20.749 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141575 25.142 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141576 21.763 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141580 26.085 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141581 25.987 0.000 
) Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141582 21.629 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141583 23.916 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141585 27.360 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
REDACTED Page 5 
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Customer Settlement #4130542 
110039 OWYHEE FARMING COMPANY LLC 
PO BOX3110 
PASCO, WA 99302 
Settled Date: 07/27/2012 






Units Settled Units Remaining 
Scale Ticket 003141586 24.130 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141587 24.734 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141588 23.330 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141589 27.036 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141592 25.401 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141594 26.701 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141595 25.203 0.000 
Source Purchase Contract: 1130867 from Location 5070 
Scale Ticket 003141596 30.291 0.000 











Tax Wheat - 5070 
Tax Wheat CIAP -5070 
Source Drying Charges: 
Shrink Adjustment Drying Charges: 




Pay Names : OWYHEE FARMING COMPANY LLC 















Ticket # S Gross Net PremlUm/DIScoonts Prlcelllnll 
Di1ll I ~ ~ fcg 
003141334 R 
07110/2012 PR 1130867 0.00 
OWYHEE FARMING COMPANY LLC 
Received via Truck Veh: 63 
30.21 30.21 
233.3300 
M EM !lB. aJ.IY. Total Amount 
9.40 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 233.3300 
7,049.13 
Drying Charge for Ticket 003141334 (Split 1): 
003141335 R 30.77 30.77 8.70 
07/10/2012 PR 1130Bll7 0.00 233.3300 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 233.3300 
OWYHEE FARMING COMPANY LLC 




07/10/2012 PR 1130B87 0.00 
OWYHEE FARMING COMPANY LLC 







Drying Charge for Ticket 003141335 (Spilt 1): 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 233.3300 
!l,478.17 
Drying Charge for Ticket 003141339 (Split 1): 




Seier: OWYHEE FARMING COMPANY LLC 
P0BOX3110 
Purchase Contract 
PASCO, WA 99302 
SeDer has sold and agrees to deUver to Buyer the following: 
Commodity: Wheat-SQ.fl wi,ne Contract Type: Priced 
Net QuanUty: 3,000.000 Tons Bid Criteria: Delivered 
Delivery Period: 07/09/2012 • 08/31/2012 Destination: MlnHom 
Purchase Price: 233.3300 
-------
Comments: #1 SW Maximum 11.6 % Moisture 33 · 3 > k 
~ /W~L.-iX ~tP-IS//.iJvt 
/ b, =- 60 ti:,> 






I ...... - ......... I 
I· )Jj' .• • • ., "'' ··1 . I",, I ,I!•• f t I j ,.:1.. I• 
l ''' -. : ----............. ___ .... _ ..... _ ... 
This Purchase Order confirms the parties oral agreement to buy and sell. The statements above, below and on the enclosed 
Statement of Purchase Terms are understood to be an accurate statement of the terms and conditions of the agreement betweer 
the parties hereto. Failure to advise Buyer Immediately In writing of any discrepancies, objections to or disagreement with such 
terms and conditions shall be construed as an acceptance of this contract 
PAYMENT WILL NOT BE MADE UNTIL A WRITTEN LIEN SEARCH IS RECEIVED. 
Trade Rul1t1 to Govern: NaUonal Grain and Feed Aasoclalion 
Payment Tenna: Wire on Receipt or Document 









Crop Variety Sold To Price/Bu Weight Pay Date 
Com REDACTED $6.25/bu 40,484.29 Bu $ 236,027.49 3/21/2013 Paid in Full 
Corn $7.78/bu 7,348.57 Bu $ 56,837.30 3/29/2013 Paid In Full 
Corn $6.00/bu 100,000 Bu $ 593,980.08 12/24/2012 Paid In Full 
Corn $6.25/bu 100,000 Bu $ 618,980.08 12/24/2012 Paid in Full 
Com $7.37/bu 94,618.21 Bu $ 582,543.59 1/4/2013 Pald in Full 
Corn ~ $7.90/bu 92,569.69 Bu $ 731,300.57 3/11/2013 Paid in Full 
Com $8.13/bu 150,000 Bu $ 1,217,061.06 12/5/2012 Paid in Full 
WTAL I $ 6./tt( 585020.76 $ 4,036,730.17 
;) 





Destlnttlon Dote Fleld Ticket# Wqhl Ton Swhtls Rate Tot>! Hauler Ticbt# l'tid Pmt for Crop Rec:Yd NOTES Spllt l.ood Contract Price Price Per Ton 
REDA ll/27/2012 m Tl.39<179 26871.6 13.4358 447.8fi Befort 3/11/2013 $ 7.90 2.63.33 
CTED 
ll{l7/2012 512 Tl39'178 29292.6 14,fi463 483.21 Btfort 3/11/:!013 $ 7.90 263.33 
U/271=2 572 T139433 49471.4 24.7392 824.64 Befort 3/11/2013 $ 7.90 263.33 
ll/27/'1!Jl2 S72 1'139449 51278.4 25.6392 154.64 Befort 3/11/2013 $ 7.90 263,33 
ll{l7/2012 572 Tllr.1442 S1942.6 25.!1713 865.71 llefort 3/11/1.013 $ 7.90 263,33 
ll/lti,'2012 S72 T139361 53185.8 26.5929 118M3 llefort :l/11{l0l3 $ 7.90 163.33 
ll/27/2012 S72 Tl39432 54171.6 27.o&S8 90Ul6 llefon 3/11/2013 $ 7.90 263.33 
ll/21/'1Dl2 572 Tl39JIOS 54557.4 27.l787 909.l9 Befort 3/11/2013 $ 7.90 263.33 
ll/2&,'2012 S72 T139337 55521.6 27.7tiOI !llS.36 llefort :1/11/2013 s 7.90 263.33 
ll/l6/7JJl2 572 Tl39373 5.5628.4 27.8142 927.14 Befort 3/11/2013 $ 7.90 ?H.33 
ll/lti,'2012 m Tl39334 55692.fi 27.8'163 928.21 a.fort 3/11/2013 $ 7.90 263.33 
11/2&/.lt)U 572 Tl39367 55735.8 27.8679 928.93 Befort 3/11/2013 $ 7.90 263.33 
11/26/'lJJU 572 T1393'10 S637lU ZBJB92 ffl,64 Btfort 3/11/2013 $ 7.90 263.31 
11/26/2012 572 Tl39386 57450 28.725 957.S llefort 3/ll/2013 $ 7.90 263.33 
ll/ll/2012 572 Tl39309 57642.6 28.8213 960.71 a.rort 3/11/2013 $ 7.90 263.33 
ll/lti,'2012 sn Tl393S6 58221.6 29.1108 970.36 Befort 3/11/2013 $ 7.90 263.33 
11/26/l012 sn Tl39344 58885.8 29,4429 981.43 Befort 3/11/2013 $ 1.90 263.33 
11{l6/l012 572 1139310 59335.JI 29.6679 9111.93 &.fort 3/11/2013 $ 7.90 263.33 
11/26/2012 572 Tl393"6 62378.4 31 . .1!92 1039.&4 Befort 3/11/2013 $ 7.90 263.33 
ll/27/2012 572 Tl.39<138 71978.4 35.9892 1199.64 Rlff01S 3/11/2013 $ 7.90 263.33 
ll(D/:IJ)ll 572 Tl.37300 73650 36.ll25 lll7.S GAB3 :1/11/2013 $ 7.90 263.33 
U/27/2012 S72 Tl39397 74207.4 37,1037 1236,7!1 Rllf 015 3/11/2013 $ 7.90 263.33 
11/ll/20l2 m Tl39303 11707.4 40.8537 1361.79 Rll!OlS 3/11/2013 s 7.'.10 ?63.33 
ll/27/1!1U 580 32052 41000 20.S 732.14 llefort 
11/27/2012 580 320S7 41380 20.69 738.93 -ll{l7/lf1U 580 32063 54ll0 27.D6 !IGti.43 Befort 
11/27('ZOU 580 32064 52320 2fi.lij 93'1.l9 Btlolt 
11/27/2012 580 32U7 48160 24.08 860,00 Befort 
11/27/2012 S80 32ll4 63&!0 31.12 1136.4! llefort 
11/27/2012 580 32l37 59900 29.95 1069.64 Befort 
ll/271=2 580 32l40 604<40 30.22 1079.29 Befo<t 
ll/1.7/2012 580 32248 60880 30.44 1081.14 8elort 
11/27/2012 580 32150 5!/320 29.66 1059.29 Befort 
ll/27/2Dl2 580 32153 62860 31.43 ll:U.SO Befort 
ll{l7/2012 580 32l66 53420 26.71 953.!!3 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32167 57820 28.!!l 1032.SO llelort 
11/27/2012 580 32171 60720 30.36 1084.29 8efort 
11/27/2012 580 32174 - 28.21 1010.00 Befort 11/'El/2012 580 32176 56180 28.ll9 10091.21 a.fort 
11{l7/2012 S80 32181 57960 211.9111 1035.00 Befort 
ll/'El/2012 S80 32111!1 56160 2s.ol 1002.116 Befort 
11{l7/2012 sao 32190 59480 29,74 1062.14 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32llll Sl520 29.l6 1045,00 Befort 
11(7.7/2012 580 32220 53840 26.92 961.43 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32259 55100 27.55 913.33 llefort 
11/27/2012 580 32264 58900 29.45 lllSl.79 ll<tfort 
ll/27/2012 580 322611 53580 26.7!1 956.79 Befort 
ll/27/2012 SID 32213 60260 30.13 1076,07 Befort 
ll/27/2012 580 32276 46040 23.02 B:U.14 S.fOlt 
11/27/20U 580 s:zm S0960 25.48 910.00 Befort 
ll/27/2012 580 322117 53640 26.82 957.S6 a.tort 
11/27/2012 580 322!12 S2560 26.28 938.57 Bololt 
11/27/2012 SID 32l9I s.uao 28.64 951.43 llefort 
ll/27/2012 S80 32305 SOIICO 25.4 907,14 Befort 
ll/27/'1JJl2 SIO 32313 54720 27.36 9n.1• Befort 
11/27/W.2 SIO )iI!l7 57360 28,118 1024.29 -ll/27/20),2 580 32352 ssno 27.116 9'5.00 Befort 
l'J/27/2012 580 32353 490:W 24.Sl 875.36 Befort 
ML000281 
·-- \ 
HEDA "-:i/27/20U -,· 580 32362 54940 27.47 9U07 Befort 
CTED 11/27/2012 509 32377 520IIO :Hi.04 930.00 hf'ort 
11/27/2012 509 32381 50<l40 25.22 900.71 8efort 
ll/27/2012 580 lllllS - 2'1.41 874.z, Befort 11/27/2012 509 32393 57760 28.lll 1031.43 8efort 
11/27/2012 509 32397 53200 :Hi.6 950.00 Befort 
U/27/20U 509 32403 51700 25.15 923.21 8efort 
11/27/2012 509 32408 53200 :lfi.5 '50.00 Bofort 
11/27/2012 509 32451 - 27.14 11611.29 Befort 11/27/2012 509 32457 ssooo 275 982.14 Befort 
ll/27/20U 509 32461 - 27.44 980..00 klort 11/27/2012 509 32470 55320 27.66 9117.86 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32474 57420 28.71 1Cl2S.36 8efort 
11/27/2012 509 32479 S3li00 26.8 957.14 8efort 
11/27/2012 509 3l485 52720 2U6 941.43 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32494 5S8fiO 27.93 997.SD 8efort 
11/27/2012 509 32501 SII04D 28.02 1000.71 llelort 
11/27/2012 S09 32505 55200 27.6 9115.71 Bofort 
11/27/2012 509 32514 55560 27.71 992.14 Be.fort 
11/27/2012 509 32519 55340 27.57 988.21 Befort 
11/27/lOU 509 32522 55;!60 27.68 !188.57 &.fort 
11/27/2012 509 32527 56l20 21.ll 1003.93 8efort 
1112mo12 509 32.553 571!() 28.59 1021.07 8efort 
11/27/2012 509 32554 54460 27.ll 972.50 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32555 57080 2854 1013.29 8efort 
ll/1.7/2012 575 32552 Sf;«l0 28.2 1007.14 8efort 
12/27/2012 575 32565 S2900 26.45 944.64 lltofort 
:u/l.7/lOU 575 32570 53980 26.99 !163.93 llefort 
11/27/lOU 57S 32575 53400 26.7 95357 8efort 
ll/l7/20U 575 32579 54480 27.24 972.86 Befort 
ll/27/2011 575 32583 533CO 211.65 951.79 8efort 
ll/l7/20ll 575 32589 53320 211.66 952.14 Befort 
ll/27/2012 575 32595 54u;o 27.I3 968.93 S.fort 
ll/27/2012 575 32597 54820 27,41 9711.93 llefort 
ll/27/20U 575 32fi01 55320 27.66 917.86 lkfort 
11/17/2012 57S 32006 55140 27.57 984.64 lklort 
11/27/lOU 575 32608 51700 26.35 941.D7 Brfort 
ll/27/2012 575 32611 51040 2552 SlUl Bofort 
ll/27/2012 S75 32666 53980 26.99 963.93 a.tort 
11/27/Wll S75 32567 56240 21.12 lll04.29 Bofort 
11/27/2012 575 32661 51860 25.93 9211.07 llefort 
11/27/2012 575 32m 55800 27.9 996.13 llefort 
ll/27/2012 575 32680 51540 19.27 1045.36 llefort 
12/27/2012 575 32684 S6'J80 28A9 101750 Befort 
11/27/lOU S75 :12617 56280 21.14 1005.00 Befort 
12/27/2012 575 :12685 S63CO 211.15 1005.36 lofort 
11m/2012 575 32692 S7420 28.71 1025.36 Bofort 
11/27/2012 575 :12695 57020 2851 1018.21 -11/27/2012 575 32697 53260 26.63 !l!il.07 Befort 
11/27/2012 575 32729 49760 2•.sa 118157 Befort 
11/27/2012 575 32734 52480 25.24 937.14 Bofort 
nm/201> S75 !2737 52440 26.22 936.•3 llefort 
U/27/20U S75 :12742 S3520 26.76 955.71. Befort 
ll/27/2012 57S 32744 52260 26.U 933.21 llefort 
11/27/2012 51S 32745 52880 26.44 944.29 Delon 
11/27/2012 575 32748 S4900 27.45 980.36 8efort 
11/27/2012 57S 32755 56020 28.01 1000.36 llefort 
11/27/2012 S7l 32758 $4680 27 • .'J.! S76.0 llefort 
U/27/2012 572 32761 S5060 27.53 983.21 Befort 


















• ·C~5r ("\ - (.S -
Destination Date Fleld Ticket # Weight Ton Bushels Rate Total Hauler 
REDAC 11/27/2012 572 Tl39479 26871.6 13.4358 447.86 Befort 
TED 11/27/2012 572 T139478 29292.6 14.6463 488.21 Befort 
11/27/2012 572 T139433 49478.4 24.7392 824.64 Befort 
11/27/2012 572 T139449 51278.4 25.6392 854.64 Befort 
11/27/2012 572 Tl39442 51942.6 25.9713 865.71 Befort 
11/26/2012 572 T139361 53185.8 26.5929 886.43 Befort 
11/27/2012 572 T139432 54171.6 27.0858 902.86 Befort 
11/21/2012 572 Tl39305 54557.4 27.2787 909.29 Befort 
11/26/2012 572 T139337 55521.6 27.7608 925.36 Befort 
11/26/2012 572 T139373 55628.4 27.8142 927.14 Befort 
ll/26/2012 572 Tl39388 55692.6 27.8463 928.21 Befort 
11/26/2012 572 Tl39367 55735.8 27.8679 928.93 Befort 
11/26/2012 572 T139340 56378.4 28.1892 939.64 Befort 
11/26/2012 572 Tl39386 57450 28.725 957.5 Befort 
11/21/2012 572 Tl39309 57642.6 28.8213 960.71 Befort 
11/26/2012 572 T1393S6 58221.6 29.1108 970.36 Befort 
11/26/2012 572 Tl39344 58885.8 29.4429 981.43 Befort 
11/26/2012 572 T139310 59335.8 29.6679 988.93 Befort 
11/26/2012 572 T139336 62378.4 31.1892 1039.64 Befort 
11/27/2012 572 T139438 71978.4 35.9892 1199.64 Riff 015 
11/21/2012 572 T139300 73650 36.825 1227.5 GA83 
11/27/2012 572 Tl39397 74207.4 37.1037 1236.79 Riff 015 
11/21/2012 572 Tl39303 81707.4 40.8537 1361.79 Riff 015 
11/27/2012 580 32052 41000 20.5 732.14 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32057 41380 20.69 738.93 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32063 54120 27.06 966.43 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32064 52320 26.16 934.29 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32127 48160 24.08 860.00 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32134 63640 31.82 1136.43 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32137 59900 29.95 1069.64 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32140 60440 30.22 1079.29 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32148 60880 30.44 1087.14 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32150 59320 29.66 1059.29 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32153 152860 31.43 1122.50 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32166 53420 26.71 953.93 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32167 57820 28.91 1032.50 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32171 60720 30.36 1084.29 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32174 56560 28.28 1010.00 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32176 56180 28.09 1003.21 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32181 57960 28.98 1035.00 Befort 
ML000284 
REDACTE 11/27/2012 580 32189 56160 28.08 1002.86 Befort 
D 11/27/2012 580 32190 59480 29.74 1062.14 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32218 58520 29.26 1045.00 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32220 53840 26.92 961.43 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32259 55100 27.55 983.93 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32264 58900 29.45 1051.79 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32268 53580 26.79 956.79 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32273 60260 30.13 1076.07 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32276 46040 23.02 822.14 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32282 50960 25.48 910.00 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32287 53640 26.82 957.86 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32292 52560 26.28 938.57 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32298 53280 26.64 951.43 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32305 50800 25.4 907.14 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32313 54720 27.36 9n.14 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32317 57360 28.68 1024.29 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32352 55no 27.86 995.00 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32353 49020 24.51 875.36 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32362 54940 27.47 981.07 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32377 52080 26.04 930.00 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32381 50440 25.22 900.71 Befort 
11/27/2012 580 32385 48960 24.48 874.29 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32393 57760 28.88 1031.43 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32397 53200 26.6 950.00 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32403 51700 25.85 923.21 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32408 53200 26.6 950.00 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32451 54280 27.14 969.29 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32457 55000 27.5 982.14 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32462 54880 27.44 980.00 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32470 55320 27.66 987.86 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32474 57420 28.71 1025.36 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32479 53600 26.8 957.14 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32485 52no 26.36 941.43 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32494 55860 27.93 997.50 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32501 56040 28.02 1000.71 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32505 55200 27.6 985.71 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32514 55560 27.78 992.14 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32519 55340 27.67 988.21 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32522 55360 27.68 988.57 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32527 56220 28.11 1003.93 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32553 57180 28.59 1021.07 Befort 
11/27/2012 509 32554 54460 27.23 9n.5o Befort 
ML000285 
• . . 
REDA~ 
v \_. 
ll/27/2012 509 32555 57080 28.54 1019.29 Befort 
D 11/27/2012 575 32562 56400 28.2 1007.14 Befort 
11/27/2012 575 32565 52900 26.45 944.64 Befort 
ll/27/2012 575 32570 53980 26.99 963.93 Befort 
ll/27/2012 575 32575 53400 26.7 953.57 Befort 
ll/27/2012 575 32579 54480 27.24 972.86 Befort 
11/27/7.012 575 32583 53300 26.65 951.79 Befort 
11/27/2012 575 32589 53320 26.66 952.14 Befort 
ll/27/2012 575 32595 54260 27.13 968.93 Befort 
11/27/2012 575 32597 54820 27.41 978.93 Befort 
11/27 /7.012 575 32601 55320 27.66 987.86 Befort 
ll/27/2012 575 32606 55140 27.57 984.64 Befort 
ll/27/2012 575 32608 52700 26.35 941.07 Befort 
ll/27/2012 575 32611 51040 25.52 911.43 Befort 
11/27/2012 575 32666 53980 26.99 963.93 Befort 
11/27/20U 575 32667 56240 28.12 1004.29 Befort 
ll/27/2012 575 32668 51860 25.93 926.07 Befort 
ll/27/2012 575 32678 55800 27.9 996.43 Befort 
11/27/2012 575 32680 58540 29.27 1045.36 Befort 
11/27/2012 575 32684 56980 28.49 1017.50 Befort 
ll/27/2012 575 32687 56280 28.14 1005.00 Befort 
11/27/2012 575 32689 56300 28.15 1005,36 Befort 
11/27/2012 575 32692 57420 28.71 1025.36 Befort 
11/27/2012 575 32695 57020 28.51 1018.21 Befort 
11/27/2.0U 575 32697 53260 26.63 951.07 Befort 
11/27/2012 575 32729 49760 24.88 888.57 Befort 
~ 11/27/2012 575 32734 52480 26.24 
937.14 Befort 
~.".: 11/27/2012 575 32737 52440 26.22 936.43 Befort 
0 11/27/2012 
575 32742 53520 26.76 955.71 Befort 
11/27/2012 575 32744 52260 26.13 933 .21 Befort 
11/27/2012 575 32745 52880 26.44 944.29 Befort 
11/27/2012 575 32748 54900 27.45 980.36 Befort 
11/27/2012 575 32755 56020 28.01 100036 Befort 
11/27/2012 572 32758 54680 27.34 976.43 Befort 
11/27/2012 572 32761 55060 27.53 983.21 Befort 
11/27/2012 572 32764 54660 27.33 976.07 Befort 
11/27/2012 572 32765 53920 26.96 962.86 Befort 
11/27/2012 572 32767 50880 25.44 908.57 Befort 
~Q,)J. 1\,~ 20.76 
~ '/7 / . / 
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Crystal Springs ClnWt 
Crystal Springs 33736 
Crystal Springs 47751 
Crystal Springs 45936 
Crystal Springs 45449 
Crystal Springs 22132 
Crystal Springs 32227 
Crystal Springs 55147 
Crystal Springs 43607 
Crystal Springs 23115 
Crystal Springs 52658 
) Crystal Springs 54222 
Crystal Springs 43169 
Crystal Springs 24203 
Crystal Springs 41329 
Crystal Springs 14606 
Crystal Springs 24980 
Crystal Springs 48426 
Crystal Springs 26141 
Crystal Springs 48766 
Crystal Springs 50545 
Crystal Springs 51497 
Crystal Springs 42260 
Crystal Springs 24195 
Crystal Springs 45599 
Crystal Springs 21733 
Crystal Springs 48714 
Crystal Springs 24518 
Crystal Springs 44409 
Crystal Springs 22858 
Crystal Springs 51672 
Crystal Springs 45399 
) Crystal Springs 20787 
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ONT $$ Paid Pay Date 
27,829.62 
(7,498.12) $ 42..00 $ 313,691.35 11/30/2012 
(7,498.00) $ 37.98 $ 284,803.03 5/24/2013 
(6,416.75) S 37.98 $ 243,732.98 5/24/2013 
(6,416.75) $ 37.98 $ 243,732.98 S/24/203.3 





30,288.62 ' ,tal ONT - Beans in 2012 Harvest 
ndow Price (Over a specific period of time)· Per our Contract 
ndow Price (Over a spedflc period of time)· Per our Contract 
.. *Arst contract Paid in FuH 
REDACTED ***2nd contract· Beans unsold - Stlll in Inventory 
f41~4 dt)I'?-- ~> 
ML000763 
( 
. - - - - - - - - -· -~ - -.,... l; - .... --- - .. - -
REDACTED 
CO\\-LW&tn.<:?I(l 1; mn·o nl!'.A \\l CON'X:ttU~'f 
:. C1GJ# v~:u· _ :.uu1.... , 
Itt1idtordN011u. -·-~--·---- ....... - ··- ·-.•• ..!1:9... .... 
·------------.. ----·---···--·-··· ---- ·~-- .. -· 
A.dtm.'-AI' 
11ds Ai!Ni mud i11ntdc L'l:t\l"(tlf1 • REDACTED 1111d gmw« nndk.i lt·ndlml lbttd liJuw ("ORQW.W!.."}. \I b .lJ•,\\.,._tl: 
J. BJ:.1\'!.e.t!!llff.cy P.»<W1J1ltt.. nn.owsm 1ur11'1h1'1 that l1r/fl11 it tho mvner ot' fl,o 1rJt4 11pc,n whM1 th,· ttcil' b ~1 .. ,m ,ir 1t, .1 tla mtue.i h <ht. 
ll'llld.lo1t1 lb~d b,4'119 ,utd Ibo Lti;ullout spJ to dill ~1':.('144'1il. 
l, blJU!l.lf.2.Rlftl.11• (UU~\'l'Bl\ IJ9118l lo pl,ut), ~21. •. wal'I. Cfl11f.mll4~0U31,"11isfod ftdt1'1'/, l'n,TUl\11h·A1I J,:, l'tll t{•J. ,\ ,•1tr11 l1~~lll 'Nlll :i 
Gl 11-..s l•fMJ\V]iluol qt11l1ty Cr.t l!wo J'IOgt'A.'N. (JJ\ffi\'llR.lk.11}!.r.t'!.111 Jilly 1, iQll k, \1•11111)' .ft'fJll<ll,f1':l\\'J. /. IWk'tW1 t11Jc\\ft'.:4 wlll 111 
11-.lclr,1J,flt_,::,ow«1m1nl~. ouenz.y, ott, __ ,alteJ. t<t:U~C ')_l/,t ,t/ 
3, Ji!.m..W• Nn IUlffll!(I Wlll l,11 C''ltMRffl fbr 1.n1did p'!4 .. -.ditt opfuln l, r.r nplian 2. Any aprn \llftJk.u J,.,~AI uJJI 11UCt111' f ,111lf•J \k,,~1: ('ft l\t,• _,, 
4. G~'l..tllt· ORO'\'/llR wllt 1111ml.tl!o.1 Ibo qntnll\)' of b.-nv \'111\'11~ wl1M1 sl\(,U b:t tllO 110\ \'klff;l•I ofl.n,11t1 w:ril't<l 111 REDACTED 
or fllllfwltofl l'\'Cffllillfl 11511M. Th~ 11d weight 11 ftltll!I \ffl,OTI lt-Jll o Jl'!lt,tJlll,1'0 ta1ktl '\-lcMt 0\1111 wlildl Wlll 11) dt11utUHl'd l,,l' l1"11J•h, 1,ml 
di11IU11e!wLt l111t uat l,a H.nltcd l'111ld, ffllll•, l'Ol'.b, cf..:, 
o. ~ffl,. REDAC wDt adl Ned {(II plt1uf11B (() a.. Ol\.O\V6lt ,, SGO.OO p,<t tlll, <nl0\\'1W.hti-."'11 or11•t11 11 Hl'\llily fHktr'il 1<, REDACM \11, 
IC.:IUM Jlffl>' f'll I~ 111llOl•ld oftltl• Wffl llttlil 01\(>WJIR Jll\Y-1 fu'1ha l(td U1 fult. rr, .. OJlOWtlllMiilm O CCl\ll r1n11,~ tlH 0.1\0Wlt.l\ will h, 
~bin .lnu11.Apllfl11e,,1 to REDAC 
6. oa,.,.,. Uf/111'., CfBO\VUH -a•~N ,., ,Mild tom111lhrJlnt I"')' othu '111" a, 1111,,J(ltl 6{ "~'"· :Mil.cd ('i'lldtJlll wiJl b llltl:fe,;,I "' l1.j1·..,l1•11. 
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Owyhee Farming 2012 
Clover Hollow/ Triple C 
Sugar Beets 
Tons Price Total 
Acres Net Tons per acre per ton Income 
Clover Hollow 464.00 16,257.26 35.04 $ 48.78 $ 792,960.11 
Triple C 177.SO 7,156.20 40.32 $ 48.25 $ 345,283.26 
Totals 641.50 23,413.46 36.50 $ 48.61 $ 1,138,243.37 
ML000127 
. ~ -V-
SNAKE RIVER SUGAR COMPANY 
GROWER NAME: OWYHEE fARMING CO. LLC 
PO BOX 3110 
PASCO WA 99302 
GROWERS ACCOUNTING STATEMENT 








GROWER DELIVERY RECORD FOR PERIOD 09/10/12 TO 09/09/13 
FRST NET 
RETURN (LBS) CMNGLD TOTAL l?YMNT LESS PREV AMOUNT !?AID 
DLVRD NU~R li'INAL DIRT AFTER TARE TARE DIRT NET TONS PAYMENT FOR BEETS PAYMENT · FOR THIS 
DATE FLO LOADS SUGAR (LBS) RET DIRT ' (LBS) (LBS) DELIVERED E'ER TON ·rro FOR BEETS PAYMENT 
ll/03/12 17 29 15.22 17,053- 904, 65'/ 2.2 19,902 265 442. 2450 44.11723 19,510.62 17,357.17 2,153 45 
11/05/12 17 144 16.53 83,730- 4,628,310 2.7 124,964 585 2251.3805 49.03035 110,385.97 98,200.98 12,184.99 
11/06/12 17 189 16.87 112, 341- 5,729, 14~ 2.2 126,041 1,920 2800.5940 50.30552 140,885.34 125,333.27 .l!>, 552. O'i 
11/02/1224 38 l!J.14 24,092- 1,176,918 3.0 35,308 46·2 570.5740 43.81719 25,000.95 22,241.53 2,759.42 
11./03/12 24 69 15.!,5 48,788- 2,244,212 2.7 60,594 815 1091. 4015 45.35488 49,500.38 44,036.70 5,463.68 
GRANO TOTAL 469 16.32 286,004- 14,683,246 2.5 366,809 4,047 7156. 1950 48.24956 345,283.26 307,169.65 38,113.61 
NOTES: FINAL SUGAR% IS FIGURED AFTER CAMPAIGN. NET PAYMENT DUE GROWER 38,113.61 
ALL PAYMENTS BEFORE CAMPAIGN CLOSE ARE PRELIMINARY. 
YOUR YTD SUGAR% FOR THIS PAYMENT !S 16.321815 
ML000128 
~ ~ SNAKE RIVE: SUGAR COMPANY . 
GROWER NAME: OWYHEE FARMING CO. LLC 
PO BOJ( 3110 
(>ASCO WA 99302 
GROWERS ACCOUNTING STATEMENT 





GROWER DELIVERY RECORD FOR PERIOD 09/10/12 TO 09/09/13 
FRST NE:T 
RETURN (LBS)' CMNGLD TOTAL PYMNT LESS PREV A.MOUNT PAID 
DLVRD NUMBR FINAL DIRT AFTER TARE TARE DIRT NET TONS PAYMENT FOR BEETS PAYMENT · FOR THTS 
!)ATE Ji'LD t.OADS SUGAR (LBS) RET DI!lT ' {LBS) (LBS) DELIVERED PER TON '!TD FOR BEETS PAYMENT 
11/03/12 17 29 15.22 l 7, 053- 904, 65'/ 2.2 19,902 265 442.2450 44.11723 19,510.62 17,357.17 2,153.45 
11/05/12 l 7 144 16.53 83, 730- 4,628,310 2.7 124,964 585 2251. 3805 49.03035 110,385.97 98,200.98 12,184.99 
11/06/12 l 7 189 16.07 112, 341- 5,729, 14\! 2.2 126,041 1,920 2800.5940 50.30552 140,885.34 125,333.27 15,552.07 
11/02/12 24 38 15.14 24,092- 1,176,918 3.0 35,308 46'2 570.5740 43.81719 25,000.95 22,241.53 2,759.42 
11/03/1224 69 15.55 48,788- 2, 244, 21.1 2.7 60,594 815 1091. 4015 45.35488 49,500.38 44,036.70 5,463.68 
GRAND TOTAL 469 16.32 286,004- 14,683,246 2.5 366,809 4,047 7156. 1950 48.24956 345,283.26 307,169.65 38,113.61 
NOTES: FINAL SUGAR\ IS FIGURED AFTER CAMPAIGN. NET PAYMENT DUE GROWER 38,113.61 
ALL PAYMENTS BEFORE CAMPAIGN CLOSE ARE PRELIMINARY. 
YOUR YTD SUGAR 'II FOR TH!S PAYMENT IS 16.321815 
ML000129 
~ SNAKE RIVER SUGAR COMPANY 
GROWERS ACCOUNTING STATEMENT PAGE 1 
GROWER NAME: OWYHEE FARMING CO. LLC 
CJo"-e..r \.\o \\ow 
PAYMENT DATE 10/25/13 
PO BOX 3110 (A) GROWER NUMBER 9-60-4631 
PASCO WA 99302 MEMBER NUMBER 1991 
GROWER DELIVERY RECORD FOR PERIOD 09/10/12 TO 09/09/13 
FRST NET 
RETURN (LBS) CMNGLD TOTAL PYMNT LESS PREV AMOUNT !?AID 
DLVRD NUMBR !i'INAL DIRT AFTER TARE TARE DIRT NET TONS PAYMENT FOR BEETS PAYMENT ll'OR THIS 
DATE FLO LOADS SUGAR (LBS) RET DJRT 'II (LBS) (LBS) DELIVERED PER TON . YTD FOR BEETS PAYMENT 
10/30/1231 13 16.34 6,803- 367,837 1. 6 5,885 55 180.9485 48.31776 8,743.03 7,777.94 96 5. 09 
10/31/12 31 134 16.43 54, 115- 4,377,485 1. 9 83,172 325 2146.9940 48.65531 104,462.66 92,931.58 11,531.08 
11/01/12 31 157 ,16 .10 :78,080- 5,154,510 2.0 103,090 2,026 2524.6970 47.41765 119,715.20 106,500.83 13,214 37 
11/02/12 31 84 16, 74 49,409- 2,782,321 2.9 80,687 1,038 1350.2980 49.81796 67,269.09 59,843.45 7,425.64 
10/26/1233 5 16.49 2,980- 152,630 3.2 4,884 53 73. 8465 48.88034 3,609.64 3,211.19 398.45 
10/27/1233 92 17.10 49,790- 3,043,690 2.4 73,049 779 1484.9310 51.16813 75,981.14 67,593.60 8,387.54 
10/29/1233 133 16.78 63,701- 4,221,369 2.3 97,091 534 2061. 8720 49.96797 103,027.56 91,654.62 11,372.94 
10/30/1233 96 '16.68 51,254- 3,083,176 2.4 73,996 676 1504. 2520 49.59293 74,600.26 66,365.39 8,234.87 
10/31/1233 14 17.21 8,536- 448,694 2.1 9,423 35 219.6180 51.58068 11,328.05 10,077.54 1,250.51 
10/24/1239 90 16.01 50,736- 2,768,234 3.7 102,425 999 1332. 4050 47.08010 62,729. 76 . 55,805.60 6,924.16 
10/25/1239 106 16. 07 67,936- 3,400,314 3.9 132,612 2,297 1632.7025 47.30513 77,235.20 68,709.88 8,525.32 
10/26/ 12 39 106 16.37 68,499- 3,356,251 5.3 177,881 1,909 1588. 2305 48.43028 76,918.45 68,427.88 8,490.57 
10/27/1239 10 15.87 5,793- 296,637 5.0 14,832 160 140.8225 46.55504 6,556.00 5,832.35 723.65 
10/29/1239 1 16.82 478- 32,162 2.7 868 5 15.6445 50 .11799 784.07 697.52 86.55 
GRAND TOTAL 1041 16. 46 558,110- 33,485,310 2.9 959,895 10,891 16257.2620 48. 77575 792,960.11 705,429.37 87,530.74 
NOTES: FINAL SUGAR 'II IS FIGURED AFTER CAMPAIGN. NET PAYMENT DUE GROWER 87,530.74 
ALL PAYMENTS BEFORE CAMPAIGN CLOSE ARE PRELIMINARY. 
YOUR YTD SUGAR t FOR THIS PAYMENT IS 16.462113 
ML000130 
( 
~ SNAKE RIVER SUGAR COMPANY 
GROWERS ACCOUNTING STATEMENT PAGE 1 
GROWER NAME: OWYHEE FARMING CO. LLC 
CJo~-u- \-\o \\ow 
PAYMENT DATE 10/25/ 13 
PO BOX 3110 (A) GROWER NUMBER 9-60-4631 
PASCO WA 99302 MEMBER NUMBER 1991 
GROWER DELIVERY RECORD FOR PERIOD 09/10/12 TO 09/09/13 
FRST NET 
RETURN (LBS) CMNGLD TOTAL PYMNT LESS PREV AMOUNT PAID 
DLVRD NUMBR FINAL DIRT AFTER TARE TARE DIRT NET TONS PAYMENT FOR BEETS PAYMENT FOR THIS 
DATE FLO LOADS SUGAR (LBS) RET OlRT \ (LBS) (LBS) DELIVERED PER TON YTO FOR BEETS PAYMENT 
10/30/1231 13 16.34 6,803- 367,837 1.6 5,885 55 180.9485 48.31776 8,743.03 7,777.94 965.09 
10/31/12 31 134 16.43 54, 115- 4,377,•J85 1. 9 83, 172 325 2146.9940 48.65531 104,462.66 92,931.58 11,531.08 
ll/01/12 31 157 16.10 78,080- 5,154,510 2.0 103,090 2,026 2524.6970 47.41765 119,715.20 106,500.83 13,214.37 
11/02/12 31 84 16.74 49,409- 2,782,321 2.9 80,687 1,038 1350. 2980 49.81796 67,269.09 59,843.45 7,425.64 
10/26/1233 5 16.49 2,980- 152,630 3.2 4,884 53 73.8465 48.88034 3,609.64 3,211.19 398.45 
10/27/1233 92 17.10 49,790- 3,043,690 2.4 73,049 779 1484.9310 51.16813 75,981.14 67,593.60 8,38"1.54 
10/29/1233 133 16.78 63,701- 4,221,369 2.3 97,091 534 2061.8720 49.96797 103,027.56 91,654.62 11,372.94 
10/30/1233 96 16.68 51,254- 3,083,176 2.4 73,996 676 1504.2520 49.59293 74,600.26 66,365.39 8,234.87 
10/31/1233 14 17.21 B,536- 448,694 2.1 9,423 35 219.6180 51.58068 11,328.05 10,077.54 1,250 51 
10/24/1239 90 16.0l 50,736- 2,768,234 3.7 102,425 999 · 1332.4050 47.08010 62,729.76. 55,805.60 6,924.16 
10/25/1239 106 16.07 67,936- 3,400,'.:14 3.9 132,612 2,297 1632.7025 47 .30513 77,235.20 68,709.88 8,525.32 
10/26/1239 106 16.37 68,499- 3,356,251 5.3 177,881 1,909 1588.2305 48.43028 76,918.45 68,427.88 8,490.57 
10/27/1239 10 15.87 5,793- 296,u37 5.0 14,832 160 140. 8225 46.55504 6,556.00 5,832.35 723 65 
10/29/1239 1 16.82 478- 32,162 2.7 868 5 15.6445 50.11799 784.07 697.52 86. 55 
GRANO TOTAL 1041 16.46 558,110- 33,485,310 2.9 959,895 10,891 16257.2620 48.77575 792,960.11 705,429.37 .87, 530 74 
NOTES: FINAL SUGAR\ lS FIGURED AFTER CAMPAIGN. NET PAYMENT DUE GROWER 87,530 74 
ALL PAYMENTS BEFORE CAMPAIGN CLOSE ARE PRELIMINARY. 
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1360 Cassia Creek 
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4631 Clover Hollow 


















183.76 Acres Triple C Beets 




Gas & Dlesel Total 
Hauling Total 
Land Analysis Total 
Seed Total 
Utilities Total 
Other Fees Total 
Insurance, General Toti 
Gas&Dlesel 
Supplies 
Repair & Maintenance 
Labor 
ML000771 
$ 18,207.54 Application Total 
$ 8,348.53 Chemicals Total 
$ 25,237.73 fertilizers Total 
$ 50,558.10 Gas & Olesei Total 
$ 35,864.19 Hauling Total 
$ 1,231.00 Land Analysls Total 
$ 82,672.69 Seed Total 
$ 64,503.01 Utllltles Total 
$ 2,854.22 Other Fees Total 
$ 9,371.46 Insurance, General Total 
$ 8,095.41 Supplies 
$ 17,571.37 Repairs & Maintenance 
$ 55,250.07 Labor 
$ 379,765.31 Grand Total 
457.96 Acres of Clover Hollow Beets 
$ 829.25 Cost Per Acre 
ML000770 
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DwnPmt Not Applled 
Total 
Received 
Accounts Rea!!vable 10/31/12 
Bales •1st Cut 
Bales ,2nd Cut 
Bales ·3rd Cut 
Bales ~th Cut 
Total Bales 
Welchted tons per acre 


















CIIS$la Creelt Barbonus W&'iiiif:flt;il Elson MaclcWaten 
100,000.00 $ 33,000.00 $ 57,000.00 $ 15,000.00 $ !Kl,000.00 
292,194.00 $ 85,!M6.00 $ 132,254.00 $ 32,634.00 $ 165,942.llO 
(40,000.00) $ (13,000.00) $ (57,000.00) $ (6,000.00) S (32,000.00) 
203,868.00 $ 81,144.00 $ 25,074.oo s 21,294.00 s 1 n,935.10 
(35,000.00) S (12,000.00) $ $ (5,000.00) $ (28,000.00) 
132.,300.00 $ 61,866.00 $ 20,412.00 $ 12,461.40 $ 44,366.00 
(25,000.00) $ (8,000.00) $ $ (4,000.00) $ (20,000.00) 
$ 35,406.00 $ 11,718.00 $ s 
$ s $ $ 
s s $ $ 
628,362.00 $ 264,362.00 $ 189.468.00 $ 66,389..40 $ 388,243.10 
324,420.00 $ 123,130.00 $ 119,714.00 $ 49,054.00 $ 219,300.00 
303,942.00 $ 141,232.00 $ 69,754.00 $17,335.40 $ 168,943.10 $701,206.50 
Bales ,. , 
2319.00 812.00 1130.00 259.00 1317.00 
1618.00 644.00 199.00 169.00 7341.00 
1050.00 491.00 162.00 1548.00 7042.00 
0.00 281.00 93.00 0.00 0.00 
4,987.00 2.228.00 1,584.00 1,976.00 15,700.00 
1-40.00 140.()3 132.90 140.00 1-40.00 
1,IIOO.O 1,694.7 1,800.0 480.0 353.3 
0.900 0.8'17 Q.900 0.2-40 0.1n 
4488.3 1887.9 1425.6 474.21 2m.w 
756 273 917 130 675.9 
s.937 6.915 1.555 3.6"8 4.103 
3nsaoo 
!(ffltit$jnip 
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Owyhee Hay Summary :;J,.C \ \ "t"- ~01a_ 
10/31/20U 
Cassia Creek Barbonus Crystal Springs Ellson Magic Waters 
Down payment $ 100,000.00 $ 33,000.00 $ 57,000.00 $ 15,000.00 $ 80,000.00 
1st Cut $ 292,194.00 $ 85,946.00 $ 132,264.00 $ 32,634.00 $ 165,942.00 
Own $ (40,000.00) $ (13,000.00) $ (57,000.00) $ (6,000.00) $ (32,000.00) 
2nd Cut $ 203,868.00 $ 81,144.00 $ 25,074.00 $ 21,294.00 $ 177,935.10 
Own $ (35,000.00) $ (12,000.00) $ - $ (5,000.00) $ (28,000.00) 
3rd Cut $ 132,300.00 $ 61,866.00 $ 20,412.00 $ 12,461.40 $ 44,366.00 
Dwn $ (25,000.00) $ (8,000.00} $ - $ (4,000.00) $ (20,000.00) 
4th Cut $ $ 35,406.00 $ 11,718.00 $ - $ 
Own $ $ $ - $ $ 
DwnPmt Not Applied $ - $ $ $ - $ 
Total $ 628,362.00 $ 264,362.00 $ 189,468.00 $ 66,389.40 $ 388,243.10 
Received $ 324,420.00 $ 123,130.00 $ 119,714.00 $ 49,054.00 $ 219,300.00 
Accounts Receivable 10/31/12 $ 303,942.00 $ 141,232.00 $ 69,754.00 $ 17,335.40 $ 168,943.10 $ 701,206.50 
Bales -1st Cut 2319.00 812.00 1130.00 259.00 1317.00 
Bales -2nd Cut 1618.00 644.00 199.00 169.00 7341.00 
Bales -3rd Cut 1050.00 491.00 162.00 1548.00 7042.00 
Bales -4th Cut 0.00 281.00 93.00 0.00 0.00 
Total Bales 4,987.00 2,228.00 1,584.00 1,976.00 15,700.00 
Total Tons 4488.3 1887.9 1425.6 474.21 2773.165 
Acres 756 273 917 130 675.9 
Yield 5.937 6.915 1.555 3.648 4.103 
$ 140.00 $ 140.03 $ 132.90 $ 140.00 $ 140.00 
ML000293 
L-3200 604 374 
L-3201 602 399 
l-3202 603 435 
L-3203 601 365 
L-3204 801 422 
L-3205 402 324 
Total 2319 
2319 x 1800 lbs= 4,174,200 /2000 = 2,087.1 tons 
2,087.1 x $140 = 292,19~ - 40,000 prep,_a....,v_=_2_5_2,=----1_94_l-----+-----+------1 
252,194 / 6 payments= $42,030 rounded 
,_.,_."" ·~--~~-·--- -- ---·---
4X4 164 
L-3801 397 150 4X4 150 
L-3802 397 151 3X4 151 
L-3803 399 73 4X4 73 
L-3804 399 274 3X4 274 
Total 812 387 425 
-
387 (4X4's) x 1800 lbs= 696,600 /2000 = 348.3 tons 
425 (3X4's) x 1250 lbs= 531,250 /2000 = 265.6 tons 
~.3 + 265.6 = 613.9 tons x $140 = 85,946 -13,000 prepay= 72,946 





L-0300 583 189 
L-0301 584 133 
L-0302 585 90 
L-0303 564,565,566 203 
L-0304 586 38 
l-0305 576 22 
L-0306 WEST587 90 
L-0307 587 156 
l-0308 NORTH576 30 
L-0309 577 132 
ML000294 
,( 
L-0310 1,2,3 47 
Total 1130 
1,130 x 1800 lbs = 2,034,000 /2000 = 1,017 tons 
1,017 x $140 = 142,380- 57,000 prepay= 85,380 




l-5300 401 385 
l-5301 414 357 
l-5302 411 212 
L-5303 404 363 
Total 1317 1-------t-----------------
1317 x 1800 lbs = 2,370,600 /2000 = 1,185.3 tons 
1,185.3 x $140 = 165,942 • 32,000 prepay= 133,9~_ 
133,942 / 6 payments= $22,325 rounded 
LS304 Elison#! 259 
259 x 1800 lbs= 466,200 / 2000 = 233.1 tons 
233.1 x $140 = 32,634 - 6,000 prepay 26,634 




ex·- ~~ •• '' ~: Al.l=AtfA'ilj~:t ~ ~ · STACK•, • ~ PIVOT "'-' BALES~· "-'. 9/7/2012 - ...... ----'l-----t------i-·------1--- - ~UI ol. 
L-3805 396 16 
··, L-3805 399 36 ---·-
L-3806 396 124 
L-3806 397 248 
L-3806 399 220 
Total 644 
··-··----·-·-·-·----~----t----+-----· ----+-----t 
644 x 1800 = 1,159,200 /2000 = 579.2 tons 
579.2 x $140 = 81,144 - 12,000 Dp = 69,144 /3 pmts = $23,050 rounded 1-------,---- ·- ---r'--~--'--...-- --.-- ----,.------+------
- - -·- ·-···- - -+----+----
PIVOT BAL£S' 
l-0311 1,2,3,585,564 199 
..... ---~-------- ·-----~-- ---------
199 x 1800 = 358,200/2000 = 179.1 tons x $140 = $25,074 
L-3206 402 199 
1---------- ------+-----+-----1-------~-----
L-3207 604 262 





·, L-3210 601 315 
.I l-3211 801 317 
Total ' 1618 . -
- ··---- ··--·--.. - -- - - -·-- ----··--t- - -- ----
1,618 x 1800 = 2,912,400/2000 = 1,456.2 tons 
1,456.2 x $140 = 203,868 - 35,000 Op= 168,868/3 pmts = $56,300 rounded 
L-5305 1 169 
169 x 1800 = 304,200/2000 = 152.1 tons 
152.1 X $140 = 21,294 - 5,000 Op= $16,294 
~~&9J,1'·~;.--BA-U.:...l1LES_IJ _ !-• • --+--ACTUA--L-+-----+---+-----
L-5306 414 ___ 3757(3 TIE) 3757 
L-5307 401,404,411,414 U2 
L-5308 401 3518(3TIE) 3584 
Totals 882 
·,, 7341 X 130 lbs = 954,330 
.._/ 882 X 1800 = 1,587,600 
954,330 + 1,587,600 = 2,541,930/2000 = 1,270.965 tons 
1,270.965 x $140 = $177,935.10 - 28,000 Op= 149,935.10/3 pmts = $50,000 rounded 
ML000297 
$140 $120 
l-0300 583 189 189 
l-0301 584 133 133 
l-0302 585 90 90 
l-0303 564,565,566 203 203 
L-0304 586 38 38 
l-0305 576 22 22 
l-0306 WEST587 90 90 
l-0307 587 156 156 
l-0308 NORTH576 30 30 
l-0309 577 132 132 
l-0310 1,2,3 47 47 
Total Bales 1130 568 562 
S68 x 1800 lbs= 1,022,400 /2000 == 511.2 tons 
S62 x 1800 lbs = 1,011,600 /2000 = 505.8 tons 
511.2 X $140 • 71,568 
505.8 X $120 = 60,696 






=-=. ~. ·= ... ~=" .. ffl··'flr=·-· =~=1=·•=· -
-~ ·= ST~c;K· ·.. l>JVOT;A,-•teAt:efj 
l-3807 397,399 381 
l-3808 396 110 
491 
491 x 1800 lbs = 883,800 lbs/ 2000 = 441.9 tons 
441.9 x $140 = 61,866 - 8,000 DP = 53,866 / 2 pmts = $26,935 rounded 
io~A1~1rrm1;s•:cA1:J:Al!fiA~ rtttit~At ,,-'l!i>.;!f,\!i;i'!,d~---~•)L .. o, -'------~!;:/IW>KL~-- .. Sl\. 
·:;; ~§T~c1<:;;1<, ;~ ·, r~1v9:r,:::~*:?~;tES';-
L-0312 1,2,3,564,sas 162 
162 x 1800 lbs= 291,600 / 2000 = 145.8 tons 
145.8 X $140 = 20,412 / 2 = $10,206 
l-5310 401 2788(3TIE) 2788 
l-5311 404 2244(3 TIE) 2244 
l-5312 414 2010(3 TIE) 2010 
7042 
) 7,042 x 90 lbs = 633,780 / 2000 = 316.9 tons 
316.9 x $140 = 44,366- 20,000 OP= 24,366 / 2 = $12,183 
L-5309 1 1548 r154~f · 
1,548 x 115 lbs= 178,020 / 2000 = 89.01 tons 
89.01 x $140 = 12,461.40 - 4,000 DP= 8,462 / 2 = $4,231 
·:;J~~'!'~:~rAy~:;::e,:.; ;~.f;~p)'l()f ~·~0t¥B:At!ES 'ff 
l-3212 402 116 
l-3213 604 161 
l-3214 602 191 
l-3215 801 215 
l-3216 603 185 
l-3217 601 182 
) 
1050 
1,050 x 1,800 = 1,890,000 / 2000 = 945 tons 
945 x $140 = 132,300 - 25,000 OP= 107,300 / 2 = $53,650 /mo 
ML000299 
lrj#Bl]f{IIIZ!~~, 
·)· .. ·. STA.CK): ,'.•)\~~";PIVOT.' BALES I 
l-0313 1 93 
93 x 1,800 lbs= 167,400 / 2000 = 83.7 tons 
83.7 x $140 = 11,718 / 2 = $5,859 
lliffl1'~-~-, , ___ , 
) 
) 
l-3809 396,397,399 281 
281 x 1,800 lbs= 505,800 / 2000 252.9 tons 
252.9 x $140 = 35,406 / 2 = $17,703 
ML000300 
TNM 
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